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Summary 

Actvances in glass-fiber and network technologies have shifted the bottleneck in 
cornrnunication systems to the protocol processing unit. Two trendscan be observed 
in the literature for solving this problem. First, parallelism is employed at the stack, 
layer, entity and the protocol function level. However, finer-grain parallelism has 
not been identified. Second, functions that form a bottleneck are off-loaded to a 
hardware coprocessor, though these functions are often selectedon an ad-hoc basis: 
it is not clear what an optima! trade-off between hardware and software is. 

The main goal of this thesis is to design an architecture for a general purpose, pro
grammable, protocol processor, capable of supporting very high bit-rate datastreams 
(at least 1.2 GBit/sec., or at least 600k packets/sec.). The problem to be solved is 
to manage the complexity caused by: A large gap between specification and im
plementation, numerous constraints and tunable parameters, the complex functions 
to be performed and the high-speed processing requirements. This thesis presents 
a design strategy for the implementation of high-speed complex systems in general 
(as characterized above) and the feasibility is shown by applying this strategy to the 
design of a general purpose protocol processor. 

In accordance with the design strategy, our focus is on architectural aspects and not 
on the specification. Basic functions, which are operations visible in the architecture 
(and often not in the specification) will be identified by means of a structured, 
detailed analysis ofthe protocol implementation. The basic functions will be defined 
in accordance with the goal to provide hardware support for the functions common 
to most protocols and with the emphasis on efficient processing of the fast path in 
a general protocol. Fine-grain parallelism is obtained by defining that the basic 
function are the atomie unit of parallelism. Hardware and software trade-offs can be 
resolved with performance modeling techniques. 

Several novel VLSI based architectmes have been proposed: The observation that 
timers used in protocol processing may be in-accurate has lead to an efficient VLSI 
implementation. A layered model for the implementation of memory management 
primitives has been defined. The central part is an architecture for high speed buffer 
management, for which a patent has been applied for. The header processing task is 
divided into pipelined operation of header separation, parameter extraction. address 
translation and state variabie management. This task becomes straightforward and 
can be supported by simple though still programmabie hardware modules. Extracted 
header parameters can be interpreted efficiently by a functional memory, for which 
two novel implementation methods, also being patented, are presented. A general 
ra te control scheme, in which all schemes known in literature are unified, is presented . 
The method requires activation of an algorithm only upon arrival of a packet to be 
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viii Summary 

transmitted and no periadie calculations are necceary. 

An architecturefora general purpose protocol processor, comprised of simple hard
ware components and enhanced by a simple von Neumann micro processor has 
been presented. The estimated performance for LLC 8802-2.2, independent of the 
number of active timers and the number of active connections, is between 550K and 
800K packets per second. With a short packet lengthof 256 bytes, this leads to data 
rates between 1.1 Gbit/sec and 1.6 Gbit/sec. Fora programmabie protocol processor, 
these high speedscan only be obtained if this von Neumann processor is designed 
specially for its task and is integrated tagether with the various hardware modules. 

The design strategy provides a programming model, in which the protocol imple
menter (or compiler) is only aware of the defined basic functions. The various 
implementation aspects, in particular those of header processing and generation, and 
all data flow related issues, are invisible to the protocol implementer. The ad vanrage 
of this is that parallelism is obtained by sequentia! programming. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

Recent years have shown a significant increase of data transmission rates in com
munication networks. This ongoing trend, triggered by current and expected future 
neects for high-speed information transport and wide-area connectivity, is possible 
due to progress and commercialization of fiber-optic technology. With the excel
lent technica! properties of glass fibers (25 terahertz bandwidth and design targets 
of I0-15 raw bit error rate [Green91]) as well as its low cost ($240 per kilometer 
[Wright90]), a hu ge number of yet unexploited opportunities lies in prospect. 

The full power of this new technology is only starting to become utilized . Currently, 
most business telecommunications in Europe take place at speeds up to 19.2 kbit/sec 
[White92]. New high-speed networks with 100 Mbit/s data transmission rates are 
becoming commercially available and Gbit/s rates are being explored in current 
experimental networks [GBitNets90]. 

In this emerging new era of communication capabilities, many issues remain to 
be resolved. They include for example optical-electrical interfaces, transport and 
switching technologies, routing and congestion con trol. Another important problem 
is caused by the fact that the protocol processing performance has lagged behind the 
drastic increase in communication speed. This imposes new performance require
ments on protocol processing. 

This topic has been studied extensively in the literature. Initia! approaches exploited 
parallelism on mul ti processor architectures, recent solutions use YLSI. It is however 
not clear how parallelism, especially fine-grain parallelism, should be defined and 
how VLSI cao be used optimally. It is clearly recognized that using software 
alone is not feasible: additional hardware is required. According to [Abuamara89], 
protocol processing bottlenecks are due primarily to implementation architecture 
rather than design and a silicon implementation can eliminate these bottlenecks 
entirely. However, a full dedicated hardware implementation is oot feasibly either. 
Reasoos are the expected high costs and inftexibility. 

Thus the question arises what a good trade-off between hardware and software is, 
i.e. which operations should be implemented in YLSI and which functions cao 
be implemented on a microprocessor. (Of course this trade-off depends on the 
performance requirements). 



2 Chapter 1. Introduetion 

1.1 The design task 

The design task consists of two parts: 

1. Design a high-speed protocol processor. 
In order to provide a solution to the above questions, this thesis studies the im
plementation of high-speed complex systems, with a major focus on protocol 
processing systems. 

2. Define a design strategy for high speed complex systems. 
The design strategy should not only be applicable to protocol processing sys
tems, but in general aid in designing complex information processing systems. 
The goal is that the strategy helps to solve the complexity in the design of 
these systems, to exploit VLSI, to use fine-grain parallelism and to determine 
an optima! software-hardware trade-off. 

It should be clear that in practice, both goals heavily interact, because experience in 
the design influences the design strategy and vice versa. 

The chosen form of this Ph.D. thesis is a design Ph.D. thesis (a 'proefontwerp' in 
dutch): this topic is very suitable to present as a design. Also, a recent exploration 
by the Eindhoven School of Technological Design of the needs of the dutch industry 
has shown a desire for more design Ph.D.-theses' . 

The IBM Zurich Research Labaratory gave me the opportunity to pursue these goals 
in an excellent and pleasant work environment in termsof general support, discussion 
partners and available computational power. The project has been a one man project 
and since there were no time-to-rnarket or other constraints that are often found in 
industrial environments, I could use the full three years to come to a solution. 

The result is a design of a high speed programmabie protocol processor, that supports 
a large class of protocols. In addition, a design strategy has been defined . With the 
design as a blue print and aided by the design strategy, a skilied person can obtain 
an implementation of a protocol processor, or also a 'bottleneck' processor. 

1.2 Why a protocol processor ? 

The VLSI implementation of a general purpose protocol processor will be studied 
in this thesis. The choice to design such a processor results from my opinion 
that using a multiprocessor architecture enhanced with dedicated VLSI results in 
a waste of silicon. Consider, for example, a transputer that is often used in high
speed protocol implementations. It contains a floating point unit, which is not 
required for protocol processing. It also contains four OMA units, but they are not 
really useful to move packet data to the data memory. Instead, some instructions that 
would be very worthwhile [Krishnak92a] are missing in a general purpose-processor. 
Consequently, the silicon area can be used in much better ways. 

1 Though the concept is al ready known since 1905, only a few design Ph.D.-theses have been 
published in the Netherlands. 



1.3. Thesis organization 3 

There are so many different protoeals and protocol implementations that one could 
claim that it is hardly possible to implement a general protocol processor. This 
statement can be compared with the problem of implementing a microprocessor. 
Analogous to a protocol implementation, which processes protocols, a processor is 
a system that executes algorithms (or programs). Do we say that implementing a 
microprocessor is oot possible, because there are so many different algorithms? No : 
an algorithm is translated into a program that consists of !ow-level instructions and 
only a limited number of different instructions are required to be able to execute all 
algorithms. 

When camparing various protoeals at a high level of abstraction, such as the func
tional level, many differences cao be identified. (Obviously this is the reason for 
the existence of so many different protocols). However, when studying them at a 
lower level of abstraction, the picture changes. Almost all protoeals perfarm address 
resolution, use sequence numbers, open connections, etc. At even lower levels of 
abstraction, more similarities can be seen: Essentially all protoeals allocate buffers, 
calculate checksums, start and stop timers, iocrement sequentia! numbers, etc. Note 
that at this level, most of these similarities represent operations that are nat visible 
at the specificatien level! 

After an extensive literature survey, basic functions that are common to most pro
tacols will be defined in this thesis . Architectmes for efficient, ftexible (sometimes 
programmable) hardware modules will be presented. These hardware modules will 
be combined in the example design for a general purpose protocol processor. A 
major advantage could be obtained when a small general-purpose microprocessor is 
integrated on the same device as wel!. The architecture of this microprocessor can 
be designed optimally for its purpose as a controller for the various other hardware 
modules. That is, the instructien set may contain dedicated instructions, such as 
timer instructions and header parsing instructions. The register bank may also be 
designed optimally for protocol processing. For example, parameters extracted from 
an arriving packet header can be written directly into a processor register, such that 
they are accessible without reference to sarnething like a 'header memory'. 

Based on a detailed analysis of one of the most complexpartsof the LLC-8802 logica! 
link control protocol ([LLC87]) the feasibility of this approach will be shown. 

1.3 Thesis organization 

The thesis is organized as follows (see also tigure 1.1 ). Chapter 2 presents a literature 
overview of the state-af-the-art in high-speed protocol processing. Probierus and 
solutions, with a focus on VLSI and parallelism will be reviewed briefty. In chapter 
3, a design strategy for the implementation of high-speed systems will be presented. 
Since we focus on protocol processing, the design strategy will be applied to protocol 
processing. The chapters 4 to 8 each study a specific issue in detail: timer manage
ment (genera! and also optimized for protocol processing), memory management 
( optimized for protocol processing), header processing (protocol processing spe
cific) , execution control (genera!) and packet transmission and rate control (targeted 
for protocol processing). In chapter 9 the results of the previous chapters will be 
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combined into a general architecture for a high-speed protocol processor. Finally, 
chapter 10 concludes this work. 
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Th is chapter gives an overview of the state-of-the-art of protocol processing for high
speed networks. Several methods to improve protocol processing performance are 
discussed and recent projects in high-speed protocol implementations are reviewed. 
lt is assumed that the reader is familiar with protocol processing: basic concepts and 
implementation issues that are well known and described in various textbooks are 
not explained. More detailscan be found in the references cited. 

2.1 Protocol processing in high~peed networks 

The requirements for today's and future protocol processing wil! be studied in this 
paragraph. These requirements depend on the communication networks, on the 
applications using the network and on the functions to be performed by a protocol. 

5 



6 Chapter 2. An overview of High-Speed Protocol Processing 

2.1.1 Current and future communication networks 

Conventional communication networks, such as ethernet and token ring [Stallings87a], 
operateat speeds of the order of 10 Mbit/s. Newer networks, operatingat speeds of 
the order of lOOMbit/s have been or are in the process of getting standardized and 
will soon be commercially available. Examples of such networks are: 

• Braadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN) [Minzer89]. 
Proposed by public telecommunication providers, B-ISDN integrates audio, 
video and data applications into one network. B-ISDN operates at 150 Mbit/s 
and uses Sonet and ATM as the core transportand switching technologies: 

- Synchronous optica! network1 (Sonet) [Ballart89] . 
Sonet uses a frame-stmeture for basic synchronization and has a basic 
bit rate of 51.84 Mbit/s. Higher rates are achieved by combining lower 
speed channels. Standardized rates include 155 Mbit (OC-3), 622 Mbit 
(OC-12) and 2.4 Gbit (OC-48). 

- Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) [LeBoudec92] . 
ATM has been proposed to organize the Sonet payload (Sonet does not 
give the wide variability in bandwidth desirabie for future applications 
and, as Sonet uses time division multiplexing, the network cannot take 
advantage of statistica! multiplexing gain). 

• Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) [Ross86]. 
The ANSI FDDI standard defines a LAN operatingat a speed of 100 Mbit/s, 
controlled by a token-passing protocol. 

• Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) [Zafiropulo90]. 
The IEEE 802.6 standard DQDB defines a MAN operatingat 150 Mbit/s. 

Gigabit/s networks are currently being explored by universities and research lab
oratories [Zafiropulo90, GBitNets90, Biersack92]. Ongoing research in this area 
includes for example the development of new access schemes (eg. [Zurfluh92]), 
new high-speed switches (eg. [Denzel92]) and protocol processing. 

2.1.2 Protocol processing requirements 

In the OSI model, a communication system consistsof protocollayers [Zimmerman80]. 
Each layer provides a service, that is, a set of well defined primitives, to the layer 
above it. Thus, a service relates to an interface between two layers but it says nothing 
about an implementation. The service is provided by entities that use protoeals to 
implement the service definition. A protocol is a set of rules governing the format 
and meaning of the frames, packets or messages exchanged between entities within 
a layer. 

1ln the CCilT version it is called SDH: Synchronous Digital Hierarchy. 



2.1. Protocol processing in high-speed networks 7 

This thesis focuses on protocol processing in gigabit/s networks and therefore the 
operation of the network and interfaces to the network are not considered. Thus, 
the area of interest for this thesis starts at the MAC layer (medium access control 
layer in the OSI reference model, see for example [Tanenbaum89]). Implementation 
techniques for middle Iayer protocols, that is, from the MAC layer up to and including 
the transport layer, play an important role on communication system performance 
[Gunningberg89]. Therefore tl)e transport layer is chosen as the highest layer of 
interest. Another argument for this decision is given by the fact that the transport 
layer, providing reliable end-to-end data transfer, is the minimum required layer for 
future applications. 

The purpose of this section is to study the functional requirements for middle-layer 
protocol processing in high-speed networks. A protocol may offer a combination of 
the following functions [Stallings87b, Tanenbaum89, Black91]: 

• Encapsulation. 
A protocol may encapsulate data to be transmitted between a header and 
a trailer, both containing Protocol Control lnformation (PCI) . The header 
contains an address that identifies the souree and/or the destination and other 
control information, like a sequence number, etc. The trailer aften contains a 
checksurn that guards the integrity of the packet. 

• Segmentation and reassembly. 
For various reasons, such as restrictions on packet size imposed by the network, 
or for more efficient error control [Stallings87b], a message to be transmitted 
may have to be braken up into several smaller packets. During reception, 
these packets must be reassembled into the original message. 

• Conneetion controL 
In connectionless operation, data units are transmitted as independent and 
separate units, that is, without establishing a connection. 

In the more complex connection-oriented operation, a logica! conneetion is 
established befare data transmission. The conneetion setup may be explicit by 
control packet exchanges, or implicit, whereby the conneetion is automatically 
established upon reception of the first data packet. Usually, arelation such as 
sequence information is kept between the transmitted data units. Connection
oriented operation allows ordered delivery, flow control and error controL 

• Ordered delivery. 
As a network may deliver data units out of sequence, it is the task of the 
protocol to reorder or retransmit the data units such that they are delivered to 
the application in the original order. 

• Flow control and rate controL 
To prevent congestion, the transmitter must be restrained from sending its 
data units. Buffer overflow at the receiver is often prevented by a windowed 
flow control mechanism. Network congestion is often prevenled by using rate 
controL For future high-speed networks, rate control may be the appropriate 
mechanism at the transport level [Doeringer90]. For example XTP [XTP92] 
provides a rate control mechanism. 
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• Error controL 
To reeover from damaged, lost or duplicated data units, a protocol uses se
quence numbers and a combination of the following techniques: 

- Positive acknowledgments. The receiver notifies the transmitter when it 
has received one or more data units. 

- Retransmission after time out. When the transmitter does not receive a 
notification within a certain time, it assumes that the data unit got lost 
and performs a retransmission. 

- Error detection. A checksurn guards the integrity of a data unit. A 
protocol may use two checksums, on the header and on the data, and take 
different actions, depending on which part of the packet was erroneous. 

• Multiplexing. 
Multiple higher-level connections can be upwardly multiplexed on the same 
lower level connection. Or a single higher-level conneetion can use multiple 
low-level connections (downward multiplexing). 

The functions listed above have been required for conventional networks and they 
will still be required in future high-speed networks. However, new applications will 
shift the emphasis from a single media communication to multi-media communi
cation, with different or additional service requirements. As expected, the required 
additional functionality for multi-media services are [Shepherd90, Hehmann90] : 

• Cross-conneetion synchronization. 
Multiple data streams like audio and video must be synchronizable at the 
receiver. Synchronization should be performed at the transport layer or at 
higher layers [Shepherd90, Campbell92]. 

• Multicast facilities . 
Because multi-media applications wiJl need to communicate with multiple 
partners, multicast facilities are required. 

• Atomie multi-connection management. 
It must be possible to setup multiple connections simultaneously. An example 
is a video conference, which requires atomie establishment of a voice and 
video connection. 

2.1.3 The protocol processing bottleneck 

The realization of paradigms like "fiber to the home" or "fiber to the office" opens 
the door to the widespread use of new multi-media applications. In actdition to con
ventional traffic such as file transfer and remote procedure eaUs, network traffic will 
consist of multiple bitstreams generated by various high-performance applications2

• 

Some of them are listed in table 2.1. 
2An application can be called "high-performance" when it is geographically distributed, 

requires the transmission of large amounts of data, and requires low latency [Ransom92]. 
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Table 2.1 : Future high-performance application throughput requirements 

Application Throughput Reference 
Compressed video < 200Mbps [Viscito91] 
Medica! imaging applications 150 Mbps [Kohli89] 
Scientific visualization 160 - 2400 Mbps [Vaziri91] 
Visualization and telepresence 1000 Mbps [Ransom92] 

The throughputs listed in table 2.1 are valid on an end-to-end basis and protocol 
processing for example in workstations needs to deal 'only' with these throughputs. 
Note that the listed applications serve only as examples, our purpose is to abserve 
a tendency towards gigabitls rates, not to identify potential gigabitls applications or 
obtain accurate performance estimations. An underlying network, which multipiexes 
multiple end-to-end bit streams, may operate at (much) higher bit rates. Protocol 
processing units in these networks, such as bridges, gateways or file servers, must 
therefore be able to operate at the network rate. 

The tendency is clear: future high-speed networks wil! demand protocol processing 
speeds ex tending from the 100 Mbps to the gigabitls range. As a transport proto
col constitutes the interface between the applications and the underlying network, 
its implementation should be capable of handling the required speed [Dupuy92]. 
However, conventional single-processor-based protocol implementations often do 
notprovide the required performance3 . This has resulted in the so-called through
put preservalion problem, meaning that due to protocol processing bottlenecks the 
bandwidth available at a lower layer (i.e. the network) is not available at a higher 
layer. 

2.2 lmproving protocol processing performance 

The throughput preservation problem has been analyzed in detail in the literature. 
Various methods to improve protocol processing performance have been proposed 
and studied. These methods will be discussed in the following sections. Practical 
implementations, as will be described in section 2.3, are based on combinations of 
these methods. 

2.2.1 Increasing the packet length 

One metbod to solve the problem is to deny it4
• Forexample in [Clark89], it is claimed 

that a fast, general-purpose processor can be used to perfarm transport protocol 
processing. More specifically, in [Partridge89], it is argued that a 60 MIPS CPU 
can perfarm transport protocol processing in gigabitls networks. These processing 

3As will be shown insection 2.3, even state-of-the-art protocol implementations often do not 
provide the required performance. 

4lt is interesting to note that this method "works" for any problem! 
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requirements are obtained easily with new. state-af-the-art RISC processors such as 
the Mips R4000 [Mirapuri92] or the Motorola 88110 [Diefendorf92]. 

Though it might be true that gigabit/s rates can be obtained with a general purpose 
processor, it is much more interesting to study how many packets can be processed 
per second: obviously, gigabit/s rates can always be obtained by making the packets 
"long enough" . Table 2.2 shows some processing ra te requirements dependent on 
the bit rate and the packet length. 

Table 2.2: Protocol processing speed (packets per second versus bit-rate) 

Packet length 
Bit rate 256 512 1 K 4K 
155 Mbps 76K 38 K 19K 10K 
622 Mbps 300K 150 K 76K 38 K 
1.2 G 600K 300 K 150 K 76 K 
2.4 G 1200 K 600K 300 K 150 K 

Increasing the packet length is not a good approach: 

• Future reai-time applications wil! require a low end-to-end jitter and delay, 
which promotes the preferenee for short packets. Additionally, lower layer 
protoeals may not support langer packet lengths (for example the maximum 
packet length in LLC [LLC87] is 256 bytes). 

• It is not at all sure that enough large packets are available to decrease processing 
speed requirements. For example in [Khalil90], it is reported that short, 
64-byte packets appear frequently in a TCP/IP environment. According to 
[Chesson9l], 60% to 80% of TCP/IP traffic consists of packets with a length 
of between 60 and 200 bytes. 

• As mentioned, future multi-media applications require synchronization facil
ities implemented at the transport layer and higher layers . Consequently, all 
video, voice, data and other types of packets flow through the transport layer. 
From there the different packets are separated, i.e. send to a frame grabber, 
DA converter, higher layer application, etc. 

It can be concluded that simply increasing the packet length in order to obtain higher 
throughputs will not do. Assuming for example an average packet length of 512 
bytes (which is not that short) in a gigabit/s network, we would require processing 
capabilities in excessof 300.000 packets per second (table 2.2)! Other methods to 
imprave protocol processing are required, they will bedescribed in the next sections. 

2.2.2 Changing the protocol stack 

One major disadvantage of using a iayered communications system architecture is 
its negative impact on performance [Black9l , Zitterbart92a, Clark90] . This is not a 
big surprise, because achieving fiexibility, needing inter/intra layer communication, 
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performing unnecessary functions and duplicating protocol functions across layers 
are not good from a performance point of view5

. 

Various proposals to change the protocol stack have appeared recently, for example: 

• Protocol bypassing [Woodside91, Thia92]. 
Especially during the data transfer phase, a separate processing path that 
involves only a small subset of the complete protocol cao be identified. Op
timizing this so-called jast path, like coding it in assembler, will result in a 
performance improvement. The bypass concept goes one step further. PDUs 
(protocol data units) transmitted or received onthefast pathare treated differ
ently by pieces of code/hardware designed especially for this purpose. This 
results in an additional performance gain, particularly if multiple layers are 
bypassed. 

• Function-based communication model [Zitterbart92a, Haas91, Braun92a). 
A protocol stack is divided into functions insteadof into layers, thereby remov
ing the redundancy, unnecessary layers and function duplication limitations 
mentioned above. 

• Simplified layering. 
The contents of lower protocol layers, that is from the physical layer to the 
network layer, depend on the network technology. As new communication 
networks will provide more functions (like routing), the lower protocollayers 
can be simplified [Green91]. For example, due to the low error rate of future 
high-speed networks, error detection and retransmissions in the data link layer 
may be omitted and performed only at the transport layer. The future protocol 
stack may look as shown in tigure 2.2. 

Figure 2.2: Future simplified protocol stack 

Improving the protocol stack may lead to performance improvements, but they are 
limited: the functions listed insection 2. I .2 must still be performed. 

5This remark is not meant to imply that a layered architecture is bad: enough positive 
properties are well known [Black9!]. It just means that layering is bad from a performance point 
of view - a good enough reason forsome researchers toabandon it. 
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2.2.3 New protocols 

Today's standard communication protocols are not well suited for the communication 
neects of the future. This is partly due to unnecessary complexity in the protocol, for 
example to the complex multiple header formats often used, but also to changes in 
network properties: 

• As mentioned, the increasing gap between protocol processing speed and 
network bandwidth has led to the throughput preservation problem. New 
protoeels can improve performance. 

• The high product of end-to-end delay and bandwidth creates considerable 
' inertia', i.e. a lot of data is outstanding 'on the cab ie'. New control algorithms 
are required. 

• Future networks wil! have extremely low transmission error rates from 1 Q-6 to 
10- 9 and below [Hehmann90]. Large and complexpartsof the protocol that 
deal with error recovery wiJl seldom be executed. 

• There may be more packet loss due to buffer overflows, which demands some 
form of congestion controL 

• Future multi-media applications require additional functionality (see section 
2.1.2). 

In new lightweight protocols, the processing and communication overhead is mini
mized. Especially, considerable effort is madetoshorten the length ofthe instruction 
path for the data transmission and reception in cases where no errors occur. Thus, the 
fast path is optimized. Lightweight protoecis often use one or more of the following 
principles [Doeringer90]: 

• A fixed header format avoids the overloading of control information and 
simplifies header parsing. 

• Word-aligoed parameters ease the extraction of parameters from the header. 

• Implicit conneetion setup avoids the transmission of additional control packets 
used during explicit conneetion setup. 

• As it is generally believed that timer management is one of the protocol 
processing bottlenecks6 , lightweight protoecis are often designed to minimize 
timer usage. 

• The receiver normally needs to perform more tasks than the transmitter. Better 
load-balancing can be obtained by transferring some tasks from the receiver 
to the transmitter. An example is the PROMPT transport protocol [Balraj91]. 

• Ease of VLSI implementation is often ensured, thereby allowing additional 
performance gains through hardware implementation. 

6 As will bedemonstrared in chapter 4, I do notshare this opinion. 
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New lightweight transport protoeals are for example NETBLT [Clark87], VMTP 
[Cheriton89], Delta-t [Watson89], and XTP [XTP90]. As wil! be seen in section 2.3, 
these protoeals are often not defined separately but tagether with an implementation 
architecture. 

To fulfill future multi-media requirements, new protoeals and extensions to exist
ing protoeals have recently been defined [Shepherd90, Dupuy92]. These protoeals 
add multicast facilities, multiconnection managementand cross-conneetion synchro
nization. In addition, they provide quality of service parameters for delay, jitter (i .e. 
delay variance), burstiness and acceptable bit-error rate. 

Designing and optimizing new protoeals naturally leads to performance improve
ments. But similar as with improving the protocol stack these improvements are 
limited: whether a protocol is light-weight or nof: it must perfarm the functions 
listed in section 2.1.2. It is also very important that these functions be implemenled 
efficiently. 

2.2.4 General implementation issues 

Inefficiency in communication protoeals is often not due to slow protocol mech
anisms but to poor implementation techniques [Hehmann90]. lndeed, techniques 
for improving protocol implementations have received significant attention in the 
literature. An overview will be presenled in section 2.3). This is also due to the 
fact that for standardized networks and standardized protocols, the only possibility 
to improve performance is to imprave the protocol implementation. An important 
advantage of using better implementation techniques is the transparency to the entire 
communication system in which the protocol is embedded. 

Experience shows that the implementation of the protocol functions listed in sec
tion 2.1.2 involve a number of lower-level functions, such as timer management, 
buffer managementor context switching. These functions are often called operating 
system functions in the literature8 and they are aften considered not to be part of 
the 'real ' protocol processing. It is true that these functions are virtually invisible 
at the protocol specification level, but they play a very important role in the im
plementation performance. It is in fact experienced that these 'operating system' 
functions consume about 80% of the processing overhead of an implementation 
[Clark89, Watson87]. 

It is the purpose of this thesis to investigate all functions that occur in a protocol 
implementation, whereby it is considered irrelevant whether a function is called an 
operating system function or not. Some of these lower-level functions are common 
to all protoeals [Svobodova89, Watson87, Gantenbein91]: 

• Process management. 
Implementations as well as specifications often use processes to imptementor 

7Some protocols, like XTP, are generally called lightweight. In some cases however, it 
would be better to call the protocol "heavyweight" because it supports more functions than 
conventional, non-l ightweight protocols. 

8Possibly because in conventional protocol implementations, such functions have been im
plemented by calling operating system routines. 
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specify a multi-layer communication system. Examples of this are the use of a 
process for each layer-entity, a process for each connection, or even a process 
for each protocol function. A process is a unit of scheduling for execution. 
Two extremes for implementing processes can be identified: 

1. All processes are executed by a single processor. 
A scheduling strategy is required in the case that multiple processes 
need to be executed. Depending on the processor, the context switching 
overhead may cause a bottleneck. Some processors, like the transputer 
[INMOS88b], provide hardware support for process scheduling and offer 
low context switching latency. 

2. Each process is executed by its own processor. 
Note that the processor need not to be a general-purpose microproces
sor, butmayalso be a simple hardware unit, like a checksurn generator. 
Thus, the process is permanentry allocated to its processor and the con
text switching overhead does not occur - at the cost of more expensive 
hardware and possibly more expensive interprocess communication. 

Practical process implementations normally combine the two extremes, result
ing for example in a multi-microprocessor architecture enhanced by dedicated 
VLSI. 

• Interprocess communication. 
Process communication can be either asynchronous or synchronous. Asyn
chronous communication requires message queues and buffer allocation for 
each communication action. Synchronous communication is easier and more 
efficient to implement, but may limit potential concurrency. In addition, it 
may cause more frequent context switching. 

• Header parsing and generation. 
Header parsing involves extracting the various fields that compose the protocol 
control information from the header and trailer, checking the consistency and 
correctness, performing address resolution to determine the connection-ID, 
and removing the header from the data. 

For header generation, the various PCI fields are grouped tagether into the 
header and inserted before the data. 

• Memory and buffer management. 
Data that has been received and data to be transmitted are stored in a memory 
which is logically divided into small parts called buffers. An important issue 
in protocol processing is the management of these buffers. As it is wel! 
recognized that data copying must be avoided [Wicki90], data should be 
written only once to the memory, that is, in a buffer, after which it should 
never be moved into another location. Entities that exchange data pass buffer
pointers. 

In the most widely used gather-scatter technique, buffers are linked tagether 
in a chain. Buffer management functions operate on these chains. Basic func
tions include allocation and deallocation of buffers. More complex functions 
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logically operate on data and involve the buffer-chains directly. For example 
segmenting a padeet into several smaller packets or appending a header to the 
data causes new buffer-chains to be created or existing chains to be modified. 

Access to the memory is normally performed by a DMA (direct memory 
access) hardware unit. 

Most implementations use a unique memory management method. 

• Timer management. 
All reliable protocols use one or more timers. Especially when numerous 
timers must be managed, this can constitute a bottleneck, as is for example 
the case forservers that support a large number of connections, or in protocol 
implementations that use a timer for each unacknowledged packet. 

• Finite state machine (FSM) support. 
Most protocols are specified using FSMs9 and consequently, an implementa
tion is also often basedon a FSM. A common approach is to code the FSM by 
using nested case and if statements. 

• Error controL 
Protocols use checksums to guard data integrity. Especially when performed 
in software, checksurn calculation constitutes a major bottleneck: Each byte 
must be read from the memory, which consumes both memory bandwidth and 
processing power. With appropriate hardware support, checksurn calculation 
can be done on the fty during data storage and retrieval. An inefficiency for 
this approach is that some protocols, like TCP and TP4, store the checksurn 
in the header. 

• Rate controL 
To prevent a receiver or the network to become ftooded with packets, the 
rate at which a transmitter sencts packets must be limited according to some 
predefined, or pre-agreed rules. 

• The host interface. 
With the increase of transmission bandwidth, the communication bottleneck 
has been transferred from the transmission medium to the protocol process
ing unit (figure 2.3). Now, since protocol processing is being improved, it is 
becoming clear that the bottleneck is, or will be, transferred from protocol pro
cessing to the host interface. Recently, this interface has received significant 
attention in the literature, see for example [Steenkiste92b, Ruetschi93]. 

This host interface bottleneck does not come as a surprise: While impressive 
innovations have been made in transmission technology (glass-fibers) as well 
as in protocol processing (see section 2.3), the architecture of state-of-the-art 
workstations has not changed. It is true that significant progress has been made 
in microprocessor architecture [Stone9l] and other workstation components, 
but this does notcatch up with the communication bandwidth increase. 

9 All OSI protoeals use a semi formal specification in which a FSM is represented by a state 
table. 
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Today's werkstations still contain a single bus to which memory, processor, 
display, disks and the communication adapter are connected. This bus is 
a major bottleneck when communication speeds reach the gigabit/s range. 
Technologically, it is possible to solve this bottleneck, for example by using a 
switch in the werkstation [Leslie92]. 

With an appropriate werkstation architecture, the host interface will no Jonger 
be a bottleneck. As werkstation architecture is outside the scope of this thesis, 
the host interface will not be discussed further here. 
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Figure 2.3: Shift in communication subsystem bottlenecks 

2.2.5 lmproving the implementation of a protocol 

Protocol implementations can be improved by optimizing existing implementations, 
or by designing new implementations that explore parallelism and exploit VLSI. 

Optimizing ( existing) implementations 

The easiest way to improve performance is to optimize an existing irnplernenta
tion. Substantial analysis and experience with TCP/IP has shown that the following 
techniques are feasible [Clark89, Partridge89, LaPorta92a, Tantawy90] : 

• Optimize the fast path. 
As rnentioned before, during the error-free data transfer phase. srnall parts 
of the protocol code are executed very often. It is especially worthwhile to 
optimize this part of the code [Ciark89]. 

• Use header prediction. 
Address resolution rnay consume considerable overhead during the header 
processing of a received packet. R eader predierion assurnes that a received 
packet belongs to the same conneetion as the previous packet, thereby avoiding 
address resolution. [Clark89] reports that this works in 90% of the cases. No te 
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that header prediction is a simplified form of address caching, where a cache 
contains the last N different addresses of received packets. 

• U se pre-tilled header templates. 
For packet transmission, a header must be generated. As in the error-free path, 
most headers are almost equal, except for example the sequence number, it 
is beneficia! to pre-calculate a header template and only modify those header 
parameters that are different among the various packets. 

• Reuse connections. 
As conneetion setup and breakdown may be costly, a lower-layer protocol 
may keep connections open after use. In the case that the upper-Iayer protocol 
transmits packets, the lower-layer protocol can reuse the same connection. 

Optimizing existing implementations not only helps improve performance but, 
maybe even more importantly, also provides implementation experience and a good 
insight concerning the location of bottlenecks. 

The performance required in gigabit/s networks cannot be obtained by implementa
tion optimization alone (though it definitely helps), additional methods are required. 

Exploiting VLSI 

It has been recognized that some functions, for example checksumming, are very 
inefficient when performed in software and that a considerable performance increase 
can be achieved when these functions are implemenled in VLSI. Section 2.3 gives 
an overview of recent projects that improve protocol implementations. 

Exploring parallelism 

Protocol processing involves several activities that.can be executed concurrently. 
This can already be seen at the specification level: a communication system is 
comprised of severallayers each of which consists of one or more entities. All these 
entities can in principle be implemented by processes running on a multi-processor 
system [Zitterbart88]. 

Considerable research has been done to explore parallelism using multi-processor 
implementations, often based on transputers. A classification of parallelism for 
protocol processing, as employed in the literature, is given insection 2.4. As will be 
seen in the next two sections, the use of VLSI and parallelism are often combined. 

2.3 Recent projects to improve protocol implementa
tions 

This section describes how the performance of protocol processing subsystems is 
improved for practical implementations. Most of them use one or more of the 
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techniques described in the previous section, i.e. exploring parallelism, arebasedon 
Iightweight protoco1s and possibly exploit VLSI. 

The efforts reported in the literature offload protocol processing from the host to 
a special adapter board. Such a board contains a protocol engine. a data memory, 
a network interface and a host interface. Most protocol engines perform protocol 
processing up to and including the transport level. 

In the next sections, a selection of the most important efforts wiJlbedescri bed. Some 
of them wiJl be mentioned only very briefly for completeness. Other approaches, 
which are more relevant to this thesis, will be described in more detail. 

Note: most projects exploit parallelism, possibly together with VLSI, to increase 
performance. A good classification of the various methods used is missing in the 
literature. Such a classification is presented insection 2.4, together with an overview 
of several projects and how each project has used parallelism. 

2.3.1 Single processor-based approaches 

An implementation architecture and a new (lightweight) protocol are often designed 
together. Obviously, this approach is expected to lead to good results, as the protocol 
can be optimized for the implementation environment and vice versa. One of the first 
results obtained using this approach are the Versatile Message Transaction Protocol 
(VMTP) [Cheriton89] and the Network Adapter Board (NAB) [Kanakia88]. The 
NAB consists of a video-RAM [Nicoud88] based buffer memory, hardware for 
checksumming and OMA, and a general-purpose processor which performs protocol 
processing and which controts the hardware. With a 2-MIPS processor (Motorola 
68020), a processing rate of 720 packets per second is expected (this excludes host 
processing [Kanakia88]). 

Another similar single-processor based approach is used in Nectar [Cooper90], a 
high-speed switch-based LAN. The Communication Adapter Boards (CABs) use a 
general-purpose RISC processor ( 16.5 MHz SP ARC) that not only runs the protocol 
but also the application software. In addition, a CAB contains checksumming and 
OMA hardware. The CAB is interfaced to the host by means of a shared memory 
and the run-time system supports synchronization via shared variables. CAB-CAB 
latency is reported to be 234 f.LSec for the internet UOP protocol [Steenkiste92a], 
which we translate into a processing rate of 4270 packets/s. 

2.3.2 Multiprocessor-based approaches 

Recognizing the potential parallelism in communication protocols, a logica! ap
proach is to imptement the protocol on a multiprocessor architecture. Various efforts 
have been reported in the literature: 

• Transputer-based approaches. 
Most multi-processor protocol implementations are based on the transputer 
[INMOS88b], which naturally offers a process-based programming model 
and supports fast context switching [INMOS88a]. Much experience has 
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been gained with parallel implementations of OSI TP4 [Zitterbart90], TCP/IP 
[Ruetschi92], XTP [Braun91, Braun92c], VMTP [Braun92c] and LLC [Kaisers92]. 

• Other approaches. 
An architecture basedon general purpose (10 MIPS) processors is presented 
in [LaPorta92b, LaPorta92a]. Again, a new MultiStream Protocol (MPS) has 
been designed together with the implementation architecture, such that several 
protocol functions can be implemented efficiently on separate processors. 

The various projects are listed in tab ie 2.3. This tab ie is mainly meant as an overview, 
the throughput figures cannot easily be compared with each other. This is because 
performance may depend on the processor(s) used, on the clock frequency of the 
implementation, on the implemented protocol, on the host interface and on the packet 
length. 

Table 2.3: Single and multiprocessor protocol implementations 

Project (protocol) Throughput (PDUs/s) Processors Reference 
NAB (VMTP) 720 1 68020 [Kanakia88] 
CAB (UDP) 4270 1 SPARC [Steenkiste92a] 
PPE (LLC) 16000 4 T414s [Kaisers92] 
PPE (TCPIIP) 3300 4 T414s [Ruetschi92] 
(XTP) 1190 9 T414s [Braun91] 
(TP4) 2100 6 T414s [Zitterbart91] 
(MPS) 70000 (expected) 10 10-MIPS J.LPS [LaPorta92a] 

The main challenge in obtaining an implementation is to identify parallelism in the 
protocol and to allocate it to the various processors. Methods to obtain a parallel 
implementation will be described in the next section. Probieros encountered with 
parallel protocol implementations are: 

• Different layers often do not !end themselves very wel! to be allocated to 
different processors, because of the very different processing requirements. 
This is the case for example for lP and TCP. 

• Especially OSI protocols are not very well suited for parallel implementation, 
because they consist of a single finite state machine (FSM). In contrast, XTP 
for example is specified to be comprised of various communicating FSMs. 

• A limiting factor in using multiple processors is the communication overhead 
between the processors. 

The Parallel Protocol Engine To exemplify the multiprocessor protocol imple
mentation approach, the Parallel Protocol Engine (PPE) project [Wicki90] will be 
described in more detail. The PPE hardware consists of a transmitter part and a 
receiver part, each comprised of two transputers (each with its own private local 
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memory) and a shared transmit and receive memory. Theserial transputer commu
nication links are used to implement intertransputer communication. At the MAC 
side, a DMA unit moves data from the memory to the MAC interface and vice versa. 
The host can directly access the transmit and receive memory. 

The ISO 8802-2.2 LLC protocol has been implemented [Kaisers92], as well as 
TCP/IP [Ruetschi92]. Experience has shown that it is very difficult to partition the 
protoeals on the four transputers such that the load on all transputers are equally 
balanced10

. It turns out, for example, that a four transputer implementation (two 
transputers for TCP and 2 transputers for lP) offers only a marginal impravement 
over a two-transputer solution. This is because of the problems listed above. 

Remarks The architectmes mentioned above are all very generaL They consist 
of a shared memory, DMA controllers, possibly checksumming hardware and the 
processors. Therefore, this implementation methad is suitable for most protocol im
plementations. Compared toa single processor-based approach, a performance gain 
is definitely obtained, though somelimes at the costof adding numerous processors. 
This is achieved by exploiting parallelism: separating transmitter and receiver and 
using pipelined parallelism has been proven feasible. 

Especially for standardized transport protocols, the performance of multiprocessor 
implementations is still well below the desirabie ra te: results obtained are still under 
5 K packets/s. It cao be concluded that multiprocessor-based approaches still tend 
to be rather slow, at least compared to VLSI-based approaches. 

2.3.3 Approaches that exploit VLSI 

Trends in the literature reftect that increasing attention is being paid to VLSI sup
port. Projects that originally focused on multiprocessor-based approaches started 
to investigate the possibilities of adding VLSI to the architecture, see for example 
[Koufopav92] and [Ruetschi93]. The first projects concentraled on designing VLSI 
dedicated to a specific protocol. More recently, VLSI designs have been proposed 
that are general and support a set of different protocols. Clearly, the latter methad is 
more complex and the challenge here is to obtain the sarne performance at the same 
cost as a design that is specific for one protocol. 

Dedicated VLSI implementations are aften basedon a forma! protocol specification, 
which is directly translated by a special compiler into silicon. 

Research in exploiting VLSI for protocol implementations includes the following 
projects (see also table 2.4). These projects are introduced below and will be 
discussed in more detail in the following sections. 

• PSI [Abuamara89]. 
PSI is a silicon compiler that translates a forma! protocol specification into 
silicon. High performance is obtained by trading off chip area against speed: 
each active conneetion has a dedicated processing unit allocated to it. 

10 Achieving an optima! result, in which the last possible performance increases are squeezed 
from the implementation, seems to be an "Art" ... 
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• Protocol Engine [Chesson87]. 
Designed tagether with the transport protocol XTP, the Protocol Engine project 
provides a VLSI implementation of XTP. Received packets flow through sev
eral hardware components. Each component perfarms a specitic task, like 
address resolution and buffer management. 

• PROVE [Krishnak92a]. 
PROVE is an architecturefora general purpose-protocol processor. It contains 
microcode for finite state machine and header-parser implementation. A 
special compiler translates a forma! protocol specificatien into microcode. 

• x -chip [Bailey92]. 
Performance critica! functions have been identified and are supported in hard
ware by a coprocessor, the x-chip. 

• Coprocessor [Sidenius91]. 
Performance critica! functions have also been identified, though different from 
the ones for the x-chip, and are also supported in hardware by a coprocessor. 

Table 2.4: Protocol implementations that use VLSI 

Project Throughput (PDUs/s) Reference 
PSI 1.000.000 [Abuamara89] 
Protocol Engine 200.000 XTP packets [Chesson87] 
PROVE 29000 LAPD packets (at 6MHz doek) [Krishnak92a] 
x-chip ? [Bailey92] 
Coprocessor ? [Sidenius91] 

PSI and PROMPT 

The architecture presented in [Abuamara89] is basedon the philosophy to trade-off 
chip area for speed. This is accomplished by spending one dedicated conneetion 
processor for every active connection. A block diagram of the architecture is shown 
in tigure 2.4. 

A Header Processor parses the header, determines the conneetion identifier and 
passes the packet to the appropriate Conneetion Processor (CP). In case of multiple 
header formats, as for example for 802.2 LLC, the header is parsed in parallel for 
all possible formats. Again, this maximizes speed at the expense of chip area. The 
Header Processor can be a general-purpose RISC processor, or a dedicated processor, 
as for example described in [Krishnak87]. 

Each CP maintains the state of its connection. This means that no context switching 
is required. A CP contains hardware to implement timers, state transition logic, flags 
and interfaces to the Header Processor and the Output Processor. 

The Output Processor receives a message from a CP and converts it into a packet to 
be transmitted to the lower or higher layer. 
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Figure 2.4: Psi architecture 

The architecture described above is a template architecture. That is, various details of 
the architecture (like the header parser, the state transition machine and the number 
of required timers) are parameterized. A silicon compiler, PSI [Abuamara89], 
transfarms a protocol specification into a customized implementation by assigning 
values tothese parameters. 

A new transport protocol, PROMPT [Balraj91], wil! be implemented using PSI and 
the template architecture [Balraj92]. 

A disadvantage of this approach is the use of a dedicated processor per connection. 
This may make an implementation expensive and load balancing between the pro
cessors is not guaranteed, especially not if a lot of packets are received on only a few 
connections. 

Protocol Engine and XTP 

One of the oldest projects that uses VLSI to improve protocol processing is the Proto
col Engine Project. A new "lightweight" protocol XTP (eXpress Transfer Protocol) 
[Chesson88] has been designed concurrently with an implementation architecture 
[Chesson87] . A basic design goal for XTP has been its suitability for efficient VLSI 
implementation operating in the gigabit/s range. Feedback obtained by implemen
talion experiences [Chesson91] has led to modifications to XTP (the latest version 
is described in [XTP92]). 

The architecture of a Protocol Engine is shown in figure 2.5. When a packet is 
received, it flows through the various blocks. Each block perfarms one or more 
special functions: it extracts the required information from the packet and starts 
processing it. These blocks are: 

• MPort (MAC port) 
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The MPort communicates with a MAC controller. lts receive part performs 
hash-based address resolution, checksumming and header parsing via a micro 
coded programmabie fini te state machine. Further processing is performed by 
an embedded 25 MIPS RISC processor, which receives its instructions from a 
separate instruction memory (IMEM). 

• BCTL (buffer control) 
The BCTL performs bus arbitration and provides an interface to the buffer 
memory. 

• HPort (host port) 
The HPort provides an interface to the host system and calculates a checksurn 
on frames coming from the host. 

• CP ( control processor, not shown) 
An optional control processor can be used for such functions as conneetion 
management, general protocol acknowledgments, etc. 

Upon packet reception, the packet ftows first through the MPort, which processes 
the header, then through the BClt, which performs buffer management, and finally 
is written into the Buffer Memory. Packet transmission operates similarly, but the 
data ftows in the other direction. 

PROVE and HIPOD 

A programmabie VLSI chipset, PROVE (Protocol VLSI Engine), has been pre
sented in [Krishnak92a]. It is based on ideas presented in [Krishnak87]. The 
PROVE chip set is used in HIPOD (high-speed protocol development architecture, 
[Krishnak92b]), which consistsof the following components (see tigure 2.6): 

• PROVE MPA (Message Parser and Assembler) 
The Message Parser separates the various fields that compose the header, and 
stores them in a token RAM. They are transferred to the Central Control 
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Unit (CCU) for analysis. The Message Parser is controlled by micro code, 
which is generaled by a compiler from a grammar~based header specification. 
The Message Assembler is the inverse of the Message Parser: it receives 
parameters from the ecu and concatenates them into a packet header. 

• PROVE CCU (Centra! control unit) 
The central control unit implements the protocol functions as a set of FSMs. An 
FSM is implemenled in micro code, generated by a compiler from a program 
written in a forma! language called APSL (augmented protocol specification 
language'' ). The CCU contains hardware support fortimermanagement and 
a dual register bank that allows to overlap context switching with packet 
processing. 

• DPC (Data Path Control) and Buffer memory 
The two DPCs manage the receive buffer memory and the transmil buffer 
memory. Both memories are triple-ported, one port to be accessed by the 

11 APSL is si mil ar toESTELLE [Linn86], but supports only synchronous communication (so 
there are no queues between processes), provides a flat structure (i.e. no hierarchy) and allows 
no dynamic creation ordeletion of processes. According to [Krishnak92a] ,these limitations 
have notproven to be restrictive in practice. 
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MAC (via the MAC DMA), one port by the host (via the host DMA) and 
the third port by the DPC. The DPCs perform buffer management and pass 
buffer addresses to the DMA controllers. A DPC is implemenled with bit-slice 
microprocessors. 

Coprocessors for transport protocol processing 

Experience with protocol implementations has shown that specifk functions, like 
checksumming and buffer management, form a performance bottleneck. An ap
proach to improve performance is to imptement one or several ofthese functions on 
a dedicated hardware chip, which operates as a coprocessor for a general-purpose 
microprocessor. Thus, the coprocessor does not reptace a software implementation, 
it provides hardware assistance to the software implementation. Two approaches 
have been reported in the literature: 

1. The chi-chip [Bailey92]. 
In the chi-chip project, three functions that seriously degrade performance 
have been identified and will be implemenled in hardware: 

• Demultiplexing. The chip determines a local conneetion identifier of a 
received packet and stores the packet in an appropriate buffer pool where 
it wil! remain during further processing. · 

• Reassembly. Packets betonging to the same conneetion are placed into 
successive offsets of the same buffer. 

• Header/data separation. A received packet is scattered over multiple 
header and data buffers. 

The complete design of the chip has not yet been completed and performance 
figures are not available. 

2. Coprocessorfortransport protocols [Sidenius91]. 
Again, time-consuming functions have been identified that can be imple
mented in hardware, based on ease of implementation, reusability in different 
protocol implementations and communication overhead between the CPU and 
coprocessor. The following functions have been chosen for VLSI implemen
tation: 

• Two~port, linked list based DMA unit. 
The DMA unit transfers data to and from the data memory. Data is stored 
in a linked list of buffers. During reception and transmission, buffers are 
allocated or deallocated on the fty (by the buffer allocation unit). 

• Buffer allocation unit. 
Buffers are managed by means of a bitmap: each bit in the bitmap 
corresponds to one buffer. 

• Checksurnming unit. 
Operating together with the DMA unit, the checksumming unit calculates 
the OSI TP4 checksurn on the fty during data reception or transmission. 
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• Timer management unit. 
Timers are organized in a linked list. This metbod of timer management 
will be discussed in chapter 4. 

A grammar-based protocol engine 

An approach to automatically generatea hardware implementation from a grammar
based protocol specification is proposed in [Bioks93]. A pushdown automaton, that 
can be used to implement any context free grammer, is extended to a protocol push
down automaton, which supports attribute management and a conditional parsing 
mechanism. A design for an implementation has been made and tested in a simula
tion environment. This so called grammar processor is a deterministic fini te version 
of the protocol pushdown automaton. 

Other projects 

Other projects are briefly mentioned in this section without further description. VLSI 
implementations of performance critica! functions are proposed in [Koufopav92, 
Ruetschi93]. General communication subsystem design considerations are dis
cussed in [Meleis89]. A new project to explore technologies and architectures for 
gigabit/s networks was recently started at Bellcore: The Transport Protocol Engine 
(TPE) provides a hardware platform for the implementation of a new protocol TP++ 
[Biersack92]. In another similar project, a protocol engine for middle-layer proto
cols is being designed [Pehrson92]. Programmabie VLSI components that support 
lower layer protocols have been reported in [Nedergard89, Jensen88]. This includes 
hardware architectures fora physical iayer processor and MAC processor. 

2.4 A classification of parallelism in protocol processing 

The different methods used in the literature to explore paralielism in communication 
protocois will be classified in this section (an extended version of this section can 
be found in [Heddes94]). It will be seen that the finest level of paralielism is 
the protocol function level, meaning that various protocol functions, like opening 
a conneetion and providing flow controi, are executed concurrently. Below this 
level, parallelism has notbeen identified in the literature. Instead, performance is 
increased by accelerating functions using additional hardware. It is noted however, 
that when severai functions are executed in hardware, they operate concurrentiy and 
a finer-grain level of parallelism is obtained automaticaliy. 

Experience has shown that identifying parallelism in communication protocols is 
not at all straightforward. The following reasons may be responsibie for this: 

• Most protocols were designed with a single state machine as the main compo
nent of the protocol. For a parallel implementation, this state machine must 
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be split into multiple communicating state machines. This splitting can intro
duce new overhead and is error-prone because the correctnessof the split state 
machine is often difficult to prove. 

• When the final protocol algorithm consists of too many smal! processes, the 
communication overhead between these processes may become a bottleneck. 
Thus, details of parallelism should be carefully balanced with the communi
cation requirements. 

• State-of-the-art methods totranslate a forma! protocol specification automati
cally into an implementation are not capable of identifying aild generating sep
arate and concurrently operating processes for these specific functions, unless 
this information is already contained in the specification. This is because pro
tocol specification languages like Estelle [Linn86] and LOTOS [Bolognesi87] 
arebasedon formalisms that have little relationship to the traditional computer 
architecture (i.e. von Neumann machine). This makes it difficult to compile 
forma! specifications directly into object-code [Chanson93]. 

• An implementation should also be efficient, meaning that all processing units 
should be approximately equivalently loaded. 

2.4.1 Forms of parallelism 

A well-known method to classify parallelism is described in [Flynn72]. This classifi
cation is however not useful for our purpose: the mostoften used form of parallelism 
in protocol processing is multiple-instruction, multiple-data (MIMD) parallelism. 
Classifications for parallelism in algorithms proposed in [Burkhart92] describe nu
merical algorithms much better than protocol implementations. The classification 
of [Zitterbart92b] doesnotcover MIMD and fine-grain parallelism. 

We have identified the following forms of parallelism that are used in protocol 
processing (figure 2.7). 
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• Farming. 
All processing units are identical and execute the same algorithm, i.e. the 
processing of a packet, though on different data . Note that the effective task 
performed by each processing unit may turn out to be different: for example, 
one packet may have a sequentia! number error, another packet may be a 
control packet, etc. A scheduler ('sched' in tigure 2.7) is required to distribute 
the tasks among the various processing units. 

When using farming, the algorithm is not actually refined. lnstead, hardware 
is duplicated (i.e. the processing units) and a scheduler and synchronization 
requirements are added. With the remaining forms of parallelism listed below, 
the algorithm to berefinedis split into several subprocesses, that are executed 
independently by the added processing units. 

• Temporal parallelism (pipelining). 
The task to be performed is divided into subtasks that are executed sequentially 
by each pipeline stage (i.e. each processing unit). Thus, the processing time 
of a task is not improved, but, as all processing units operate concurrently 
on different data, the task completion rate is raised. An example in protocol 
processing is to use temporal parallelism between different protocol layers. 

• Multiple data parallelism. 
The task is divided into several predominantly independent subtasks. An 
example in protocol processing is to split the packet processing task into 
a receiver and transmitter part. Note that in contrast with farming, each 
processing unit is reserved fora specific task, while in farming, each processing 
unit is not reserved for a task, but is assigned a task by the scheduler upon 
demand. 

• Single data parallelism. 
The task is divided into several subtasks that operate on the same data. This 
is MISD (multiple instruction, single data) parallelism according to Fling 's 
taxonomy [Fiynn72]. When the data is for example a packet header, the 
subtasks may be address resolution, sequence number checking, etc. 

When refining the granularity in parallelism, it is not required that a single form, 
as listed above, is selected. Any combination of them can be applied as well. An 
example of such hybrid forms will be given later. 

2.4.2 Levels of parallelism 

The forms of parallelism described above can be applied at different levels, where 
levels are distinguished by the granularity of the processes. Table 2.5 gives an 
overview of how the various forms and levels have been used in the literature. The 
various projects listed in the table will be mentioned as examples in the text. The 
following levels of parallelism can be identified in protocol processing (figure 2.8): 

1. Stack Level. 
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Table 2.5: Parallelism exploitation in communication protoeals 

11 Protocol I Stack level I Layer level I Entity level I Function level 11 

[Tokenring89] T: Mac+LLC 
Datalink 
[Kaisers92] M: rx+tx T: pipelining 
LLC 
[Ruetschi92] T: network + M: rx+tx 
TPCIIP transport 

layer 
[Braun91] M: Entities M: (l) 
XTP for FSMs 
[Zi tterbart91] M: rx+tx M: (1) 
OSITP4 
[Abuamara89] M: One PU per HW support 
General active conn. 
[Chesson87) M: rx+tx T: Pipelining HW support 
XTP 
[Krishnak92a] M: rx+tx HW support 
General 
[Bailey92] HW support 
General 
[Sidenius91] HW support 
General 
[Koufopav92] M: rx+tx T+M+S : FBI 
TCP/IP 
[Zi tterbart92a] M: rx+tx T+M+S: FBI 
TCP/IP 
[Jain90] F: Per packet 
General processing 
[Ruetschi93] T: network + M: rx+tx HW support 
TPC/IP transport 

layer 
M: (2) 

[Steenkiste92a] T: layers M: rx+tx 
General T: checksurn + 

processing 
[Maly92] T+M+S : FBI 
TCP/IP 
[Braun92b] T+M+S: FBI 
General with FSMs 

rx+tx =Split in receive and transruit part. 
FBI = Function based implementation. 
(1) =Memory management by separate processing units. 
(2) =Multiple stacks for various (multi-media) protocols. 
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The coarsest unit of concurrency in a communication subsystem is the protocol 
stack. To obtain finer-grain parallelism, the following farms of parallelism 
can be used on the entire stack, or on a part of the stack: 

• Temporal parallelism. The stack consists of several protocollayers, each 
of which can be implemented on a separate processing unit. As most 
communication subsystems consist of multiple layers, this form can al
ways be used: the network interface is often implemented by a dedicated 
hardware module, which operates concurrently with the other protocol 
processing units. Another example is [Ruetschi92], where the network 
layer and transport layer are implemenled on different transputers. Fur
ther refinement of a layer is discussed below. 

• Multiple data parallelism. When multiple protoeals must be supported, 
each processing unit can implement the stack of one protocol. Each 
processing unit can then be refined in the same way as the stack can 
be refined. Multiple data parallelism at the stack level can be used in 
a multi-media environment: after the transport layer ( or the layer that 
is common to all traffic types), the various traffic streams, repcesenting 
different protocols, diverge and can be processed by their own processing 
unit [Ruetschi93]. The disadvantage is that the different processing units 
may not be equally loaded, so that in the worst case no performance gain 
is obtained. 

2. Layer Level. 
A protocollayer can be refinedas follows: 

• Farming. The processing of a packet can be farmed out to various 
processing units. A complication that occurs are the synchronization 
requirements between the various processing units. An example is de
scribed in [Jain90]. 
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• Temporal parallelism. If the layer consist of sublayers, temporal paral
lelism can be used in the same way as at the stack level. For example the 
data link layer consists of a MAC layer and a logicallink control layer. 
Each sublayer can be refined in the same way as a layer. 

• Multiple data parallelism. The functions to be performed by a layer can 
be executed by several concurrently operating entities. Three approaches 
are used frequently: 

- The transmit and receive part of a protocol are relatively independent 
of each other and can be executed on two processing units. As can 
be seen from section 2.3, this methad is often applied. 

- In systems that support multiple connections, each conneetion can 
be executed by a separate processing unit. This approach is used by 
[Abuamara89]. The disadvantage is that the processing units may 
not be equally loaded. 

- When the protocol is specified by means of several communicating 
FSMs, as is for example the case for XTP, then each processing unit 
can implement one (or more) FSMs. An example is [Braun91]. 

3. Entity Level. 
Each entity perfarms one or more protocolfunctions, such as sequence control, 
segmentation and flow controL The protocol functions (PF) can be executed 
in parallel as follows: 

• Temporal parallelism. Some of the functions can be pipelined, thereby 
using temporal parallelism. An example is [Chesson87], in which ad
dress resolution, loading state variables, protocol processing and re
assembly are pipelined. 

• Multiple data parallelism. Other functions are independent, whereby 
multiple data parallelism can be exploited. An often occurring example 
is the transmit DMA controller, which reads data to be transmitted from 
the memory. 

• Single data parallelism. Various processing units performing different 
tasks can process the same packet simultaneously. A proposal that uses 
this approach is [Koufopav92]: various checks that must be performed 
on a received packet, like sequence and acknowledgement check, can be 
executed concurrently. 

Thus, each protocol function can be executed on a separate processing unit 
and a hybrid form of temporal and multiple/single data parallelism can be 
obtained. An example of a protocol function (PF) based model, taken from 
[Zitterbart92a], is shown in figure 2.9. 

Further refinements have not yet been investigated and it is noted that a definition 
of fine-grain parallelism is missing in the literature. It should be remembered that 
the original goal was to improve protocol processing performance. Another methad 
to reach this goal is to use VLSI. Additional improvements have been obtained on 
the protocol function level by executing performance critica! functions in hardware. 
This technique has been called "Entity Acceleration" in [Zitterbart92b]. 
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2.5 Summary of the state-of-the-art 

Ad vances in glass-fiber and network technologies have led to the throughput preser
vation problem, in which bandwidth available at lower protocollayers is not available 
at higher protocollayers due to bottlenecks in the protocol processing unit. An impor
tant method that overcomes this bottleneck is to improve protocol implementations. 

Various protocol implementation issues have been identified and common bottle
necks, such as buffer management or timer management, are well known in the 
literature. However, though the individual problems are well known, it is not obvi
ous what the optima! metbod should be to design and implement a high-performance 
protocol processing system. 

Two methods to solvethese probieros can be found in the literature: 

1. Performance can be increased by using VLSI, designed specifically for use 
with protocol processing. Starting with VLSI implementations of a specific 
protocol, the trend observed in the literature is towards VLSI that can be used 
to improve a general (transport) protocol. 

2. Additional considerable efforts have been adopted to exploring potential par
allelism in communication protocols. Multi-processor hardware platforms 
have been used to investigate various possibilities of partitioning a protocol on 
multiple processors. As is also observed in the literature, this method can be 
combined with the previous method, resulting in a multiprocessor architecture 
that is enhanced with a VLSI protocol coprocessor. 

In retrospect over the past five years, it can be concluded that considerable progress 
has been made in the field of protocol implementations: Today's multiprocessor 
implementations achieve a throughput of 1 k to 5 k transport data units persecondor 
16k LLC 8802 data units per second. State-of-the-art VLSI implementations achieve 
a throughput that is one order of magnitude higher (for LLC 8802 implementations). 
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Open questions By studying the various attempts to improve protocol processing 
performance reported in the literature, one thing that attracts attention is the diversity 
of the various approaches: Why is for example timer management supported by 
hardware in one VLSI-based approach, but not in another? Is this due to the 
implemenled protocol, or due to an ad-hoc selection of the functions to be supported 
by hardware? And how should a protocol be partitioned on a mul ti processor system? 
Experience reported in the literature shows that this is not at all easy. In addition, only 
a coarse-level of parallelism can be obtained (limited by the number of processors 
and the interprocessor communication bottleneck). Often, the software approach 
(i.e. multi-processor system) is enhanced with additional hardware. In these cases 
the question arises: what is the optima! trade-off between hardware and software? 

• 
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Figure 3.1 : Thesis organization - chapter 3 

In this chapter we will present a design strategy for the implementation of a certain 
class of high-speed systems. This class of complex systems will be characterized in 
section 3.1, foliowed by a list of requirements for the solution insection 3.2. The 
design strategy that we propose to fulfill these requirements will be presented in 
section 3.3. The goal of this strategy is to manage the complexity that arises due to 
the many different design decisions, each with a large variety of possible solutions, 
that must be taken in order to obtain a performant and cheap implementation. 

An application of the design strategy to high-speed protocol processing will be 
presented insection 3.4. This sectionis an introduetion to the subsequent chapters, 
in which several key protocol processing bottlenecks will be analyzed in detail. 

35 
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3.1 The problem 

In this thesis we consicter the implementation of a class of high-speed systems, 
like protocol processing systems, that will be characterized below. In genera!, 
the (high-speed) implementation of a complex system is not straightforward: many 
design decisions that depend on numerous side-constraints must be made and severÇII 
parameters must be tuned optimally. In the class of systems that we study in this 
thesis, the complexity of obtaining a high-speed implementation also depends on the 
following factors: 

• Restrictive system design space. · 

• Large gap between specification and implementation. 

• Forma! methods are not or hardly usable. 

• Basic functions to be performed are not too simple. 

• Process decomposition and information hiding. 

• Numerous side-constraints and tunable parameters. 

• High bit-rate datastreams must be processed. 

• Operating system-like issues are important. 

• Exploit VLSI and (fine-grain) parallelism. 

Restrictive system design space 

In genera!, the system design space can be viewed to consist of three dimensions 
(symbolized in figure 3.2): operations to be performed on data, the time dependent 
behavior and the data representation. For a given system specification, a designer 
can make optima! u se of the design space, tune solutions in the three dimensions to 
each other and obtain an efficient implementation. 

We consicter the implementation of systems of which the system design space is 
limited by restrictions other than the functional specification. With this we mean ad
ditional restrictions, like standardized protocols or data representations. Sometimes 
these extra restrictions make high-speed implementations more difficult, or increase 
their cost. This can be the case in standards, where solutions are sometimes chosen 
based on politica! rather than technica! arguments. For example in the design of the 
ATM forum UNI 3.0 signalling protocol [Q93B93], any experience in the area of 
light-weight protocol design has been ignored. 

Large gap between specification and implementation 

This makes an automatic translation of the specification into an implementation 
difficult if not impossible. This is especially the case in the area of protocol pro
cessing. Though some coarse-grain parallelism is inherently present in protocol 
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processing (parallelism between layers and parallelism between entities within a 
layer), finer-grain parallelism is primarily obtained manually: there is still a very 
wide gap between a protocol specification and a protocol implementation. 

Consicter for example a checksum, which may be specified (textually!) as follows: 
"Bit 32-63 of the header contain the checksum." Of course, nothing concerning a 
checksurn is mentioned in any state transition or other forma! specification. Other 
issues, such as buffer allocation upon packet reception, are not mentioned at all. 

Unfortunately, current state-of-the-art methods totranslate a forma! protocol spec
ification automatically into an implementation are not capable of identifying and 
generating separate and concurrently operating hardware modules for these spe
eitic functions, unless this information is already contained in the specification. 
This is because protocol specification languages, like Estelle [Linn86] and LOTOS 
[Bolognesi87], arebasedon formalisros that have little relationship to the traditional 
computer architecture (i.e. the von Neumann machine). This makes it hard to 
compile forma! specifications directly into object code [Chanson93]. 

There are methods that automatically translate a forma! specification into an imple
mentation, for example [Bloks93] (summarized in 2.3.3). However, these methods 
use a library of manually designed hardware modules, which brings us to the prob
lem of how these hardware modules should look. That is, which functions should 
be supported by hardware and how parallelism should be exploited. 

Formal methods are not or hardly usabie 

In an ideal environment, an implementation can be obtained by means of a forma] 
specification, that has been validated and that has been automatically translated into 
an implementation (that possibly has been verified). We target towards environments 
where the use of forma! methods is (not yet) feasible, possibly because one or more 
of the following reasons: 

• A forma! specification is not available. This is often the case in standardized 
protocols, where the protocol specification is in textual format. 
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• There is no time to obtain a forma! specification first. In industrial environ
ments, there is often a high pressure to finish a product and the step to obtain 
a validated forma! specification is skipped. 

• Practical specifications can be too complex to be able to be handled by forma! 
techniques or by validationlverification tools. 

• As discussed above, it may not be possible to automatically translate a forma! 
specification into an implementation. 

Basic functions to be performed are not too simple 

If the operations to be performed by the system are simple, it can be expected 
that an implementation can be obtained in a straightforward way. However, if 
the implementation must be general (i.e. provide a solution to a Jarger class of 
problems) and the basic functions are simple, a general purpose microprocessor can 
be an appropriate solution. We consider the implementation of systems where this 
is not the case. For example in protocol processing, specific functions that must be 
performed are header processing and checksurn calculation. 

Process decomposition and information hiding 

We consider problems that, in order to manage the design complexity, are decom
posed into several processes (a process can also be decomposed recursively). It is 
not at all clear how this should be done and how irrelevant information should be 
hidden at different levels in the design. 

Numerous boundary conditions and tunable parameters 

This makes the design decisions more difficult: the side-constraints must remain 
fulfilled and the various parameters should be given an optima! value. 

High bit-rate datastreams must be.processed 

This imposes strict performance requirements with reai-time deadlines on an imple
mentation: speed requirements on the processing units and speed and size require
ments to memories, or queues, in which the data is temporarily stored. 

Operating system...Jike issues are important 

This is mainly due to having multiple processes, but also to the use of hardware: 
each hardware module can be compared to a process that operates in parallel with 
the other modules. The operating system-like issues are: 

• There are several concurrently operating processes, that need to communieale 
and synchronize and share resources (so mutual exclusion is required). 
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• Context switching and scheduling is required when multiple processes are 
implemented on the same hardware module (like a risc-processor). 

• The system is toa large extend event-driven, where theevents are related to 
the data stream being processed (i.e. packet arrival) and timeouts, that are 
triggered by timers. 

• Memory management and buffering are required to manage the data stream, 
and 110 control and OMA are required to interface between the system and its 
environment. 

Exploit VLSI and (fine-grain) parallelism 

It is important that these two issues are not investigated separately: In order to obtain 
fine-grain parallelism, a lot of (independent) processing units are likely to be nec
essary. Consequently, this may require considerable inter-process communication -
something which cannot be achieved with multiple general-purpose microprocessors. 
However, VLSI may very well be able to support the communication requirements 
imposed by fine-grain parallelism, especially when the various processing units are 
implemented on the same chip. 

3.2 Requirements 

As stated in the introduction, this thesis has two main goals: define a design strat
egy for high speed complex systems and design a high speed protocol processor. 
Requirements for these goals will be defined separately. 

3.2.1 Design strategy requirements 

One main goal of this thesis is to provide methods that aid in obtaining high
speed implementations of complex systems as characterized in the previous section. 
In particular we will focus on high-speed implementations of protocol processing 
systems. We impose the following requirements on implementations and on the 
methods that are used to obtain them: 

• Obtain optima) use of hardware. 

• Obtain optima! use of parallelism. 

• Obtain an optima! trade-off between hardware and software. 

• Obtain an integral solution with global optimization. 

• Support automatic translation into an implementation. 
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Obtain optimal use of hardware 

With hardware we mean special VLSI and microcode. There are three questions 
related to the use of hardware: 

1. Where should VLSI be used? 
Or: which functions should be supported by YLSI. 

2. How should VLSI be used? 
Or: how should a hardware architecture look to imptement a specific operatien . 

3. How much VLSI should be used? 
Or: how much VLSI resources (i.e. chip area) should be allocated to each 
function. 

Obtain optima! use of parallelism 

The question to be solved here is: what is fine-grain parallelism and how can it be 
exploited? 

Obtain an optima! trade-off between hardware and software 

With software we denote a program or operatien that runs on a (risc) microprocessor. 
A very cheap but not-performant implementation could consist of only a single mi
croprocessor and a very expensive and veryperformant implementation could consist 
only of dedicated YLSI. A practical implementation most likely lies somewhere in 
between these two extremes. Of course the hardware-software trade-off depends on 
the performance and cost requirements. 

Obtain an inlegral solution with global optimization 

It is not sufficient to identify one or several bottlenecks and accelerate an implemen
tatien by providing hardware supportforthese bottlenecks. Instead, all issues should 
be investigated, and it must be possible todetermine where VLSI is most appropriate 
and how much of it is required, so that a globally optimized implementation that 
meets the performance and cost requirements can be obtained. 

Support automatic translation into an implementation 

The target functions or instructions of the programming model should allow an 
automatic translation of a specificatien into an implementation. A database with 
special instructions that correspond to special hardware architecturescan be used by 
a compiler in generating object code. 
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3.2.2 Protocol processor requirements 

For the second main goal of this thesis, we impose the following requirements on 
the design of a protocol processor: 

• Be able to handle 600K packets/sec. 

• Be cheap. 

• Provide a general and programmabie implementation. 

• Be implementable on a single chip. 

• Provide an overseeable programming model to the user. 

Be able to handle 600K packets/sec 

In order to obtain high speeds, the use of VLSI becomes mandatory. This is due 
to costs (assuming VLSI becomes cheap with a reasonable number of produced 
chips) as wellas speed: with finer-grain levels of parallelism it can be expected that 
only VLSI will be capable of fulfilling the communication requirements between 
processes. 

For the speed requirement, we target at the expected data rates of future high-speed 
networks, as discussed in chapter 2 and listed in table 2.1. Standardized rates in this 
range are 155 Mbit/Sec (OC-3), 622 Mbit/Sec (OC-12) and 2.4 Gbit/Sec (OC-24). 
The obtainable rate dependsof course on the packet length and on the protocol: 

• Higher speeds can always be obtained by increasing the packet length (see 
section 2.2.1 ). But we require that it must be possible to trade-off speed for 
cost. This means that the architecture must in concept support the highest 
speed. By simplifying the architecture, e.g. by using a single data memory 
insteadof a separate transmit and receive memory, it must be possible to obtain 
a cheaper but slower implementation. 

• For the protocol we choose LLC 8802 [LLC87]. This protocol is simple 
enough to present its error-free path as a case study. And all relevant ac
tions, like timer operations, address translation, buffer allocations, etc. are 
performed on the fast path. 

By inspecting table 2.2, it can be seen that the number of packets to be processed per 
second lies between 80K and 1280K. depending on the speed and the packet length. 
We wil! define a target of 600K packets/sec. With a packet length of 256 bytes this 
leads to 1.2 Gbit/sec. 
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Be cheap 

We de fine costs by the number of required transistors, the amount of required external 
memory, the number of chip pins and the chip dissipation. lt is important to note 
that we are not interested in an absolute cost requirement. Instead. we are interested 
in the highest possible speed for a given cost. It wil! be seen in the next section, that 
following the design strategy allows to make trade-offs between performance and 
co st. 

Provide a general and programmabie implementation 

This means that an implementation should be usabiefora (large) set of problems and 
consequently it must be programmable. An example of a general implementation 
is a microprocessor, that can be used to execute a very large set of very different 
algorithms. In the area of protocol processing, we require that an implementation 
is capable of executing a set of (possibly similar) protocols. This requirement 
is imposed for two reasons. First, there are many functions that are common to 
all protoeals so that we believe it is feasible to design a general purpose protocol 
processor (see section 3.4). And second, protoeals or protocol implementations 
change, due to bug fixes in the implementation of the protocol, extensions of the 
protocol or bug fixes in the protocol. 

Be implementable on a single chip 

Wedefine that implementability is achieved when the number of required transistors 
is smaller than 3.0 miJlion and the number of chip pins is smaller than 600. These 
numbers represent the number of transistors and chip pins in current state-of-the-art 
microprocessors and switching chips. 

Provide overseeable programming model to the user 

An implementation by itself may be complex, but its use for a user (for example 
a programmer, or a compiler) should not be too complex. Otherwise program
ming the implementation may become more complex than designing a dedicated 
implementation from scratch that fulfills the requirements. 

For example, one method to imprave performance is to execute more functions in 
parallel. In this case, care must be taken that the level of parallelism does not become 
too fine-grained. When for example an implementation is described by means of 
dozensof registers and ALUs ( algorithmic logica! units) that all opera te concurrently, 
the problem of improving performance is transformed into another larger problem, 
namely the programming of all the concurrently operating hardware units . Thus. in 
this case, the challenge is to find a form of fine-grain parallelism without getting lost 
in implementation details. 
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3.3 The design strategy 

The contribution of this thesis is a design strategy that aids in achieving the goals 
listed in the previous section. By means of an example design, an application to 
high-speed protocol processing, see section 3.4 and the remaining chapters in this 
thesis, we will show that the first five goals can be fulfilled using the strategy. We 
also make plausible, but do not discuss in great detail, that the last three goals can 
be fulfilled with the design strategy as well. 

lt is noted here that it is not the purpose of this thesis to present a new design 
methodology. Instead, the methods presented in this thesis can be applied in actdition 
to well known methodologies like functional decomposition, object oriented analysis 
[Coad90] or object oriented modeling [Verschueren92]. 

To achieve the requirements, we propose to: 

• U se systematic considerations for making design decisions. 

• Focus on architectmal aspects and not on the specification. 

• Identify basic functions. 

• Obtain fine-grain parallelism by defining that the basic function is the atomie 
unit of parallelism. 

• Use VLSI in accordance with guidelines described below. 

• Make hardware-software trade-offs with performance modeling. 

• Control fine-grain parallelism by means of sequentia] programming. 

3.3.1 U se systematic considerations for making design decisions 

In the process of obtaining an implementation of a (high speed) system, numerous 
design decisions must be made. For each decision, alternatives must be identified 
(which can already be a complex task by itself) and basedon certain considerations, 
the best one wilt be selected. We wil! use the following considerations in chosing 
between alternatives: 

• Optimize performance (like speed or latency), but also costs like silicon area 
and memory requirements. As wil! be described below, trade-offs between 
performance and costs can be made with performance modeling methods. 

• Prefer flexible and scalabie solutions. This protects the designer from changes 
in the requirements (that are not unknown in an industrial environment). In 
addition, a scalabie solution eases trade-offs between performance, silicon 
area and memory requirements. 
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• To prevent unnecessary complexity, the KISS methad will be used. Keep It 
Simpte Stupid, the motto of William of Occam, a 17th century philosopher 
after whom the language OCCAM, designed according to the same principle, 
was named. Note that this is not necessarily in contrast with the previous 
consideration: aften, simple and elegant solutions are flexible and scalabie as 
well! 

3.3.2 Specification versus architecture 

We propose to focus on architectmal aspects and not on the specification. The main 
reason for this approach is the large gap between the specificatien and the imple
mentation. This causes numerous '!ow-level' operations, like memory allocation or 
checksurn calculation, not to be visible in the specification. From a specificatien 
point of view, these kind of operations may indeed be !ow-level. However, they may 
consume a significant proportion of the processing overhead in an implementation 
(for example in protocol processing, this is about 80% [Clark89, Watson87]). Thus 
we will emphasize on these operations and consider them to be high-level. We 
therefore focus on the architectmal aspectsof these opera ti ons, so that a performant 
and efficient implementation can be obtained. 

The operations visible in the implementation will be called basic functions. This 
means for example that a protocol function like opening a conneetion is not a basic 
function, but instead is viewed as being comprised of several basic functions, like 
allocating a buffer, generating a header and transmitting a packet. 

The identification of the basic functions is described in the next section. The end 
result of this process is a set of primitives. We consider this set of primitives to be 
the separation between the specificatien and the implementation. All architectmal 
and implementation-related aspects are transparent at the specificatien level. These 
aspects include for example making design decisions, determining the size of a 
memory, chosing between a hardware or software implementation. 

It is emphasized that this thesis focuses on methods and architectmes that allow 
to obtain a general implementation. The final result of these efforts is thus a 
programmabie device. In addition to this, a program that can be executed by this 
device is required. Methods to obtain such a program are not discussed in this thesis, 
this topic is briefly discussed in section 1 0.2. 

3.3.3 Identify basic functions 

Two extremes can be identified in determining the basic functions: 

1. Only very general (and simple) basic functions can be defined. 
Examples are load, store, add, wait-for-event and send-message. There are 
again two extremes. First, when all those basic functions operate concurrently, 
the programming model of this approach becomes too complex and we will 
not consider it. Second, when all basic functions operate sequentially, the 
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approach is definitely feasible. because the implementation becomes equiva
lenttoa general-purpose microprocessor. As this approach does not represent 
anything new, it will not be considered either. 

2. Only very specific (and complex) basic functions can be defined. 
One specific application, like a specific protocol, can be studied in detail, 
resulting in a definition of basic functions which are only applicable for this 
application. As we are interested in a general solution, this approach will not 
be considered either. 

As we do not want to be restricted to one specific application, we will follow an 
approach that is somewhere in between the two extremes. Thus, basic functions 
must be defined that are applicable to a large set of applications. The challenge is of 
course to determine which operations are suitable to be defined as basic functions . 
Especially with a large gap between specification and implementation, so that many 
of the basic functions are not visible at the specification level, an automatic or 
general identification of the basic functions is not feasible with the current state
of-the-art. Human intervention is always required. Therefore a general solution 
cannot be provided in this thesis. Instead, an extensive (literature) study can be 
performed after which the basic primitives can be defined manually. For example, in 
the literature it is reported that there are many functions common to most protocols. 
These functions, together with typical protocol processing functions, such as header 
parsing, can be designated as basic functions. An example set of basic functions for 
protocol processing is given in the next chapters. 

The set of basic functions cannot provide all the required functions. This should be 
obvious, since this set is defined such that the basic functions are generaland support 
most applications. Thus it is likely that each application requires some operations 
that are not supported by the basic functions. In our approach, remaining functions 
are implemented in software. That is, one or more microprocessors perform the 
functions for which no basic functions are provided. These processors can of course 
be designed specially for this task. Conceptually, such a microprocessor implements 
a set of very general and simple basic functions, like load, store, etc. However, to 
avoid confusion about the meaning of a basic function, we, as everybody else, will 
call those operations instructions. 

A basic function can be implemented in two ways: 

• In hardware, using dedicated VLSI. 

• In software, on a processor. In this case, a basic function consists of instruc
tions. 

The total of basic functions and instructions defines a programming model and this 
is the only part that a pro grammer ( or compiler) sees. In sec ti on 10.2 it is briefty 
discussed that the basic functions and instructions can be a target for the automatic 
translation of a specification into an implementation. 
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3.3.4 Fine-grain parallelism 

We intend to use fine-graio parallelism, because this obviously allows numerous 
processes to operate concurrently and this offers a good potential to obtain a high 
performance. 

As a first approach, we intend not to exploit parallelism that is present at the specifi
cation level. If the performance obtained by using fine-grain parallelism, described 
below, is not sufficient, coarser-grain parallelism present at the specification level 
cao be used in addition. Each unit of coarse-grain parallelism, like a pipeline stage 
(when using pipelining) or a transmitter part (when splitting between transmitting 
and receiving part) cao then be implemenred using fine-grain parallelism. The use 
of coarser grain parallelism has been extensively treated in the literature and wil! not 
be discussed further. 

We obtain fine-grain parallelism by defining that the atomie unit of parallelism is a 
basic function. Thus by definition, all basic functions may opera te concurrently and 
thus fine-graio parallelism is achieved automatically. A consequence is that VLSI 
will be required: to implement all the basic functions on separate microprocessors 
will definitely create large communication bottlenecks. lt is noted here that a basic 
function is the atomie unit of parallelism, to stress the fact that the architecture of a 
basic function itself may consist of concurrently operating units. This transparency 
allows a strict separation between the programmingmodel and its implementation. 

As mentioned, all basic functions may execute concurrently, but this is not required . 
Another extreme would be to execute all basic functions sequentially (for example 
on a microprocessor), though this is not very attractive from a performance point of 
view. As will be explained below, performance modeling can be used to determine 
how basic functions should be allocated to processing units. 

3.3.5 Guidelines for using VLSI 

Performance improvements cannot be obtained by using only fine-grain parallelism: 
it should be clear by now that VLSI is required in addition. It is impossible to 
give exact rules for using VLSI: this depends on too many factors and would be too 
application specific. Instead we propose some guidelines that aid in determining 
where VLSI and how much VLSI is required . 

Where to use VLSI 

VLSI is used to support the basic functions . Exactly which basic functions need 
VLSI support can be determined using performance modeling ( described in the next 
section). In a practical implementation this may result in VLSI support for: 

• the fast-path or error-free path. 

• communication among processes. 
When fine-grain parallelism is employed, communication requirements be-
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tween the various processing units may turn into bottlenecks, which may only 
be resolvable by employing VLSI. 

• bottlenecks. 
Though obvious, it is mentioned: some ofthe implementation issues, like timer 
management in protocol processing, are considered to be such a bottleneck, 
that new protocols are designed that use less timers (for example [XTP90])! 
Alleviaring a bottleneck not only improves an implementation, it also gives 
more freedom in the design of new protocols. 

How to use VLSI 

It is always possible to translate a known (software based) implementation directly 
into VLSI, but this may not exploit the possibilities offered by VLSI optimally. 
An example is a search algorithm: various wel! known software solutions can be 
translated directly into VLSI. However, an extremely fast search can be obtained 
using a CAM (contents addressable memory). 

It is in our opinion not possible to give general rules for obtaining optima! VLSI 
architectures. This is where the creativity and intuition of a designer plays a major 
role. 

How much VLSI is required 

As will be discussed in the next section, performance modeling techniques can be 
used to delermine how much VLSI is required. 

3.3.6 Hardware~oftware trade-offs 

As has been mentioned before, a basic function can be implemenred in hardware or 
in software. This section proposes a method that can be used to delermine where 
hardware, and how much of it, is required fora given performance requirement. The 
metbod is basedon performance modeling techniques (see for example [Jain91]. It 
is proposed here, but not further used in this thesis. 

We model an implementation as a queueing network, consisting of servers and 
queues. The servers represent VLSI: 

• Servers 
The servers represent VLSI modules: for the basic functions, for one or more 
microprocessors, or for a memory. The capacity of a server is in general 
a measure of the amount of VLSI required to impierneut its function. For 
example a memory with a very high capacity might represent a complicated 
multi-port memory. 

• Queues 
A queue in the queueing network represents a communication channel between 
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VLSI modules. This may be a physical FIFO, or just a wire. In the latter case. 
the queue would be modeled as having size 0, so that it cannot contain jobs 
(consequently, a server connected to this queue mustbefast enough to handle 
the jobs that enter the queue). 

Similar as that the performance of a microprocessor can be evaluated by executing 
a sequence of instructions that represent typical workloads (benchmarks [Price89]), 
our performance can be evaluated by executing a benchmark that is typical for an 
application. In this case, a benchmark consists of two parts: a program, like the im
plementation of a protocol on a protocol-processor, and a workload, which represents 
realistic traffic scenarios. The execution of a benchmark causes the injection of jobs 
in the queueing network. By using performance rnadeling techniques, information 
can be obtained about the performance, the required queue-sizes, or the required 
capacity of a server. 

The determination of an optima! trade-off between hardware and software thus 
requires one or more iterations. As an initia! step, a set of basic functions is 
selected that are implemenled in hardware by a set of VLSI modules and that operate 
concurrently. The remaining basic functions are implemented in software. Then, 
based on the performance requirements and the result of performance evaluation, 
hardware support for one or more of the basic functions is removed and those basic 
functions will be implemenred in software. This means that those basic functions 
are implemenred on a microprocessor and don't operate concurrently anymore. 
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Figure 3.3: The proposed approach: start from vlsi and add processors 

This approach is symbolized in figure 3.3. The maximum performance is obtained 
when all basic functions are implemented in hardware. The performance can be 
reduced by: 

• Changing the way that VLSI is used to implement a basic function. The 
amount of VLSI can be changedor a different architecture can be selected. 

• Removing hardware support for basic functions and imptementing them in 
software using a microprocessor. This makes the implementation cheaper. 

Both methods are transparent, since they impact the implementation of the basic 
functions and not the specification of the basic functions. 
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3.3. 7 Parallelism and sequential programming 

It has been remarked that the chalienge is to find a form of fine-grain paralielism 
without getting lost in implementation details. With the definition of the basic 
function as the atomie unit of parallelism, the danger exists that it becomes difficult 
to control them. Therefore we propose the guideline: "control fine-grain parallelism 
by means of sequentia! programming", described below. Th is guideline is described 
below, it is used in the following chapters when descrihing VLSI architectures, but 
a full analysis of its capabilities and the possibility of a generalization into a design 
process is left for further study. 

We consicter a process to consist of a sequence of instructions, where each instruction 
can be a general microprocessor instruction (like add, load, store, etc.), or a basic 
function. The execution of an instruction cannot start before the previous instruction 
of the process is finished. The execution of a basic tunetion that is implemented in 
hardware by a VLSI module triggers a hardware operation, like the allocation of a 
buffer. The acknowledgement of this operation should occur as soon as possible, 
since the next instruction can only start when this acknowledgement has occurred. 

The execution latency of a basic function can be minimized as follows: 

1. The action to be performed by a basic function-instruction can be pre-executed. 
A typical example is the allocation of a.fixed-size buffer. The buffer can be 
pre-allocated, and when a buffer-allocation-instruction is executed, the buffer 
is available immediately. The action to be performed by the hardware would 
be to allocate the next buffer. 

2. In some cases, the execution of a basic function-instruction can "kick-off" an 
operation that does nothave to be finished when the instruction is finished. 
In this case, the execution of the operation would occur concurrently with the 
execution of the next instructions. An example is the starring of a timer, or 
the freeing of a buffer. These actionscan be executed concurrently with the 
foliowing instructions. 

Once the execution of such a basic function-instruction has been started, the 
corresponding VLSI module becomes busy. When another identical basic 
function-instruction is executed, and no more hardware units are available, 
the execution cannot be finished before the previous basic function-instruction 
has been completed. 

Note that this method makes the hardware more complicated: 

• There can be relations between different basic functions. 

• Several basic functions can be executed sequentially. 

3.4 A general purpose protocol processor 

In the view of this thesis, a protocol is a programfora protocol processing system. 
Like a program, a protocol is built from !ow-level protocol-instructions, which 
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we have called basic functions. There are so many functions that are common 
to all protoeals [Clark89, Watson87), that I claim that the VLSI implementation 
of a general-purpose protocol processor is feasible. This will be the goal for the 
remaining part of this thesis, in which the design strategy presented in the previous 
section will be applied to protocol processing. This section is an introduetion to the 
following chapters, in which basic functions will be analyzed in detail afld VLSI 
architectures will be presented. In chapter 9, the basic functions will be combined 
into a general-purpose protocol processor. 

3.4.1 Specification and design choices 

The goal is to design an architecturefora general purpose protocol processor. We 
choose the following requirements: 

1. The functions to be performed by such a processor are of course the operations 
required by a protocol. They are well-known in the literature and they have 
been listed in section 2.1.2, therefore they are not repeated here. 

2. The protocol processor should support 'the' processing requirements for future 
high-speed multimedia applications. As discussed in section 3.2, our target is 
600K packets/sec. 

3. The protocol processor should be programmable. 

In addition to the specification listed above, we make the following design choices: 

1. Obviously the design strategy preseRted in section 3.3 will be followed . 

2. The feasibility will be shown by means of the LLC 8802 protocol. 

3. A transputer-like architecture will be designed. A transputer [INMOS88b] 
executes processes on a time-sliced basis. It contains a microcoded control unit 
that executes all instructions, like channel communication, process scheduling, 
etc. sequentially. Only inter-transputer communication instructions, that use 
a DMA unit, operate concurrently with the control unit. 

Our approach will also contain a control unit, that executes all processes on 
a time-sliced basis. In addition to the control unit, there are various VLSI 
modules that support basic functions. 

4. The KISS method will be followed. The emphasis will be on simplicity: we 
will show that with hardware modules which are simple, though specially de
signed for their purpose in protocol processing, a very high packet processing 
rate can be obtained. 

The performance rnadeling step is skipped and consequently an optima! trade-off 
between hardware and software may not be obtained. This is not a serious problem, 
since we intend to show the feasibility of a general-purpose protocol processor. Fora 
practical implementation, which may require more complex solutions, a performance 
evaluation is certainly recommended. 
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3.4.2 Introduetion to the architecture 

The purpose of this section is to introduce the following chapters, in which various 
protocol processing bottlenecks wil! be studied in detail. Various modules wil! be 
briefly described below and then a detailed treatment follows in the subsequent 
chapters. The end result of this study will be a protocol processor architecture as 
wiJl wil! be depicted in tigure 9.2 in chapter 9. 

A high-level view of the protocol processor architecture is shown in tigure 3.4. The 
design method of separating data and control flow wiJl be applied recursively: the 
control flow is again split in a data flow, called the header flow to distinguish it from 
the previous data flow, and a control flow. For clarity, the latter is not shown. 

The general-purpose protocol processor consistsof the following hardware modules: 

Microprocessor A (RISC) microprocessor executes the basic functions that com
prise a protocol-program. When a basic function is supported by a hardware module, 
the microprocessor triggers the hardware module, and if required waits for a reply. 
Since the design of a simple RISC microprocessor is considered to be straightfor
ward, it will not be discussed in this thesis. 

Timer manager As timer management is considered a bottleneck in protocol 
processing, a VLSI module has been detined that manages the timers. As wil! be 
described in chapter 4, we propose to use inaccurate timers. This allows to manage 
timers very efticiently, independent of the number of timers. 

Memory manager We will model all data flow related operations by means of 
containers. A container is an abstract type that allows operations like reading/writing 
data, segmenting, etc. These operations are explained in chapter 5. The memory 
manager consists of several DMA (direct memory access) units and one container 
manager. The DMA units handle all the data-flows The container manager handles 
the containers and controls the DMA units. 

Header processor and generator VLSI support for processing the header of a 
received packet and generation of the header of a packet to be transmitted is provided 
(see chapter 6). The header processor consistsof a header parameter extraction unit, 
that extract the parameters from an incoming packet, an address translator module, 
that performs the address resolution and a state variabie manager. The header 
generator uses header-templates to construct packet headers. 

Execution control Several VLSI modules support basic functions for execution 
control and inter-process communication. As most protoeels are specified, and 
also implemented, based on extended tinite state machines, basic functions are 
detined that support this view. The communication primitives are functionally 
similar to the transputer channel communication instructions. In addition, we detine 
basic functions that provide an alternate construct (like the OCCAM ALT construct 
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Figure 3.4: Introduetion to the general purpose protocol processor architecture 

([INMOS88a]), in which branches can be enabled based on external events and a 
boolean expression. This expression may contain references to process-variables 
(i.e. conneetion state variables) or packet header variables. Chapter 7 gives a 
detailed description. 

Packet transmission and rate control Packets to be transmitted can be subject 
to rate control, which may cause a packet to be delayed before transmission. A 
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VLSI module that supports this function, and that triggers packet-transmission, is 
described in chapter 8. 
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Figure 4.1: Thesis organization - chapter 4 

Most, if nat all, protocol implementations use timers. Timer management is nat at 
all difficult as long as the number of timers is small, but it may result in a bottleneck 
for protocol implementations that require a large number of timers. An example are 
gateways that support a large number of simultaneously open connections. Since 
efficiency is a key requirement fora timer manager [Mumprecht88], this topic wil! 
be studied in detail in this chapter. An overview of existing implementation methods 
is given in the next section, foliowed by the definition of the basic functions. A new 
scheme will be proposed in section 4.2, for which a hardware implementation wil! 
be derived in section 4.2.1. 

4.1 Related Work 

Timers are used for one ar more of the following protocol processing functions: 

• Packet loss detection. 
When a packet is received, an acknowledgment is sent back to the sender. If 
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the sender does not receive this acknowledgment within a certain time limit, 
it is assumed that the packet is lost and the appropriate action, for example 
packet retransmission, is taken. A retransmission timer is used to measure 
this time limit: it is started upon packet transmission and when it expires. the 
packet is assumed to be lost. 

• Conneetion management. 
Most methods to set up and break down a conneetion u se timers [Tanenbaum89, 
Black91] and some protocols rely on timer-based conneetion management 
[Watson81, Watson89] . 

4.1.1 Basic functions 

Fortimermanagement it is easy to identify basic functions, si nee they are wel! known 
in the literature. According to [Varghese87, Mumprecht88], operations on timers 
can be mapped to the following functions: StartTimer, StopTimer and Tick. For 
a practical implementation more basic functions may be required, like ReadTime, 
CreateTimer and DeleteTimer. Since these kind of operations are straightforward 
and rather independent of the first three basic functions, they are not discussed. 
StartTimer, StopTimer and Tick operate on timers, which are objects that cause a 
timeout event when a specified amount of time has elapsed. Since timer operations 
are so well-known, only a very briefdescription is given. It is defined that a timer 
can be in one of three states (see tigure 4.2): 

StartTimer 

time-advance 

Tick, StopTimer 

Figure 4.2: Timer state transitions 

I. Idle. A timer is in this state when it neects not to be managed by the timer 
manager. This state occurs: initially (i.e. after creation, when the timer is not 
running), when the timer is stopped by StopTimer, or when Tick has detected 
that the timer has expired and a timeout event has been generated. 

2. Running. The timer has been started and the specified amount of time, called 
the duration, has not yet elapsed. A timer enters this statewhen StartTimer is 
invoked. 

3. Expired. A timer enters this state when the timer duration has elapsed, but 
the timeout event has not yet been generated. Note that no action neects to be 
performed for a timer to enter this state: actvancement of time is sufficient. 
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Timers are only in this state as a result of implementation restrictions : an 
implementation can notcheck all running timers infinitely quickly for expiracy 
and neither can an implementation generate timeout events infinitely quickly. 
It is the taskof Tick to detect timers in this state and to move them to the I die 
state. 

Then the basic functions are defined as follows: 

StartTimer Starts a timerand the timer becomes running. If the timer was already 
running, it is restarted. 

StopTimer Stops a timer, so that no timeout event can be generated anymore. 

Tick A function that checks the running timers for expiracy and generales timeout 
events for expired timers. 

StartTimer and StopTimer are invoked by a user (i.e. a protocol), while Tick is 
invoked at regular time intervals by the system. 

4.1.2 Data structures used with timer management 

The running timers must be stored in a data structure, on which the functions Start
Timer, StopTimer and Tick operate. For all schemes described below, StartTimer 
inserts a timer in the data structure, StopTimer removes a timer from the data struc
ture and Tick inspects the data structure to check for timer expiracy and to perform 
bookkeeping. If a timer expires, a timeout event is generated and the timer is re
moved. A symbolic representation of the used data structures is given in tigure 4.3. 
The ovals represent timers and the numbers the times at which the timer expires. 

U nardered Ordered list Hashed data structure Hlerarchlcal 

Figure 4.3: Symbolic representation of timer management data structures 

• Unordered data structures. 
Tick must inspeet all timers in the data structure to check for timer expiracy. 
The latency of Tick is proportional to the number of timers N (the latency of 
the service primitives is shown in table 4. I). 
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Table 4.1: Average latency of the basic functions for sequentia! processing 

I Data structure I StartTimer I StopTimer I Tick 

Unordered 1 l N 

I Ordered list N /2 1 1 
Hashed various 1 various 

I Hierarchica1 K/2 1 K*N I 2L 

The average latency is listed for a random distribution of timer J 

durations, with N the number of timers, K the number ofhierarchies J 
and L the average timer duration from starttostop or expiracy). 

The other data structures used with timer management are based on a priority queue 
[Gonnet91 ], in which an order relation exists between the timers. 

• Ordered data structures. 
To reduce the latency of Tick, the timers are stored in an ordered list1

. The 
timers are sorted according to increasing wakeup time, thus the first timer in 
the list has the earliest wakeup time. StartTimer requires a search through the 
list to find the correct insertion point. Tick only compares the wakeup time of 
the first timer with the system time. 

• Hashed data structures [Varghese87]. 
The StartTimer latency can be improved by using multiple timer lists. A 
hashing function H is used to map the timer wakeup time to an index i and 
to insert the timer in list i. The latency of StartTimerand Tick depend on the 
hash function H. 

• Hierarchical data structures [Varghese87] . 
Another method to improve latency is to di vide the representation of the system 
time T, into K hierarchical components T1 ···Tl\ (e.g. hours-min-sec). For 
each componentkthere is a list Lk. StartTimer inserts a timer in its initiallist 
(e.g. if the hours component is zero, the timer is stored in Lm;n ). Tick only 
checks the timers in Lk if Tk has changed. If a timer is found in Lk (and the 
k-component of its wakeup time, Lk. equals Tk) there are two possibilities: (i) 
The timer is in L0 (e.g. the seconds list), then a timeout event is generated. 
(ii) Otherwise, the timer is moved toa lower-levellist (e.g. when L min = T ".i." , 

the timer is moved to Lsec>· 

4.1.3 Hardware support fortimermanagement 

To improve the latency, a software implementation can be translated into a hardware 
implementation in which the data structure is still processed sequentially, but of 
course faster than in software. Examples are: 

1Trees [Gonnet91] can be used as well . Unbalanced trees may have rhe tendency rodecline 
into an ordered list. Balanced trees provide better latency: O(log(N)) for StartTimer and 
StopTimer (due to tree-rebalancing) but are more complex to implement. 
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• Ordered list. 
The transputer [INMOS88b] for exarnple, storesits timers in an ordered list. 
StartTimer and StopTimer are implemented in microcode. Tick is supported 
by hardware and consistsof a camparator that compares the system time with 
a register containing the wakeup time of the first timer in the list. In case 
of a match, the required bookkeeping is performed by microcode. Another 
exarnple which uses an ordered timer list is [Sidenius91]. 
This scheme can easily be implemented with a regular memory containing the 
timer records and a (microcoded) controller. When the number of running 
timers N becomes large, the limitation is still the latency of StartTimer (see 
table 4.2). 

Table 4.2: Overview of hardware support for timer management 

Scheme Start- Stop- Tick Implementation costs 
Timer Timer 

Ordered List N/2 1 1 Very low: regular memory and controller 
Counter I I 1 Very high: a counter for each timer 
Compare 1 1 1 High: a CAM location for each timer 
Interval 1 I 1 Very low: regular memory and controller 

By using more hardware support it is possible to process the timer manager data 
structure concurrently: 

• Counter (unordered data structure). 
Each timer is implemented as a counter. StartTimer allocates an unoccupied 
counter2 and preloads it with the timer duration, Tick decrements all counters 
simultaneously and generates an event for each counter reaching zero. The 
counter scheme is for example used in [Abuarnara89], in which each connee
tion processor has its private counters. 
This scheme is straightforward to implement, and often used in microcon
trollers that contain only a few timers. However, for a large number of timers, 
it is very costly and the following scheme is preferred. 

• Compare (unordered data structure). 
Instead of the duration, the wakeup time of each timer is stored and Tick 
compares the wakeup time of each timer with the system timeT. All wakeup 
times can be compared simultaneously with T using a contents addressable 
memory (CAM)3 : the wakeup times are stored in the CAM and T is applied 
as the search data. When a match occurs, a timer expiracy has occurred. 
This scheme is straightforward to implement (it consists of a controller and a 
CAM), offers a very good timer granularity (limited by the associative read 

2The operations allocate and deallocate are not discussed, they can be executed in 0(1) (e.g. 
free timer recordscan be stored in a stack). 

3 A CAM [Kohonen87] is a special memory that can performa search function for the applied 
data o. When o is contained in the CAM, which is called a match, the address of o is returned. 
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cycle time of the CAM) and latency. For applications that require a large 
number of active timers, the scheme becomes costly, due to the relatively high 
cost of CAMs. 

• Interval (hashed data structure). 
This scheme uses a hashed data structure comprised of M timer lists L1 · · · LAJ 
and the restrietion is imposed that M is the maximum duration of a timer. The 
hash function H is defined as H(d) = (T +d) mod M. Thus, all timers in LHU) 
expire when T=t. StartTimer requires no search and all service primitives 
have latency 1. The disadvantage of this method is that the maximum timer 
duration is :::; M. 

4.2 A new approach: inaccurate timers 

Timers are often used to detect packet lossin protocol implementations. The value of 
a timer duration is related to the round-trip delay of a packet and its acknowledgment 
[Jain86]. The round-trip delay however is not constant: fluctuations may for example 
be induced by load variations of the transmission network. Special algorithms 
[Jain86] are used to calculate the optima! timer duration at regular time intervals. 
However, an algorithm will not be able to predict the optima! timer duration with 
100 % accuracy. We question whether it makes sense to start a timer with a duration 
of 328.785 p,Sec. Would not a value of, for example, 330.000 p,Sec suffice? As 
will be seen in the next section, the use of inaccurate timers would allow an efficient 
hardware implementation. 

Using inaccurate timers in protocol implementations has an impact on conneetion 
management and packet loss detection. As the duration of a timer used for con
neetion management is less or equally critica! than the duration of a retransmission 
timer, the influence of using inaccurate timers for conneetion management will be 
considered to be equal (or less) than using inaccurate retransmission timers. The 
duration of a retransmission timer depends on the round trip delay of a packet and 
its acknowledgment. Of course, the round trip delay is not a constant: it fluctuates 
for different packets. 

The purpose of the following discussing is to show that inaccurate timers can be 
used for protocol processing. Let R be a random variabie that denotes the round 
trip delay, with mean I'R and varianee O"R. Also, let R be an approximation for JiR· 

e.g. the measured value of a round trip delay. And let 52 be an approximation 
for O"R . Often, protocol implementations use the following value for the desired 
retransmission timer duration d: 

(4.1) 

with a 1 and a2 protocol dependent constants. Yalues of a 1 and a2 are given forsome 
real protocol implementations: In TCP recommended values for a 1 are 0.8 to 0.9 
and for a2 1.3 to 2 [Zhang86]. XTP uses a 1=1 and a2=2 [XTP92]. 
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When the retransmission timer is inaccurate, an error ((d) will be introduced in the 
desired duration d. Thus, the duration d, of the inaccurate timer becomes 

(4.2) 

The inftuence of using d, instead of d depends on several factors: 

• The magnitude of the error ((d) compared to the varianee an. lt should be 
noted that the value of an dependsnot only on the network latency, but also on 
protocol processing latency, for example the delay between TPDU reception 
and acknowledgment transmission [Black91]. 

• The sensitivity of the protocol to the retransmission-timer value. This depends 
of course on the algorithm used to calculate the duration of the transmission 
timer and on the protocol itself. 

Inspeetion of the algorithms to calculate the retransmission timer duration in various 
protocols, listed above, shows that the timer duration is chosen very conservatively. 
Bath in TCP and XTP, the varianee of the round trip delay plays a significant role 
in the calculation of the timer duration, and in TCP also the calculated duration is 
1.3 to 2 times the measured round trip delay. Based on these numbers, it can be 
concluded that inaccurate timers can be used in protocol implementations. 

4.2.1 Principle of hardware implementation 

Given a required timer duration accuracy, it is possible to construct a series of values 
to which a timer duration can be mapped. Suppose, for example, that timer durations 
in the range 100 .. l 000 are required with an accuracy of 10%. Then the following 
series of timer durations can be used: 

100,120,150,180,220,270,330,390,470,560,680,820,1000 

The series above is the El2 series (there are 12 values in one decade), used for 
resistor and other component values. In this thesis such a series will be called a 
timer duration series 'P , defined by: 

'P(i) = Round (.8( I +ai) , for 0 ::; i < N (4.3) 

with Round: a function that rounds its argument to integer, o: the inaccuracy of 'P, 
,8: the integer value of the first element 'P(O) and N: the number of elementsin 'P. 

An inaccurate timer manager is characterized by its timer duration series 'P, which 
contains N elements. When a timer is started, its duration d will be rounded to 'P(i) 
(this operation is described in the next section). Thus, an implementation of the 
timer manager needs to handle at most N different timer durations. This property 
can be exploited as follows [Heddes9la]. 
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For each 'P(k), with 0 :::; k < N, there is an ordered timer list Lk. When a timer 
with duration d is started, its duration will be rounded to 'P(i) and then the timer 
will be inserted in list /,;. Because all timers in any list L; have the same duration, 
a search is not required. lnstead, the timer can be appended at the end of the list 
and consequcntly the latency of StartTimer is 0(1). By keeping the timer records 
doubly linked, a lso the latency of StopTimer is 0(1 ). To check for timer expiracy, 
Tick must compare the wakcup time of the tirst timer in each list with the system 
timeT. This requires N comparisons. As already described with the Compare timer 
scheme, all compares can be executed simultaneously by a CAM with N entries. In 
this case the latency of Tick also becomes 0( 1 ). An example is shown in tigure 4.4. 

CAM 
100 233 LO r~ 
120 L1 
150 210 L2 ~ 
180 L3 
220 L4 

270 379 LS ~ 

Figure 4.4: Inaccurate timer manager operation 

Each en trykin the CAM is reserved fora timer list Lk. The tigure shows for exarnple 
that L2 contains two timers T0 (started at system time T = 60) and T1 (started at T 
= 83). Timer 74 has been started at the current time T = 210. Each entry k in 
the CAM contains the wakcup time of the tirst timer in list Lk. These entries are 
simultaneously compared with the system timeT, and a match represents a timeout. 

4.2.2 Rounding the timer duration 

An inaccurate timer with duration d is equivalent to a normal (i.e. exact) timer with 
a duration of d,, whereby it is the goal to minimize the difference between d and 
d,. When an inaccurate timer is started, its duration d wil! be "rounded" to a value 
'P(i), where i is a timer duration series-index. Or with other words: an inaccurate 
timer with duration d is equivalent to an exact timer with a duration of 'P(i). As a 
convenient notation, the function Index is detined to return the timer duration series
index, i.e. Index(d) = i. The purpose of the remaining of this chapter is to provide 
an efficient implementation of function Index. 

Two rounding rules that detine the series-index i are detined: 

I. Rounding to the nearest value: 

i is chosen such that I'P(i)- dl is minima!. 

2. Rounding to the next value: 

i is chosen such that'P(i - I) < d :::; 'P(i) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 
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Rule 1 allows the rounded value d, to besmaller than the original d, which may be an 
undesired feature in protocol implementations: "a retransmission timer may expire 
a bit later, but not too soon". Therefore, only rule 2 will be considered below. 

First, the maximum error that occurs when rounding a timer duration is calculated, 
then we proceed with with the rounding algorithm. The rounding error r:(d) is defined 
as: 

é(d) = I 'I'( i)- dl 
d 

(4.6) 

Arelation between é(d), a and (3 for rounding rule 2 will be derived (comments are 
given beteen { and } ): 

Thus: 

é(d) 
I'I'Ci)- dl 

= 
d 

{using eq. 4.3} = 
'I'(i)- d 'I'(i)- 'I'(i- 1) 

d < 'I'(i-1) 

{using eq. 4.5} 
= Round (!30 +a)') - Round ((3(1 + a)i-l) 

Round ((3(1 + a)i- 1 ) 

{x-~ < Round(x) ~x+~} < 
(3(1 +a)'+~ - (,eo + a)i-1 - ~) 

,3(1 + a)i-1 - ~ 

= ,LJa(l +ar-I + J = a+ iJ(!+~)' I 

(3( 1 + a)i 1 1 1 _ 1 

a+l 
E(d) < 

1 
_ j_ (and for large ,6 : E(d) < a) 

2,() 

- 2 2/)(1+0')' 1 

(4.7) 

The last equation gives the maximum error that occurs when rounding a timer 
duration fora timer duration series 'I' with inaccuracy a. For large ,6, the maximum 
rounding error simplifies toa. Note that E(d) dependsnot only on the value of a, but 
also on ,6, because errors are introduced by the operation of rounding to an integer. 

We proceed with the rounding algorithm. According to equation 4.5, function Index 
is defined as: 

'I'(Index(d) -1) < d ~ 'I'(Index(d)) (4.8) 

Obviously, Index can be implemented using a logarithm, but this is inefficient for a 
hardware implementation. Instead, an algorithm that forms a base for a hardware 
implementation will be derived. The idea is to use a hardware lookup-tabie (Lut), 
such that fora given timer duration d, Lut(d) returns the value of function Index(d). 
An important goal should be to keep the size of the lookup-tabie smal!. In order to do 
this, a normalized timer duration series, o/, will be used, that is defined recursively 
by: 

o/(i) = { R?und (!30 + W)i) , for 0 ~ i < 1\ 
b'I'(i- K), for f{ ~ i ~ N 

(4.9) 
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with Round: a function that rounds its argument to an integer, {J : the integer value 
of the first element 'Î'(O), N: the number of elementsin 'Î', K: the normalized size of 
'Î' and b: the multiplication factor of 'Î'. For example the E 12 series is normalized 
with K=l2 and b=10. 

The parameters K and b determine the accuracy a of'Î', given by a= Vb and, as will 
be seen below, the size of the hardware lookup-table. With a given multiplication 
factorband a desired accuracy a, the value of K can be calculated as follows: 

, ( ln(b) ) 
li = Roundup In( a + 1) (4.10) 

with Roundup a function that rounds its argument to the next higher integer. 

In order to reduce the lookup-tabie memory requirements, it is defined that the 
lookup-tabie Lut will contain only entries for small values of the duration d: ;) S 
d < {Jb . Thus Lut is defined by: 

'Î' (Lut(d)- 1) < d S 'Î' (Lut(d)), for {3 S d < {Jb (4.11) 

Then the function Index is defined by: 

{ 
Lut[d] , for {3 S d < {Jb 

Index( d) = K +Index(! + ( d-1) div b ), for {Jb S d S N ( 4.12) 

Prooffor d:::: {Jb: Let i= Index(!+ (d-1) div b). Then according to equation 4.8: 
'Î'(i- 1) < 1 + (d-1) div b:::; 'Î'(i). The lower bound ford is: 

{integer arithmetic} 

1 + (d-l) div b > 'Î'( i - 1) 
(d - l)divb :::: 'Î'(i - 1) 

b((d - 1) div b) :::: b'Î'(i - I) 

b((d - 1) div b) :::: 'Î'(i + f( - I) 

{multiplication of both si des with b} 

{using eq. 4 .9} 

{using Q:::: b(Q div b) for any Q} 

{integer arithmetic} 

And the upper bound ford : 

:::} d- 1 :::: 'Î'(i + [{ - 1) 

- d > 'Î'(i+[\-1 ) 

{multiplication of both sides with b} 

{using eq. 4.9} 

{using b(Q div b) + b > Q for any Q} => 
{integer arithmetic} 

'Î'(i) :::: 1 +(d- l)divb 

b'Î'(i):::: b(l + (d-1) div b) 

'Î'(i +I<) :::: b + b((d- 1) div b) 

'Î'(i + K) > d- 1 

'Î'(i + !\) :::: d 

Combining the upper bound and lower bound for d leads to: 

'Î'(i + K - 1) < d S 'Î'(i + l() ( 4.13) 
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Or: 

Index( d) = 1,· + i = I< + Index( 1 + ( d-1) div b) ( 4.14) 

A hardware implementation of equation 4.12 is still not cheap, due to the (1 +(d-l) 
div b) arithmetic. Therefore we define: 

hwLut[d] = Lut[d- 1] 

{ 
hwLut[d], for t3:::; d < {3b 

hwlndex(d) = I<+ hwlndex(d div b), for Bb :::; d ::=; N 
(4.15) 

The relation between the two functions Index and hwlndex is: Index(d) = hwlndex(d-
1). Proof: 

i = Index(d) 

o/(i - 1) < d:::; o/(i) 

'Î'(i - 1) :::; d - 1 < o/(i) 

i = hwlndex(d - 1) 

The recursive equation 4.15 can be transformed in an algorithm, whereby the tail
recursion can be replaced by a while-loop 

int hwlndex(int d) { 

} ; 

Index= 0; d = d- 1; 
while(d ~ {Jb) { hwlndex = hwlndex + K ; 

d=ddivb); 
} 

hwlndex = hwlndex + hwLut[d]; 

( 4 .16) 

4.2.3 Hardware implementation of the rounding algorithm 

For an efficient hardware implementation of the rounding algorithm ( 4.16), both b 
and f3 should be a power of two. It will be shown that the while-loop can then be 
rewritten as an if-then-else statement, which can be implemented with combinational 
logic. The loop control variabie d will be split into a number of bit groups, defined 
by hand Ek (see also tigure 4.5, which shows an example for {3 = 16 and b = 8): 

h = ( d div bk) mod {Jb 

Ek = h div f3 

Let Iz denote the most significant h (Z=3 in the example). Then the statement d = 
d div b, which is a shift operation, can be rewritten as: 

d = d di V b = {I 0 = 11 ; 11 = 12; . . . I z - I = I z; E z = 0; } 

The control expression of the while-loop (b ~ {Jb) evaluates to true if and only if at 
least one bit in E 1 • • · Ez is 1. Thus: 

b > Bb = ((Ez =I 0) I (EZ- 1 =I 0) · · · I (E1 =I 0)) 
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Figure 4.5: Example for the definition of I and E 

The while-Ioop can be rewritten as: 

while ((Ez =I 0) I · · · I (E1 =I 0)) { Index= Index+ 1; 
Ia= !1; !1 = /2; · · · l z -1 = [z; Ez = 0; 

Index= K.hwlndex + hwLut(Ia]; 

Finally, the loop can be rewritten as an if-then-else statement by observing: (i) after 
the completion of the loop, E; = 0, for i > 0 and (ii) if Ek =I 0 and E; = 0, for i > k, 
then the number of loop iterations equals k. This results in: 

if (Ez =I 0) 
else if (Ez- 1 =I 0) 
else if 

{hwlndex = Z; 
{hwlndex = Z- 1; 
{ .. . } 

else if (E1 =I 0) {hwlndex = 1; 
else {hwlndex = 0;} 
index= I<.hwlndex + hwLut[Ia] ; 

Ia = [z;} 
la=lz-1;} 

Ia = [z;} 

The if-then-else statement can be implemenled in hardware using a priority encoder 
and a multiplexer, as wil! be illustrated in the next section. 

4.3 Example of an inaccurate timer manager implemen
tation 

The operation and implementation of an inaccurate timer manager will be clarified 
by means of an example. The timer manager described here supports 25 bit timer 
durations, has f3 = 32, b=8 and uses a CAM with N = 128 entries. The value of 
K, which determines the accuracy (see eguation 4.1 0) is programma bie; table 4.3 
shows various combinations. 

A 25-bit timer duration is split into groups h and Ek (see equation 4.17 and figure 
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Table 4.3: Relation between K and the obtained accuracy and duration range 

K = 8 '-P = {32, 41' 54, 70, 91' 117' 152, 197} 
Q = 1.30 
d 32·. ·410t4 

/{ = 16 '-P = { 32, 36, 41 ' 47, 54, 61 , 70, 79, 
Q = 1.14 91,103.117,134, 152, 173, 197, 224} 
d 32 ... 3.4107 

K = 32 '-P = {32, 34, 36, 39,41,44, . . ·} 
Q = 1.07 
d 32···8192 

f{ = 64 '-P = {32, 33, 34, 35 , 36, 38 , . .. } 
Q = 1.03 
d 32 .. . 128 

4.6). Then the rounding algorithm becomes 

if (E7 =/ 0) {h = 7; fout= f7;} 
else if (EG =I 0) {h = 6; fout= h;} 
else if (E5 =I 0) {h = 5; fout= Is;} 
else if (E4 =I 0) {h = 4; fout= f4;} 
el se if (E3 =I 0) { h = 3; fout = f3;} 
else if (Ez =I 0) { h = 2; f out = fz;} 

else if (Et =I 0) { h = 1; f out = ft;} 
else {h = 0; f out= Io;} 
index= I<.h + hwLut[foutl; 
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This if-then-else statement is implemented by a priority eneader (see figure 4.6), 
which generates h, and a multiplexer (MUX), which generates fout· The statement 
hwlndex = I< h+hwLutUoutl; is implemented with a lookup-tabie LT, with an applied 
address a = h28 +fout (i.e. an 11-bit address formed by the concatenation of the 3-bit 
hand the 8-bit f out) and contents defined by 

LT[a].lnd = Kh + hwLut[fout] 
LT[a] .Psi = 'ÎJ (LT[a].ind;) 

Operatien of StartTimer(d) is as follows . The timer duration d, stared in the 25 bit 
register, is decremented and transformed by the priority encoder, the multiplexer and 
the lookup-tabie into two numbers . The 7-bit Ind (Ind = Index(d)) denotes in which 
timer list the timer must be stored. The 25-bit Psi is added by the controller to the 
system timeTand the resulting value is the wakeup time of the timer. The controller 
appends the timer to its timer list Llnd• which requires access to the Timer Record 
Memory. The lookup-tabie LT and the Timer Record Memory can be implemented 
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Figure 4.6: Block diagram of a timer manager implementation example 

in the same large external memory. The controller maintains the system timeT, i.e. 
each clock pulse, the controller increments T and invokes Tick. 

4.3.1 Implementation costs 

There are several well-known methods to implement a CAM, but further optimiza
tions that result in lower implementation casts are feasible : 

1. Wh en the granularity of the timer manager must not be very high, the associa
tive read of the CAM, i.e. the simultaneous comparison of all CAM entries 
with the system timeT, can be done serially. An efficient serially associative 
readable CAM implementation has been described in [Heddes90]. When for 
example the system time is a 32-bit number, the associative read will cost 32 
cycles. Assuming 100 nSec per cycles, this leadstoa granularity of 3.2 f..lSec, 
still a very good value! 

2. When the number of CAM entries is small, a RAM can be used to store the 
wakeup times. Tick must cycle through all RAM entries to check for a timer 
expiracy. 

3. As will bedescribed in 7 .4, it is possible to implement the CAM function with 
conventional RAMs (without cycling through all RAM entries!). 
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The implementation costs of an inaccurate timer manager consist mainly of the cost 
of a (small) CAM. The hardware for the rounding algorithm (i.e. the priority encoder 
and the mutiplexer) are very minor compared to the CAM. The controller complexity 
is about the same as for any other controller in a conventional timer manager (e.g. 
ordered list). The timer records and the lookup-tabie can be stored in a large external 
(dynamic) memory. This memory needs only to be accessed when startinga timer, 
stopping a timer and for timer expiracy. In all cases, no search is required and only 
list management (add or deletea record) is performed. 

The timer granularity is limited only by the associative read of the CAM and the 
maximum number of timers is limited only by the size of the external memory. 

Using a lookup-tabie as described in section 4.3, the accuracy is programmable, 
which allows a trade-off between the accuracy and the range of timer durations that 
are supported. 

The inaccurate timer manager hardware can also be used for other scenarios (which 
would require only small modifications to the controller): 

• Wh en only a small number of timersneed to be supported, the extern al memory 
can be omitted and the Compare scheme (section 4.1.3) can be implemented. 

• Notall entries in the CAM need to be reserved for inaccurate timer lists. It is 
also possible to reserve one (or more) CAM entries for an ordered timer list. 
Inserting a timer in such a list requires a search, but provides the possibility to 
start an accurate timer. 

4.4 Evaluation 

The integration of the timer manager in the protocol processor architecture is show 
in figure 4.7. (This figure will be extended in the subsequent chapters when more 
protocol processing bottlenecks have been studied). The timer manager is a stan
dalone unit, which only needs to communicate with the microprocessor for the basic 
functions StartTimer and StopTimer. Tick is invoked automatically at regular time 
intervals. The timeout-communication will be discussed in chapter 7. 

The timer manager is simple to implement, is flexible so that the user can make 
tradeoffs between accuracy and number of timer durations, and all timer operations 
can be executed in a fixed time. 

Performance 

• StartTimer. The strategy to obtain parallelism by means of sequentia! program
ming, described insection 3.3.7 is followed. This means that a timer record is 
prepepared. When StartTimer is invoked, this timer record (that identifies the 
timer) is returned to the caller immediately. The caller proceeds concurrently 
with the timer manager, which executes the rounding algorithm, initializes the 
timer record and appends it to the appropriate list, and preprepares another 
timer record. 
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Figure 4.7 : Protocol processor architecture: the timer manager 

The required number of clock cycles fora simp Ie implementation are: 1 cycle 
to decrement the timer duration, 1 cycle to read the lookup-tabie LT, 1 cycle 
to add the current time to Psi Uust read from Lt), 1 cycle to store this in 
the timer record memory, 4 cycles to link the timer record memory to the 
appropriate list, 2 cycles to allocate a new timer record memory (free timer 
record memoriescan be stored in a list, see section 5.5.1). If the CAM neects 
to be updated, this can be done concurrently with the previous actions. Thus 
the total number of clock cycles, without any attemptfor optimization, is 9. 

• Stop Timer. A lso here, the caller does not need to wait until the action has been 
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completed. The action performed by StopTimer is mainly list management 
(the timer record has to be removed from a doubly linked list) and this costs 4 
memory accesses, i.e. 4 clock cycles. Again, if the CAM needs to be updated, 
this can be done in parallel. 

• Tick. This operation costs exactly one associative read cycle-time ofthe CAM. 
(The processing costs of timers that expire are normally not counted as part of 
the latency of Tick processing). 

With a StartTimerand StopTimer latency of 9 resp. 4 clock cycles, the average timer 
operation latency is 6.5 cycles. With 25 nSec per cycle, this leads to a performance 
of 6.1 miJlion timer operations per second. 

Memory usage 

All timer records can be stored in a regular RAM, the timer structure memory in 
figure 4.7. Thus, the maximum number of active timers is limited only by the si ze of 
this RAM. Fora practical implementation, as exemplified in appendix A, each timer 
consumes 6 memory-words, or 24 bytes. 

A (small) CAM is used to store the wakeup times of the first timer in each list. The 
number of different timer Jengths, N, is limited by the size of the CAM. Accord
ing to section 4.3 and table 4.3, a CAM with only 128 entries provides sufheient 
flexibility. 
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Figure 5.1: Thesis organization- chapter 5 

The management of memory and buffers has always been a problem in protocol 
implementations [Clark89, Meleis92]. As it has been widely recognized that copying 
data should be minimized [Svobodova89, Watson87, Wicki90], pointers to data 
are passed between protocol entities and thus the memory management problem 
is mainly a problem of rnanaging data pointers. The requirements for a memory 
manager in protocol processing will be investigated insection 5.1 and basic functions 
wil! be defined insection 5.2. As wil! be seen, the eperation of the memory manager 
is straightforward, but an efficient hardware implementation is not trivia!. A layered 
model for memory management in protocol processing, in which each layer is a stage 
in a pipelined hardware implementation, wil! be proposed insection 5.3, foliowed by 
the definition of memory manager data structures insection 5.4. An implementation 
architecture, including a more detailed description of a high-speed buffer manager 
for which a patent has been requested ( [Heddes91 b]) wil! be presented in sec ti on 
5.5 . 
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5.1 Requirements 

A detailed description of hardware support for memory and buffer management in 
protocol implementations is not available in the literature. All implementations seem 
to use their own unique solution. Most of these solutions are based on primitive 
operations on linked listsof buffers (chapter 2). 

The objective is to define the basic functions according to the following general 
goals: 

1. Minimize data movement 
Data movement is minimized by avoiding making copies of data. The data 
memory is only accessed when data is received from the environment, or when 
data is transmitted to the environment. Once data is stored at a specific data 
memory location, it remains at that location until the data is discarded. 

2. Maintain layer independences. 
Changes made in one layer should not infiuence other layers. Th is requirement 
must hold for both internallayers and externallayers, that is, part of the 'outs i de 
world' . This implies that it must be transparent fora protocol entity whether 
data is transmitted from an internal layer to an external layer, in which case 
data is read from the memory and transmitted, or whether data is transmitted 
from one internal layer to another, in which case the data memory is not 
accessed: a pointer is passèd instead. 

3. Allow efficient hardware implementation. 
The access to data slored in the data memory is mostly sequentia!. That is, 
data is sequentially written, byte by byte, into the memory. Note that as 
an implementation optimization, data is normally read and written word by 
word, though this is logically equivalent to multiple byte by byte accesses. 
After positioning a read pointer, data is read sequentially, byte by byte, from 
memory. This observation forms a base for the definition of the memory 
manager basic functions. 

Of course the basic functions must support the data-ftow-related operations in proto
col processing. The following operations, illustrated by figure 5.2, can be identified 
(see also chapter 2): 

• Data reception. 
Upon data reception from an external layer, the data is normally written into 
memory, which requires buffer allocation (see below) and memory access. 
Other functions that must be performed, such as header analysis, are discussed 
in subsequent chapters. As mentioned above, data reception from an internal 
layer is accomplished by passing a pointer. 

• Buffer al!ocation. 
To allow efficient memory management, the memory is normally divided 
in (smal!) parts called buffers. A buffer is the unit of memory allocation 
and deallocation. When data is stored in the data memory, the appropriate 
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Figure 5.2: Example of protocol processing data-flow operations 

number of buffers are allocated. A ftexible buffer allocation scheme is required 
that prevents individual starvation of connections due to one, or more, other 
connections consuming all available buffers. In the example shown in tigure 
5.2, a PDU (protocol data unit) is transmitted from externallayer N+ I to layer 
N. The PDU contains data symbolized by the letters a .. p. The PDU is stored 
in four buffers which may be fragmented in the memory. The arrows that link 
the buffers symbolize a datastructure that maintains the order of the data. 

• Data segmentation. 
A data block is segmented into several smaller data blocks, each of which 
become independent. Thus, a smaller data block can be segmented again, 
concatenated to a header, transmitted to another layer, etc. In the example, 
the data is segmented into six smaller blocks, each containing a maximum of 
three letters. 

• Data concatenation. 
This is the reverse of data segmentation: several data blocks are concatenated 
into one larger data block. Again, it is transparent that the larger composite · 
block is composed of several smaller (not necessarily atomie) blocks. In the 
example, six headers HO .. H5 (assumed to be stored in the data memory) are 
concatenated to each of the six segments. 

• Data transmission. 
The memory is accessed only to read the data when it is transmitted to an 
externallayer. Note that a memory location is accessed only once to write the 
data and at least once to read the data: due to packet retransmission, data may 
be read several times. 

• Buffer deallocation. 
Acknowledgement reception normally drops the requirement that data must be 
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kept in memory in case retransmission is required. Thus, acknowledgement 
reception normally causes buffer deallocation. Depending on the protocol, 
buffers may also be deallocated as soon as data has been transmitted, like for 
connectionless protocols that offer unreliable service. If in the example an 
ack.nowledgment arrives for the first three segments (that is, for data a .. i), 
two bufferscan be deallocated. Note that the buffer containing 'ij k I' may 
nol yet be deallocated because it is still in use by 'H3 j k I'! 

5.2 Basic functions based on containers 

All opera ti ons listed in the previous sec ti on wil! be mapped to containers. A container 
is a holder of data, which can be accessed sequentially through a read and a write 
port. It must be emphasized that a container only conceptually contains data. To 
avoid data copying, a container implementation will be a data structure consisting of 
pointers to the data . A container can be compared with a dynamic FIFO (First-In
First-Out) memory: it grows when data is written (i.e. a buffer is allocated) and it 
may shrink when data is read (i.e. a buffer is deallocated). A set of basic functions 
are introduced below, symbolized in tigure 5.3, and a more detailed definition of a 
data structure and an architecture for an implementation will be discussed later in 
section 5.4 resp. 5.5. 

Raad Wrtte 
Port Port 

1: Create 
Container 

2: WriteByte 3: RaadByte 4: RemaveByte 5: Concatenate 6: CreateShadow 

Figure 5.3: Symbolization of memory manager basic functions 

CMCreate This basic function performs two actions. First, a new empty container 
is created. This operation can be executed when a new conneetion is established, 
the newly created container is ready to receive data. Second, the data contained in 
a buffer is converted into a container. This operation may be executed to ereale a 
container which contains for example a header. The header can be prepared in the 
buffer, using random access, and upon completion converted to a container, which 
does not efficiently support random access . 

CMDestroy The container and its data are deleted. Th is may involve the deallocation 
of buffers. 
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CMWri te Byte One byte is written to the container. A byte is the smallest unit of 
data that can be accessed. A memory manager implementation may support other 
write operations that efficiently write larger data-blocks to the container, but these 
operations can be split into several WriteByte operations. This operation can for 
example be executed when a packet is received. When all packets from the same 
logica! conneetion are stored in the same container, the packets are automatically 
reassembled. The container can be part of the state of the connection. 

CMReadByte and CMRemoveByte One byte is read from the container. Reading 
with RemaveByte is destructive: the byte is removed from the container. With 
ReadByte, the byte remains in the container and it is only virtually removed and 
the next ReadByte operation wil! return the next byte. Aftera ResetRead operation, 
all the virtually removed bytes are restored and can be read again. A RemaveByte 
eperation can for example be executed by a nonreliable datagram protocol. Once 
the data is transmitted, the container is empty and buffers have been deallocated. A 
ReadByte operatien can be executed by a reliable protocol. If a retransmission timer 
expires, the ResetRead operatien is executed and the data can be retransmitted by 
reading the container again. 

CMResetRead Restores the data that has been read using ReadByte. The next 
ReadByte eperation will return the first byte in the container. 

CMConcatenate Two containers are concatenated and form one new, independent 
container. This operation can for example be executed when a header is added to 
data. 

CMCreateShadow A new container is created, which contains (part of) the data of 
another container. Note that no data copying is performed, the shadow container 
consists only of pointers to the data! This is a primitive operation, which may not 
be useful by itself (it is used by the Segment function). 

CMSegment A container is split into several smaller containers and the original 
container is destroyed. The operation consists of several CreateShadow operations, 
followed by a destruction of the original container. It can for example be executed 
when a large packet must be segmented into several smaller packets. Each of the 
smaller packets will be accessible in an independent container. 

CMLock and CMUnlock These basic functions have only been defined to ease an 
implementation. It locks a container, such that a hardware unit has exclusive access 
to it, untill the container is unlocked. This operatien may be executed by a OMA 
controller to allow efficient execution of the ReadByte, RemaveByte and Write
Byte basic functions. Note that for a correct operation, an implementation must 
automatically loek a container during the execution of a basic function. 
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Other basic functions 

The above listed basic fundions form a basic set that can be used by a protocol 
implementation. It is possible to extent this set with other, more powerful functions, 
that would increase the performance at the cost of a more complex hardware im
plementation. An example is a basic function that allows the creation of gaps in 
a container by advancing the write pointer and allows these gaps later to be filled 
by rewinding the write pointer. When for example an out of sequence packet is 
received, because the previous packet got lost, the write pointer can be advanced 
and the packet can be stored in the container. If the lost packet is received later. the 
write pointer can be set to the appropriate value and the packet can be written to the 
container. 

5.3 A layered model for a memory manager in protocol 
processing 

The general design methodology of splitting the data flow from the control flow wil! 
be foliowed to obtain an architecture for a protocol processing memory manager. 
Based on this separation, a Jayered memory manager model wil! be presented in this 
section, foliowed by a memory manager architecture that is described in the next 
section. 

Data flows 

Two data flows can be differentiated in protocol processing: one is a flow of data 
from a higher layer to a lower layer, and the other is a flow from a lower to a higher 
layer (see figure 5.4). First, the flow from a highertoa lower layer will be discussed. 

Iocoming data from a higher layer is normally stored in a data memory (OMEM 0) 
by a OMA controller (OMA 0). In high-speed environments, it is possible that the 
header is stripped from the data on the fly and passed immediately to the protocol 
processing unit (PPU) u pon reception. The PPU performs the appropriate processing 
and transmits the data to the lower layer (the actual transmit can be done by OMA 
1 ). For high speed environments, the PPU can genera te the header on the fly, such 
that it does not need to prepare the header in the data memory. When the PPU does 
not analyze or generale the header on the fly, or when multiple protocol layers are 
implemented with the PPU, the PPU needs to access the data memory, at least to 
have access to packet headers. For this reason, a third OMA controller (OMA 4) is 
shown in the figure. The other data flow (lower to higher layer) can be viewed as a 
mirrored version of the first data flow. 

Only basic functions ReadByte, RemaveByte and WriteByte operate on data and 
need to access the data memory, so these functions must be supported in hardware 
by a OMA controller. 
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Figure 5.4: The data flow in protocol processing 

Control flows 

All other basic functions only perform address managementand need not access the 
data memory. They will be implemented by a unit called container manager. A 
data structure that allows an efficient address management and that allows a high 
performance hardware implementation is required. A layered model, in which layers 
opera te concurrently in a pipelined fashion is proposed. The model, shown in figure 
5.5, consists of the following layers: 

Figure 5.5: A layered memory manager 

1. Data memory layer. 

\ 
\ 
I 

The data memory is accessed only by the OMA controllers that execute the 
ReadByte, RemoveByte and WriteByte functions. 

2. Buffer management layer. 
This layer manages the data memory by dividing it into (small) buffers. A 
buffer is a unit of allocation and deallocation: if data must be stored in the 
memory, a buffer is allocated and a number of consecutive memory locations 
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become available to store the data. If the data no langer need to be kept in 
memory, the buffer can be deallocated such that it becomes available for a 
future allocate operation. 

3. Virtual buffer management layer. 
This layer manages buffers by means of virtual buffers. A virtual buffer is 
an indirectiontoa buffer (this is camparabie to 'a pointertoa pointer'). The 
extra level of indirection is required because an allocated buffer may be used 
by more than one container, an example wil! follow below. 

4. Container management layer. 
This layer implements containers that consist of a linked list of virtual buffers. 
All the basic functions described insection 5.2, except ReadByte, RemaveByte 
and WriteByte are executed in this layer. 

Example 

Container manager eperation is illustrated by tigure 5.6. In genera!, a container 
consists of a linked list of virtual buffers. Each virtual buffer is an indirection to a 
buffer that points to alocation in the data memory. This is illustrated in figure 5.6. 
In a), an empty container cO is shown. There is already one virtual buffer vbO, that 
points to an allocated buffer b2, though there is no data written in the container yet. 
Thus, container cO is ready to receive data. 

When a OMA controller executes a ReadByte, RemaveByte or WriteByte basic 
function, data is read or written to/from a container. In b ), data is written to the 
container. Data bytes wil! be symbolized by characters (e.g. 'abcdef'). Assuming 
that one buffer can contain four bytes, the first four bytes ('abcd') are written to 
buffer b2, after which a new buffer (bO) is allocated, pointed to by virtual buffer vb 1. 
The remaining two bytes are written to buffer bO. 

In c) (of tigure 5 .6), container cO is segmented into two shadow containers c 1 and 
c2. Shadow container cl contains the data 'abc', which requires one virtual buffer 
vb2. shadow container c2 contains the data 'def', which requires two linked virtual 
buffers vb3 and vb4. Note that buffer b2 is now being used by three virtual buffers. 

Assuming that container cO has been deleted and that two containers c3 and c4 are 
prepared with a header HO and H 1, these headers can be concatenated to containers 
cO and cl. This is shown in d). 

5.4 Data structures 

In this section, data structures that can be used for memory management wil! be 
defined and described. They allow a clearer description of the basic functions and 
form already a base for an architecture that is described insection 5.5 . The following 
(reasonable) assumptions will be made that simplify an implementation: 
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• ReadByte and RemcveByte operations cannot be mixed. This simplifies the 
implementation and does not hurt, since mixing these operations does not 
make sense. 

• Reading and writing frornlto a container can not be pe1formed simultaneously. 
This means that a packet must first be received or created in a container before 
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it can be transmitted. 

• The size of all the buffers in the system is the same. The consequence is that 
all free buffers can be kept on a single stack. The extension to multiple buffer 
sizes with multiple stacks is possible but is in our opinion not necessary. 

• Only a newly created container can receive data. That is, aftera CMConcate
nate, CMCreateShadow operation, it is not possible to write to the container. 

5.4.1 Container management 

A container consists of a Iinked list of virtual buffers. When data is written to a 
container, it will be written to the virtual buffer denoted by a write pointer. When 
this virtual buffer becomes full, a new, empty virtual buffer is created. When data 
is read from a container, it will be read from the virtual buffer denoted by a read 
pointer. When this virtual buffer becomes empty, and when the reading is destruclive 
(i .e . RemaveByte is executed), the virtual buffer is deleted and the read pointer is 
advanced to the next virtual buffer in the list. 

In this and the following sections, the basic functions are specified by means of C++ 
function prototypes. To explain the opera ti on of these functions, C++ data structures 
are introduced on which the functions operate. The data structures are chosen so that 
they are close to a hardware operation. A more detailed specification can be found 
in appendix A. A container is modeled by the following structure: 

typedef int Container; 

typedef struct ContainerContents { 

boolean Empty; 

int PooliD; 

VirtualBuffer BaseVB, ReadVB, WriteVB; 

}; 

ContainerContents CSMemory[MAX_CONTAINERS]; 

The structure fields have the following meaning: Empty is a flag that is true when 
the container is empty. PooliD denotes the pool number (see section 5.4.3) from 
which buffers will be allocated or deallocated. ReadVB denotes the virtual buffer that 
contains the next byte to be read and WriteVB the virtual buffer to which the next 
byte will be written. BaseVB denotes the virtual buffer that contains the first byte in 
the container. All virtual buffers that are part of the container are linked in a list that 
starts at Base VB. The array CSMemory represents the memory in which the container 
structures are stored. 

The basic functions of the container manager (they have already been described 
briefly in section 5.2) are listed below: 

Container CMCreate (int pid); 

Container CMCreate(int pid, Buffer b, int size) ; 

void CMDestroy(Container C); 
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boalaan CMReadByte(Container C, byte •val); 

boalaan CMRemoveByte(Container C, byte •val); 

boalaan CMWriteByte(Container C, byte val); 

void CMResetRead(Container C); 

void CMConcatenate(Container C, Container CAdd) ; 

Container CMCreateShadow(Container C, int start_index, int end_index); 

int CMSegment(Container C, int size, Container •result) ; 

void CMLock(Container C); 

void CMUnlock(Container C); 

CMCreate creates a new, empty container. The contents of the container may be 
initialized to a buffer 'b ' that contains 'size' bytes. The parameter pid denotes the 
buffer pool (see section 5.4.3) from which buffers wil! be allocated or deallocated. 

CMDestroy deletes all virtual buffers that comprise the container. 

CMResetRead sets ReadVB to the first virtual buffer in the linked list, i.e. Base YB, 
such that the contents of the Container can be read again. 

CMConcatenate links the virtual buffer Iinked-list of container c to this container. 

CMCreateShadow creates a shadow container that containes the bytes starUndex .. . 
endjndex in this container. 

CMSegrnent segments the container into smaller containers, each containing at most 
'size' bytes. These smaller containers are returned in the container array result, the 
number of containers is the return parameter of the function. 

CMLock and CMUnlock loek resp. unlock the container. 

CMWri teByte writes a byte to the virtual buffer that is denoted by the write 'pointer' 
WriteVB. This is done by invoking virtual buffer function VBWriteByte (described 
in the next section) . When this virtual buffer is full, a new virtual buffer is appended 
at the end of the linked list of virtual buffers. If due to Jack of buffers, the byte can 
not be written, WriteByte returns false. 

CMReadByte reads a byte from the virtual buffer that is denoted by ReadVB . This 
is done by invoking virtual buffer method VBReadByte. When this virtual buffer 
becomes empty, ReadVB is ad vaneed to the next virtual buffer. CMReadB yte returns 
false if the container is empty and no byte can be read. 
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CMRemoveByte performs the same actionsas CMReadByte, with the extension that 
when ReadVB is advanced, it is destroyed and Base YB is also advanced. 

5.4.2 Virtual buffer management 

A virtual buffer manages read and write operations to a buffer. Virtual buffer 
operation can be compared toa FIFO memory, but in order to support a fast hardware 
implementation there is major difference: The virtual buffer capacity is limited by 
the size of the accessed buffer. Once the virtual buffer is full, no data can be written: 
the virtual buffer becomes full for writing and it re rnains full for writing, even when 
data is readfrom the virtual buffer. This implies for example that there is no wrap
around of read and write pointers. When all data has been read, the virtual buffer 
is empty for reading. Note that as a consequence, a virtual buffer can be full for 
writing and empty for reading simultaneously! 

The class that models a virtual buffer is defined as: 

typedat int VirtualBuffer; 

typedef struct VirtualBufferContents { 

VirtualBuffe' NextVirtualBuffer; 

}; 

Buffer 

int 

boclaan 

HyBuffer; 

BaseOffset, ReadOffset, WriteOffset; 

ErnptyRD, FullWR; 

VirtualBufferContents VBSHernory[HAX_VIRTUAL_BUFFERS]; 

The structure fields have the following meaning: MyBuffer is the buffer that is 
attached to this virtual buffer. EmptyRD is a ftag which will be set when the last byte 
is read from the virtual buffer and FullWR is a ftag which will be set when the virtual 
buffer becomes full from writing. Let A = GetMemoryAddress(MyBuffer). The 
next byte written to the virtual buffer will be stored in the data memory at address A 
+ Wri teDffset. BaseOffset is the offset of the first byte in the first virtual buffer. 
That is, the first byte in the virtual buffer has address A+ BaseOffset . The next byte 
to be read from the virtual buffer has address A+ ReadDffset . NextVirtualBuffer 
denotes the next virtual buffer in the linked list. This linked list starts in a container 
at Base VB. The array VBSMemory represents the memory in which the virtual buffer 
structures are stored. 

The following functions for the virtual buffer manager are defined: 

VirtualBuffer VBCreate(int PooliD); 

VirtualBuffer VBCreate(Buffer b, int bo, intro, int ~o); 

void VBDestroy(VirtualBuffer VB, int PooliD); 

boclaan VBReadByte(VirtualBuffer VB, int offset); 

void VBWriteByte(VirtualBuffer VB, int offset, byte val); 

void VBResetRead(VirtualBuffer VB); 
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VBCreate ereales a new virtual buffer. There are two version: first, a new empty 
buffer can be allocated tagether with the new virtual buffer. The parameter PooliD 
denotes the BufferPool from which the buffer is to be allocated (see section 5.4.3). 
Or a new virtual buffer is created that will contain data that is already present in 
buffer b. 

VBDestroy de-allocates the accessed buffer. 

SetReadOffset sets the ReadOffset to the specified offset, so that the contents qf 
the virtual buffer can be read again. 

VBWri teByte writes one byte to the virtual buffer. That is, one byte is written to the 
buffer denoted by pBuffer by invoking function BMWriteByte ( described in the next 
section) with index parameter WriteOffset. The function VBWriteByte returns false 
if the virtual buffer was already full and the byte could not be written. Similarly, 

VBReadByte reads one byte from the virtual buffer. It invokes BMReadByte with 
index parameter ReadOffset. VBReadByte returns false if the virtual buffer was 
already empty. 

5.4.3 Buffer management and buffer pools 

Read and write operations to the data memory are controlled by a buffer. A buffer 
represents a fixed size blockin the data memory and is the unit of memory allocation 
and deallocation. A buffer is modelled by the following structure: 

typedef int Buffer ; 

typedef union BufferContents { 

Buffer NextFreeBuffer; 

int DccCount; 

}; 

int GetMemoryAddress(Buffer b); 

BufferContents BSMemory[MAX_BUFFERS]; 

NextFreeBuffer identifies the next free buffer in a stack of free buffers. This field 
is used internally by the buffer manager, see sec ti on 5.5 .I. OccCount denotes the 
number of virtual buffers attached to this buffer. 

The array BSMemory represents the memory in which the buffer structures are stored. 

Each Buffer is identified by an integer number and function GetMemoryAddress maps 
this number on the address in the data memory of the first byte in the buffer. When 
the size of all buffers is identical, a feasible implementation is for example that 
GetMemory Address returns b*'buffer-size' . 
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Buffer pools 

A mechanism that prevents one conneetion to consume all available buffers, so that 
other connections cannot receive data anymore, is required. We present a mechanism 
that is basedon buffer pools ([Heddes9l b]). A buffer pool contains a set of buffers, 
that can be allocated or deallocated from or to the pool. 

1. Fixed 

local pool 

~ PooUD1~ 

local pool 

·~ 
PooiiDN~ 

4. Shared with Max 

PooiiD 1 

2. Shared 

PooiiD1 ~ 

PooliON ~ 

global pool 
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••• 
• • • • 

PooiiD N e • • l Max N ) 
~------------------~ 

3. Fixed with global 
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• • 
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• • 

••• •• 

5. Combined 

Figure 5.7: Five buffer allocation rules 

The following rules for buffer allocation, symbolized in figure 5.7 are defined: 

1. Fixed scheme. The available buffers are partitioned in fixed sized pools, 
whereby each pool is exclusively used by one connection. Once a pool is 
empty, the corresponding conneetion cannot receive data, even though free 
buffers would be available in other pools. 

2. Shared scheme. The buffers are completely shared between all eonnections. 
Consequently, when a buffer is available, a conneetion is able to alloeate it. 
However, it is now possible that one conneetion consumes all available buffers. 

3. Fixed with global. Like the shared scheme, but with a reserved number of 
private buffers per eonnection. Each conneetion can at least allocate the buffers 
that are reserved for it. Each conneetion is guaranteed an amount of buffers, 
but still one conneetion ean consume all the available buffer. 

4 . Shared with max seheme. Like the shared scheme, but with a limit on the num
ber of outstanding buffers per eonnection. This can prevent one conneetion 
to consume all buffers, but it is still possible that two (or more) connections 
eonsume all buffers. 
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5. Combined. This is a combination of the latter two schemes and provides the 
most flexibility. 

Buffer management functions 

All operations on buffers are managed by a BufferManager, that provides the fol
lowing functions: 

boolean BMReserve(int PooliD); 

void BMUnReserve(int Pool!D); 

Buffer BMAllocate(); 

void BMDeAllocate(Buffer b); 

void BMincOccCount(Buffer b); 

byte BMReadByte(Buffer b, int offset); 

void BMWriteByte(Buffer b, int offset, byte val); 

BMReserve tries to reserve a buffer from the buffer pool (Poo!ID). True is returned 
when the reservation was successful. Note that the buffer must still be allocated, 
though this operation cannot fail after a successful reservation. 

BMUnreserve performs the reverse action of BMReserve, it is only invoked by 
BMDeAllocate. 

BMAllocate allocates a buffer from the stack of free buffers. The OccCount is 
initialized to 0. 

BMDeAllocate decrements OccCount and when it reaches 0, the buffer is really 
deallocated and function BMUnreserved is invoked. 

BMincDccCount increments OccCount of the specified buffer. 

BMWri teByte writes one byte to the data memory at the specified offset from the 
buffers address . 

BMReadByte reads one byte from the data memory. 

5.5 Architecture 

A hardware implementation architecture of the memory manager that is based on 
the layered model and the basic functions is shown in tigure 5.8. Each layer1 is 

1 Unless mentioned otherwise, a layer in this section denotes a layer as shown in tigure 5.5. 
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implemented by a hardware module that consists of a control part and a DMA 
part. The control part executes all the functions of that layer, except the data-flow 
related functions (CMReadByte, CMRemoveByte, CMWriteByte, VBReadByte, 
VBWriteByte, BMReadByte and BMWriteByte). These functions are executed by 
the DMA part of the layer. 

A layer may have multiple DMA parts, for example one DMA for transmitting to a 
higher protocollayer, one DMA for receiving from a lower protocollayer. The DMA 
parts of the container-layer plus virtual buffer-layer plus buffer-layer together form 
one DMA controller. The DMA controller that actually belong to different layers 
are implemented in one hardware module as a pure implementation optimization. 
Without any performance analysis it is more than clear that this is required due to 
the heavy communication requirements (at the speed of data being read or written) 
between the various DMA controller. They are discussed insection 5.5.3. 
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Figure 5.8: Memory manager architecture 

5.5.1 High speed buffer management 

The goal of the buffer manager is to manage a (large and fast) data memory by 
logically dividing this memory in several smaller parts called buffers. An architecture 
for a high-speed buffer manager implementation is described in this section. The 
description is a subset of [Heddes9lb]. Supported are multiple stack queues as well 
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as various strategies for granting buffer reservations. Flexibility is obtained due to 
complete parametrization of the buffer manager features . 

Concept 

To allow for more parallel execution. the buffer allocation operation is split in two 
parts (that can be executed concurrently by two hardware modules). First, a buffer 
must be reserved from a buffer pool. When a user has reserved a buffer, this buffer 
is removed from the pool, but it is not yet physically allocated. This must be done 
in the second step, where the buffer is popped from a stack that contains all the free 
buffers in the system. Buffer deallocation is also split in two steps. First. the buffer is 
pushed back on the stack of free buffers, after which the buffer must be unreserved . 

The buffer manager consistsof the following hardware modules ( tigure 5.9) : 

Buffer Structure Memory 

BMReserve BMUnreserve 

BMAIIocate 

Buffer 
Access 

BMDeallocate 

a · · · · · · a 
c 
k 

c 
k 

Figure 5.9: Block diagram of The buffer manager 

1. Pool manager. This module implements the rules for buffer reservation. 

2. Stack manager. Marrages the free buffers. If the pool manager grants a buffer 
reservation, a buffer is popped from the stack of free buffers. A buffer is 
released by pushing it on the stack of free buffers. The stack manager is 
described insection 5.5.1. 

3. Buffer access. This module provides access to the contents of a buffer, for 
example to iocrement the OccCount field of a buffer. 

Buffer pools and the pool manager 

The pool manager implements the buffer reservation rules . The following structure 
can be used to implement the five buffer allocation rules : 

typadat struct { 

int Used; 
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int LocMax; 

int PrivMin; 

} BufferUsage; 

int NotRasarved; 

int NrDfPools; 

BufferUsaga RMMemory[MAX_CDNNECTIONS]; 11 Pool manager memory 

TheRMMemory [i] . Used variabie (loc alto conneetion i) denotes the number of buffers 
currently in use by conneetion i. A granted request will increment this parameter, 
and a release will decrement it. RMMemory [i] . LocMax denotes the maximum number 
of buffers which may be used by conneetion i. It is a constant for the pool manager, 
although it may be modified by "the outside world" (e.g. by a control processor). 
RMMemory [i) . Pri vMin denotes the number of buffers which are reserved for private 
use by conneetion i. It is also a constant for the pool managerand may be modified 
by the outside world. Let FreeBuffers denote the total number of buffers in the 
system and let ResBuffers denote the total number of reserved buffers (that is, not 
yet requested private buffers) . Then NotReservedis defined to denote the number of 
free buffers which are not reserved, that is, NotReserved=FreeBuffers-ResBuffers. 

The buffer allocation rules defined insection 5.4.3 can be implemented with the pool 
manager as follows according to table 5 .1. 

Table 5.I : Implementation of the five buffer allocation rules 

RMMemory[i].LocMax RMMemory[i] .PrivMin 
Fixed scheme KI KI 
Shared scheme TotalBuffers 0 
Fixed with global TotalBuffers KI 
Shared with max scheme Kl 0 
Combined KI K2 
With Kl and K2 any constant and Tota!Buffers 
the total number of buffers in the system. 

The operations to be performed on these variables are shown in the listing below. 
A pool manager can efficiently be implemenled with the block diagram shown in 
tigure 5.IO. 

void Initi alizePoolManager(void) { 
tor (all i) { 

RMMemory[i] . Used = 0; 

} 

RMMamory[i] .PrivMin ="As appropriata"; 

RMMemory[i] .LocMax = "As appropriate"; 

NotReserved : = "Total number of buffers " - SUM (RMMamory [i] . Pri vlh n) ; 

boolean BMRaserve(int PooliD) { 
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} 

if (RMMemory[PooliD].Used < RMMemory[PooliD].PrivMin) { 

RMMemory[PooliD] .Used++; return TRUE; 

} else if ((NotRaservad > 0) tt 

(RMMamory [PooliD] . Used < RM!-Iamory [PooliD] . LocMax)) { 

RMMamory[PooliD] .Usad++; NotRasarvad--; raturn TRUE; 

} else return FALSE; 

void UnRasarve(int i) { 

} 

if (RMMemory[PooliD] .Used <= RMMamory[PooliD] .PrivMin) { 

RMMamory[PooliD] .Used--; 

} alse { 

RM!-Iemory[PooliD] . Used--; NotReserved++; 

} 
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The block diagram consists of the following parts: The component 'Variables' 
contains local variables (local with reference to a virtual connection) stared in a 
RAM (which can be the BCR-Memory), and one global variable. NotReserved, 
stared in a register. A 'WorkRegister' is used to store the local variables of a virtual 
conneetion just read out of the RAM. A 'Controller' checks if a request may be 
granted and modities these variables. A 'WritebackReg' contains the modified Iocal 
variables befare they are written back in the RAM. And a finite state machine (not 
shown) controls the operatien of the latter parts. 

Request operates as follows. A conneetion identifier is used as the RAM address 
and the local parameters corresponding to this virtual conneetion are read from the 
RAM and stared in the WorkRegister. The Server delermines if the request can be 
granted and modities the parameters accordingly (e.g. using the algorithm shown in 
the Iisting). Release operates in a similar way. 

A (control) processor needs access to the variables, at least to be able to initialize 
them. The "constant variables" can be dynamically modified by this processor (e.g. 
based on expected traftic requirements ). For different buffer si zes, the block diagram 
must be extended as follows. Inslead of one global variabie (NotReserved), a RAM 
containing these two variables for each different buffer size can be used. Further, a 
separate stack (see next section) is required for each different buffer size. 

The stack manager 

Each stack element contains a pointer, which is an address in BCRMemory, to the 
next element in the list. Other data stared in a stack element is not relevant for the 
stack manager. A Pop removes the tirst element from the list and returns a pointer 
to this element (used later for Push). A Push inserts an element in front of the 
list. To perfarm an efficient list management, the following state variables are used 
(these state variables are chosen so, that all stack operations require one access to 
BCRMemory): 
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WriteBackReg, 
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Controller· 
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Figure 5.10: Block diagram of the pool manager 

int Addr; 

Buffer Top; 

Buffer Next; 

Top points to the top of the stack and Next points to the next element on the stack. 

A single stack can be implemented as shown in figure 5.11. It follows the same 
concept as the request manager implementation, but as there are only global state 
variables, the RAM, workRegister and WriteBackReg are omitted. 

InitializeStackManager(void) { 

"Initialize BCR Memory"; 

} 

"Set up linked list of Buffers and initialize 

Addr and OccCount fields of each Buffer"; 

Top "first Buffer in list" ; 

Next = "second Buffer in list"; 

Buffer Pop() { 

Buffer trnp = Top ; 

Top = Next; 

if (Next <> ZERO) { // stack not ernpty 
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Figure 5.11: Block diagram of the stack manager 

Next = BSI1emory[Next] .NextFreeBuffer; 

return tmp; 

} 

void Push(Buffer b) { 

BSMemory[b] .NextFreeBuffer = Top; Next = Top; Top = b; 

} 

A multiple stack implementation would allow for buffers with different sizes: for 
each different size there is a stack with buffers of that size. The single stack 
implementation can be extended to a multiple n-stack implementation as follows. 
Instead of a global register, a RAM is used in the same way as in the request 
manager. Further, a work.Register and a storeBackReg are necessary. For a Pop and 
Push operation, the user now also has to specify of course the stack on which the 
Pop/Push has to be performed. 

Performance 

First the performance of the request manager wil! be discussed. A request consists 
of the following 4 cycles ( tigure 5.12): 

1. Read state variabie RAM. An address ( conneetion ID) is applied to the RAM 
and the variables are clocked in the Work.Register. 

2. The server modities the variables and determines if the request may be granted. 
At the end of cycle 2, it is thus known if the request is granted or not. 

3. The modified variables are clocked in the writeBackReg. 

4. The contentsof the writeBack.Reg is written back to the RAM (at its original 
address). 
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Figure 5.12: Timing diagram for requestandrelease operations 

In the same way it can be shown that a release also takes 4 cycles. But however, 
a request and a release can be interleaved, resulting in the capability to do both a 
requestandrelease (or maybe 2 requests or 2 releases) in 4 cycles. This principle is 
claritied in the tigure 5 .12. 

As the stack manager can be implemenled with the same method as the request 
manager, namely with a state variabie RAM, WorkRegister, WriteBackReg and a 
server, both a Push and Pop operation can be done in 4 cycles. The buffer structure 
memory access is not a problem, both Push and Pop need one buffer structure 
memory access each. 

A bottleneck may occur in the server of the request manager, as a compare has 
to be done before an increment/decrement. To get the highest performance, the 
compare and inc/dec can be done in parallel, where the compare calculates its result 
for the next BMReserve/BMUnreserve. This result must of course be stored which 
requires an extension of the statevariables with booleans containing the results of the 
compares . . 

5.5.2 Virtual buffer and container management 

The other control operations that are part of the memory manager are implemented 
by the control part of the virtual buffer managerand the control part of the container 
manager (see tigure 5.8). The virtual buffer data structures are stored in the virtual 
buffer structure memory, and the container data structures are stored in the container 
structure memory. 

Virtual buffer management The operations to be performed by the virtual buffer 
manager consist mainly of list management. They are listed in appendex A.2. An 
inefticient implementation can be obtained from this Iisting. To obtain an efficient 
implementation, operations that can be performed concurrently must be identitied. 
This can for example be done as follows. By inspecting the code, the virtual buffer 
memory accesses can be identitied. These memory accesses form the bottleneck 
and determine the performance of the virtual buffer manager. All other operations 
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should then be designed such that they support and enable the virtual buffer memory 
accesses and the number of idle memory access cyc!es should be minimized. 

Unused virtual buffer structures arestoredon a stack so that a new structure can be 
popped from the stack when required. This operation can be performed by a stack 
manager (see section 5.4.3). 

Container management The same remarks made above hold also for container 
management. A listing of the operations to be performed is also given in appendix 
A.2. 

5.5.3 DMA controllers 

A OMA controller provides hardware support for the data flow related functions. In 
order to obtain an efficient implementation, the data flow functions of each of the 
three layers (see tigure 5.5) are combined into one hardware module called a OMA 
controller. 

To ease an efficient and high-speed implementation of a OMA controller, the basic 
functions Loek and Unlock have been introduced. Loek loads all information in a 
Container structure, its relevant Virtua!Buffer structures and also its relevant Buffer 
structure from their respective memories into OMA registers. From there, the struc
ture fields can be accessed very fast, without a need to access external memories, and 
most operations, like iocrement of a variable, can be implemented very efficiently. 
Unlock performs the reverse action and writes the contents of the OMA registers 
back to the external memory. To avoid the delay that occurs when the register 
contents is being written to memory, a dual register bank can be employed. 

The operations to be performed by the OMA controllers are listed in appendix A.2. 
It should however be noted that an efficient implementation is not obtained easily, 
especially since an efficient implementation should access the data memory on a 
word base (normally 4 bytes). 

Writing to a container A OMA controller should be capable of providing high
speed, non-blocking access to a container. The stagnation that can occur during 
writing when a virtual buffer becomes full and a new virtual buffer must be created 
can be avoided by pre-creating an empty virtual buffer that can be used immediately 
when the current virtual buffer becomes full. Concurrently with writing to the new 
virtual buffer, the next empty virtual buffer can be pre-created. These two actions 
follow the strategy proposed insection 3.3.7 . With appropriate hardware pipelining, 
streamlined writing to a container is possible. 

Reading from a container A stagnation occurs during reading when a virtual 
buffer contains a number of bytes that is not a multiple of the bus width (e.g. 7 
bytes when the bus width is 32 bits) . Reading the last few bytes from a virtual buffer 
may not fill an entire memory word and another memory Iocation (denoted by the 
next virtual buffer) must be accessed to complete the memory word before it can 
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be transmitted. This limitation depends on the protocol being implemented: some 
protoeals [XTP90] use headers that are word aligned, so that this problem occurs 
less frequently. 

As it is not desired to have gaps in the data stream during packet transmission, 
a small FIFO can be placed after a DMA controller. This FIFO must be tilled 
before transmission to the environment starts. The FIFO consumes the gaps, and 
consequently gaps in the transmitted data stream occur between packets. Thus, 
with appropriate hardware pipelining and a small FIFO, streamlined reading from a 
container is possible. · 

5.5.4 Data memory 

Ideally, a data memory in a protocol implementation has at least four ports that can 
be accessed simultaneously (see tigure 5.4, assuming that DMEMO and DMEMI 
are the same memory) and is fast enough to support the data flow capacity. Within 
reasonable technicallimits, such an ideal data memory can indeed be implemented, 
however, the main problem is the implementation cost. Several methods are available 
to reduce the costs: the width of the data path can be increased, cheaper but slower 
memories like dynamica! RAMs can be used, special memories, like video RAMs 
[Nicoud88] can be used, other well known-memory subsystem techniques, such as 
bank switching can be employed, or the data memory can be split in for example a 
transruit and receive memory, each operating at half the speed. 

5.6 Evaluation 

The layered model provides a pipelined operation of the buffer manager, virtual buffer 
managerand container managerand thereby contributes to a high performance. The 
design is scalabie towards higher speeds by optimizing the access to the various 
control memories (like the buffer structure memory), for example by increasing the 
memory width. 

The inlegration of the memory manager in the protocol processor architecture is 
show in tigure 5.13. (Only modules that are relevant to this chapter are shown). 
The architecture presenled insection 5.3 and tigure 5.4 is clearly recognizable. The 
interaction between DMA4 and 5 with the header processor and header generator unit 
wil! be discussed in chapter 6. The container manager, virtual buffer manager and 
buffer manager all communieale directly with the microprocessor for the execution 
of the basic functions that do not relate to the data flow. The six DMA controllers 
operate independent of each other and communieale with the virtual buffer in case a 
virtual buffer must be allocated/deallocated. 

The presented memory manager scheme is evaluated by studying the memory re
quirements and the performance. We study a simple implementation, whereby all 
memories (container structure memory, virtual buffer structure memory, buffer struc
ture memory and request manager memory) are all implemented by means of one 
physical memory called the memory manager structure memory. 
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Data transmil memory 

\ 

Data recelve memory 

Figure 5.13: Protocol processor architecture: the memory manager 

5.6.1 Memory accesses and sizes 

In this sec ti on the number of accesses to the memory manager structure memory that 
are required to execute the basic functions is calculated. These accesses determine 
the performance of the memory manager. The numbers given in this section are 
worst-case numbers: sometimes, notall listed operations need to be performed and 
by optimizing an implementation, the number of access can be decreased. 
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Structure and memory sizes 

First, the sizes of all the structure structures is chosen. To determine the size of one 
Buffer structure, we assume that the data memory size is 1 Mbytes (already rather 
large). With a minimum buffer size of 64 bytes, this allows for at most 16K buffers. 

typedef struct Buffer { 

Buffer •pNext; 11 14 bits 

address Addr; 11 14 bits 

int OccCount; 11 4 bits 

}; 

Thus, the pNext and Addr fieldsof a Buffer structureneed 14 bitseach (an actual 
data memory address is then given by Addr*64). With an OccCount field of 4 bits, 
this means that one Buffer structure is 32 bits, or I word. 

To determine the size of one VirtualBuffer structure, we assume that the maximum 
si ze of one buffer is IK bytes. 

class VirtualBuffer { 

VirtualBuffer •pNext; 

•pBuffer; 

11 15 bits 

11 14 bits Buffer 

int 

boolean 

BaseOffset, ReadOffset, WriteOffset; 11 30 bits 

ErnptyRD, Full\IR; 11 2 bits 

}; 

Thus, the ReadOffset and WriteOffset fieids require each I 0 bits. Also assuming that 
there are at most 2 times as much virtual buffers than buffers, i.e. 32K, this means 
that the pNext field requires 15 bits. This allows to fit a VirtualBuffer structure in 2 
words. 

It can now easily be seen that a Container structure, listed below, fits in 2 words, 
thereby assuming that PooliD gets 15 bits, which allows for at most 32768 simulta
neously open connections. 

class Container { 

boolean 

int 

Ernpty; 

PoeliD; 

I I 1 bit 

11 15 bits 

VirtualBuffer •BaseVB, •ReadVB, •WriteVB; 11 48 bits 

}; 

Finally, it is assumed that each conneetion may occupy at most 1024 buffers. Th is 
allows the request manager variables (RMMemory[i].Used, RMMemory[i].LocMax 
and RMMemory[i].PrivMin) to be 10 bits each, so that they fit in one word. 

The size of the memory manager structure memory can now be determined as 
follows. Let NBuf be the number of buffers that fit in the data memory. As defined 
above, NBuf < 16384. We assume a worst case scenario in which for each buffer 
there is one virtual buffer (2 words) and one container (3 words). (lt is unlikely that 
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a container contains only one buffer). This requires NBuf*( I + 2 + 3) = 6 NBuf 
words in the memory manager structure memory. 

Further, let NCon be the maximum number of connections that can be open simul
taneously. Then NCon words are required for the request manager memory. 

This makes a total of 6 NBuf + NCon words = 24NBuf + 4 NCon bytes. 

Memory accesses for control operations 

As explained in section 5.5.1, BMReserve, BMUnreserve, BMDeAilocate and 
BMincOccCount require each 2 accesses and BMAilocate requires 1 access. The ac
cesses for each basic function are summarized in table 5.2. Basic function YBCreate 
requires: 

1 access to invoke a stack manager topopa new YirtuaiBuffer structure from the 
stack of free virtual buffers. 

2 access to initialize the two words that camprise the virtual buffer. 

2 accesses to invoke BMReserve 

1 access to invoke BMAilocate 

VBDestroy requires: 

1 access to read the fields pBuffer and pNext 

1 access to deallocale the virtual buffer (Pop operation) 

2 accesses to invoke BMUnReserve 

2 accesses to invoke BMDeAIIocate 

CMCreate requires: 

1 access to invoke a stack manager to pop a new Container structure from the 
stack of free containers. 

3 access to initialize the three words that camprise the container. 

6 accesses to invoke VBCreate 

CMDestroy requires: 

2 accesses to read its relevant fields 

6N accesses to invoke VBDestroy, with N the number of virtual buffers in the 
container 

CMLock requires: 
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Table 5.2: Memory accesses 

accesses 
SM Reserve 2 

I BMUnReserve 2 
BMAllocate 1 I 
BMDeAllocate 2 

i BMincOccCount 2 
VBCreate 3 ! VBDestroy 3 i 
CMCreate (with virtual buffer creation) 10 

I CMDestroy 2+6N 
CM Loek 8 
CMUnlock 8 
CM Concatenate 8 
CMWriteByte (no buffer allocation) 0 
CMWriteByte (with buffer allocation) 5 
CMReadByte (no buffer alteration) 0 
CMReadByte (with buffer alteration) 5 
CMRemoveByte (no buffer deallocation) 0 
CMRemoveByte (with buffer deallocation) 5 
with N the number of virtual buffers in the container 

2 accesses to read the relevant fields from the Container structure 

4 accesses to load the virtual buffer structures ReadVB and WriteVB 

2 to read the Buffer structures belonging to ReadVB and WriteVB. 

Consequently, CMUnlock also requires 8 accesses. CMConcatenate requires: 

4 accesses to read the relevant fields from both Container structures 

1 access to update the linkéd list 

1 access to deallocate the second Container structure 

2 2 accesses to write back the first container structure. 

Memory accesses for data flow operations 

The data flow basic functions require no memory accesses when no buffer needs to 
be allocated or deallocated. This is the case when these operations are executed by a 
DMA controller that has locked the container whereby all relevant structure fields are 
stored in a DMA register bank. Assume now that CMWriteByte needs to allocate 
a new virtual buffer. This requires: 1 access to create a new virtual buffer (Pop 
operation of a stack manager), 2 accesses to write the contentsof the old WriteVB 
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back to the virtual buffer memory, 1 access to create a new buffer (Pop operation) 
and 1 access to write the contents of the old buffer back to the buffer memory. This 
is a total of 5 accesses . Similarly, CMReadByte and CMRemoveByte also require 5 
accesses in case that a buffer neects to be deallocated . 

5.6.2 Performance 

To study the overall performance of the presenred memory manager a memory 
manager structure memory access time of 25 nSec is assumed. The maximum 
throughput and the maximum packet processing rate are calcuiated. 

Throughput 

Once a container has been created and locked, it can receive or transmit data. This 
costs 5 accesses for CMWriteByte and CMRemoveByte for each virtual buffer
change. Assuming 6 concurrently operaring OMA controllers (see tigure 5.4), this 
is 30 accesses or 750 nSec. The obtainable throughput is then 1.33 I 06 x buffer-size. 
With a buffersize of 256 bytes, this corresponds to maximum throughput of I .36 
Gbit/sec. 

Packet processing rate 

During the reception of a very short packet, the following operations must be per
formed: 

10 accesses to create a new container 

8 accesses to loek the container 

0 accesses to receive the data 

8 accesses to unlock the container 

0 the analysis of a received packet is notpart of this discussion (see chapter 6) 

8 accesses to loek the container 

0 the transmission of the packet to a higher layer is not under discussion here 
(see chapter 8) 

8 accesses to unlock the container 

8 accesses to destroy the container 

This is a total of 50 accesses or 1.25 pSec, leading to 800k short packets that can 
be processed per second. For packets that are Jonger, the overhead of creating and 
destroying a container is reduced. It is emphasized again that no optimizations 
are considered. For example, it does not make sense to Unlock a container and 
immediately destroy it!. 
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Figure 6.1: Thesis organization - chapter 6 

In protocol processing, data to be exchanged between protocol entities is encapsu
lated between a header and a trailer [Biack91]. The header is used to store protocol 
control information (PCI) and the trailer often contains a checksum. The processing 
requirements related to headers wil! be analyzed in this chapter. The focus will be on 
header processing, as this is much more complex then header generation. In section 
6.1, various implementation alternatives will be analyzed. The basic functions are 
defined in sections 6.2 and 6.5, such that their implementation becomes transpar
ent This allows a protocol implementer to select between various alternatives and 
achieve an optima! VLSI implementation that is based on trade-offs between hard
ware complexity and performance. An architecture for a hardware implementation 
is presented in sec ti on 6.3 and an example architecturefora header parameter extrac
tion unit is given in section 6.4. The performance for LLC 8802 header processing 
is evaluated in section 6.6. 
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6.1 An analysis of header processing 

A clear definition of header processing and a classification of the numerous methods 
employed by various projects is missing in the literature. One reason for this may 
be that implementation details are very important for analyzing operations that need 
to be performed on headers. For example, the packet can be stored in a memory 
before being processed, or it can be processed on the fty. If the header is stored in 
a memory, this can be the same memory in which the data is stored, or it can be 
a special header memory. It is feasible for example to implement a very fast and 
expensive hardware unit that processes a header on the fty, but if the average packet 
data length is large, then a slower and cheaper hardware unit may be sufficient and 
more cost-effective. These implementation details not only inftuence performance 
and costs, but they also inftuence the design process of a protocol implementation: 
these details are normally not hidden for the implementer and they are part of the 
protocol implement(!tion. 

The operations that are performed by a protocol implementation on a packet header 
of a received packet are analyzed and classified in this section and related to work 
reported in the literature. This involves the packet flow from a lower layer to a 
higher layer. lt is assumed that a packet trailer, when present, contains no PCI. For 
example, XTP version 3.5 [XTP90] used to have a trailer containing PCI, however, 
implementation experience [Chesson91] has shown that storing PCI in a trailer is 
not efficient fora hardware implementation and XTP version 3.6 [XTP92] does not 
use trailers with PCI. But if required, the analysis in this chapter can be extended to 
include trailers containing PCI as wel!. 

When processing a header of a received packet, the following operations must be 
performed: 

• The packet header must be separated from the packet data. This is the split of 
the data and the PCI. 

• The packet data must be stored in a data memory, i.e. according to chapter 
5 in a container. Of course, this only needs to be done if the packet is not 
already in a container. In a system that implements several protocol layers, 
only the lowest and highest layers needs to store data in a container: higher 
layers receive pointers to containers. 

• The PCI stored in the header must be extracted and analyzed. 

• For conneetion oriented protocols, an address translation may have to be 
performed. A table lookup returns a local connection-ID, which is used for 
further packet processing. 

• Also for conneetion oriented protocols, the conneetion state variables must be 
loaded from a memory. 

• Basedon the extracted PCI (like packet type) and the state variables (like the 
current state), a "packet received" event can be generated. The processing of 
this event is not considered to be part of header processing and is discussed in 
chapter 7. 
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The following sections analyse in more detail the various actions that must be 
performed during header processing. 

6.1.1 Header processing methods 

The following methods can be used to process a header and separate it from the data: 
on-the-fly header processing, off-line header processingor a combination ofthe two 
methods. 

On-the-fly header processing 

The header is processed on-the-fly, that is, during the reception of the packet. On
the-fly header processing is often implemented by protoeals with very short packets, 
an example implementation is [Sara92]. It is also used in the implementation of 
transport protocol XTP [Chesson87]: the MAC port (MPort in figure 2.5) extracts 
header parameters on-the-fly, while the packet flows from the MAC interface through 
the MPort. 

The header processing unit, or its first pipeline stage, must be fast enough so that it 
is able to finish the header processing before the next header arrives. 

Off-line header processing 

The header is first stored in a data memory, i.e. in a container, possibly together with 
the data, before the header processing starts. Note that to obtain a better latency, 
reading the header from a container may start before the entire packet is written to 
the container, but this optimization is not considered. The header can be separated 
from the data by destructively reading the header from the container. Off-line header 
processing is used by most protocol implementations. 

Storing the header before processing allows to use a slower and cheaper header 
processing unit: the average header processing time must be less than the average 
packet inter arrival time. This is often a much larger time than the packet reception 
time of the smallest possible packet! 

In a system that processes several protocol stack layers, a packet may already be 
present in a container. In this case, pointers to containers are passed between the 
layer entities and the header is simply read from the container and processed. When 
a packet is received from the networkit must be stored in a container. However, care 
must be taken that there is enough time to create a new container. Some protocols, 
for example LLC 8802, allow very short control packets (24 bits). To be able to 
receive bursts of these control packets, a set of containers can be pre-created. Note 
that this is nota limitation of using containers: any buffer management scheme will 
have this type of limitation due to the latency of requestinga new empty buffer. 

An often used salution is to temporarily store the packet first in a FIFO memory and 
then move it to a container. One possibility is to use a dedicated FIFO. Reading the 
FIFO, i.e. at the speed of header processing, must be performed faster then writing 
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the FIFO, i.e. at the network speed, otherwise the FIFO may overflow. In addition, 
this approach is not efficient, because a FIFO memory is required in actdition to the 
(possibly large) data memory. lt would be better to use the data memory itself as a 
FIFO. This can be done as follows. 

One special reception container is reserved to store incoming packet data, i.e. no 
attempt is made to create a new container for each newly arriving packet: all packets 
are written to the samecontainer at the data arrival rate. Concurrently operating with 
the packet reception is a hardware module that creates shadow containers from the 
reception container: as soon as a packet has been written to the reception container, 
a shadow container is created that then contains the packet and the packet is removed 
from the reception container. The shadow container is then used for further packet 
processing. The creation of the shadow container must not necessarily occur at the 
packet arrival rate: in case a burst of very short packet arrives, the shadow container 
creation lags behind the packet arrival. Of course it must be ensured that the average 
shadow container creation time is less than the average packet interarrival time. 

Combination of off~ine and on-the-tly 

During packet reception, the header is separated from the data on-the-fly and the 
header is stored in a separate container (possibly in a separate memory [Ruetschi93]), 
after which processing the header continues as described with off-line header pro
cessing. 

6.1.2 Header parameter extraction 

In genera!, header processing involves the extraction of the PCI from the header and 
the interpretation of this information. This is for example how most multiprocessor 
architectures, described in 2.3.2 process a header. The following projects employ 
a hardware unit for parameter extraction: The message parser from [Krishnak92a] 
(figure 2.6) separates the header from an incoming packet. It separates the various 
fields in the header and adds tags to the extracted fields that denote the packet type 
and/or the field type. The message parser only checks the packet for syntactical 
correctness. Semantica! correctness is checked by a central control unit. The 
message parser is controlled by a microprogram and operates on a single-bit data 
stream. In [Abuamara89], the approach is to parse the header in parallel for each 
possible format and to choose the correct output. The protocol engine [Chesson87] 
also uses a microcoded header extraction, but more details are not known. 

6.1.3 Address translation 

For connection-oriented protocols, an address A (which may be a combination of 
several header parameters) in the header denotes to which conneetion the received 
packet belongs. The addresses of the active connections are stored in an address 
lookup table ALUT. Address translation is the process of determining the index i, 
such that ALUT[i] = A. This requires a search in the ALUT. 
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Address translation may be a very time-consuming component of header processing. 
When only a small number of connections can be active simultaneously, address 
translation can be done by a simpte linear search. When the address space is small, 
i.e. an address consists of only a few bits, the address itself can be an index in the 
lookup table. 

The latency requirements are protocol and implementation dependent A maximum 
latency for address translation must be guaranteed when the header is processed on
the-fly. For example address resolution for an ATM cell, which is mostly processed 
on-the-fly, must have a latency of less then the cell anival time. When header 
processing is done off-line, only an average latency for address translation must be 
guaranteed. In addition, some protoeals (e.g. XTP) have a feature that requires 
address translation only fora 'first' packet of a connection. Address translation for 
subsequent packets reverts to a single index-based table lookup. 

Depending on the protocol and the implementation requirements, the following 
implementation methods can be used to perferm the address translation: 

• Hashing. A hash function transfarms the address into an index which points to 
a linked list of table entries. The successof this method depends very much on 
the hash function and on the address distri bution in the addresses space: when 
several different addresses cluster to the same index, the method becomes 
inefficient. Hardware supported hashing is for example used in [Chesson87]. 

• Tries1 [Gonnet91, Pei92]. A trie can be considered as a campromise between 
a simple table and a linked list. The address is partitioned in several sections, 
each of which forms an index in a small table. The first address section is 
an index into a smal! table, which contains pointers to tables belonging to the 
next level. The next address section is an index into the second-level table 
denoted by the table entry of the previous level, etc. Tries are efficient when 
the addresses are clustered in the address space. 

• Content addressable memories. The addresses of the active connections can be 
stored in a content addressable memory (CAM), which compares its contents 
simultaneously to the address of the header being processed. Obviously, this 
method is very fast, but also very expensive. A method that uses CAM based 
address resolution,for multiple protocollayers is described in [Ruetschi93]. 

To increase performance, these methods can be improved as follows: Multiple, 
concurrently operation search units can be used: The Jookup table can be split into 
several smaller lookup tables, which can be searched concurrently. In addition, The 
last K received addresses can be cached (e.g. in a small CAM). When a cache miss 
occurs, one of the above-mentioned techniques can be used for the search. The 
successof this method depends very much on the distri bution of the addresses in the 
received packet headers . 

1The name trie, also called digital tree, comes from the word retrieval. 
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6.1.4 State variabie and PCI management 

In conneetion oriented protocols, each active conneetion has its own local set of 
state variables (e.g. the expected sequence number, a remote busy ftag, etc.). When 
the address translation has been performed, the connection-ID is known and access 
to the state-variables becomes possible. When the new packet is from a different 
conneetion than the previous packet, a context switch occurs and it may become time 
consuming to access the state variables. 

To process the packet, access to both the state variables and the PCI is required. 
Two extremes to obtain this access can be identified, a practical implementation may 
consist of a combination of them: 

1. A state variabie or header parameter is accessed on demand. This can be 
compared to a procedure call (or inline macro call) in software: when the 
variabie is accessed, the procedure is invoked and the appropriate header pa
rameter is read from the header or the appropriate state variabie is loaded from 
memory. In the case of a header parameter, this may require a memory access 
and in addition it may require a shift I mask operation to filter out the correct 
parameter. This approach is normally used when protoeals are implemented 
using conventional (RISC) processors. For example, most projects described 
in 2.3 .2, and projects that enhance the performance by means of a coprocessor 
use this method. 

A disadvantage is that the variabie is not immediately available. Filtering 
and masking header parameters is not only time consuming, it also blocks 
the processing resource from doing other ("more intelligent") processing. It 
would be more optima! if this task, which occurs in essentially all protocols, 
is performed concurrently with other processing. In addition, loading header 
parameters and state variables is time consuming. A solution, for example 
that proposed in [Ruetschi93], is to use a small and fast header memory. We 
will view this approach as an off-chip implementation of a register bank. It 
should be noted however, that an off-chip implementation can of course never 
be as fast as an on-chip implementation. 

2. All relevant state variables and header parameters are loaded in a register bank 
before the packet processing starts. The register bank can be implemenled by 
a special hardware resource, like a register bank or a header memory, which 
is initialized during header parameter extraction. Then. further processing 
continues and the contents of the registers are immediately available upon 
request. By using a dual register bank (for example [Krishnak92a]), or multi
porled header memory, the state variables and header parameters for the next 
packet can be initialized concurrently with processing the current packet. 

We conclude that loading state variables and header parameters on demand limits 
potential parallelism, and it will not be considered further in this thesis. 
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6.2 Basic functions for header processing 

The basic functions will be defined such that header processing becomes completely 
transparent fora protocol implementation. This means that the protocol implementer 
does not need to call any of the basic functions related to header processing. As 
will be seen, these primitives are called automatically upon a packet arrival. The 
implementer only specifies the format of a header. Consequently, the various im
plementation alternatives described in the previous sections are 'hidden ' in the basic 
functions and they are invisible at the protocol implementation level. 

Therefore the following approach is chosen: Header processing is defined as sep
arating the header from the data, the extraction of the protocol control information 
from the header, foliowed by address translation and loading the conneetion state 
variables. Thus, except for the address, the PCI is not interpreted. Separating the 
PCI extraction and PCI interpretation allows better parallelism exploitation: these 
two functions can be executed concurrently using two independent processing units. 
In addition, a simple VLSI implementation of these two hardware units becomes 
possible. (PCI interpretation wil! be discussed in 7). 

6.2.1 Virtual registers 

To abstract between various methods to access state variables and PCI, as discussed 
in sec ti on 6.1.4, the concept of virtual registers is introduced. A virtual register is an 
implementation dependent resource which allows a convenient access to a particular 
parameter, Iike a state variabie or a header parameter. A virtual register can be a 
physical hardware register, that really contains for example a poll-bit, or it can be a 
piece of code that extracts this poll-bit from the header (by for example performing 
a mask and shift operation) . 

Thus, those actions to be performed by a protocol thatrelate to PCI and state variables 
are specified by means of read and write operations from resp. to virtual registers. 
This makes the implementation of a protocol independent on how the PCI is extracted, 
where the state variables are stored, etc. To obtain a real implementation, a mapping 
is required from the virtual registers to (i) the PCI or packet header and (i i) the state 
variables. These mappings are implementation specific, since they depend on the 
hardware platform on which the protocol is executed. 

Header specifications 

A header specification specifies the contents and format of a packet header. That 
is, it specifies which parameters are part of a header, how many bits each parameter 
contains, which part of the header determines the formator packet type and in which 
virtual register a parameter can be accessed. 

The header specification only specifies the sequence and Iength of each parameter, 
and not the value nor the function of the parameter. This approach is very si mi lar to 
that in [Krishnak92a], but the difference is that we are not interested in the function 
of a parameter. For example, LLC 8802 has three header formats, so we differentiate 
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only three formats and not the function of the packet (rr, rej, rnr, etc.). The exception 
is that some protoeals u se more than one header formator headers of variabie length. 
In this case, the value of one or more parameters distinguishes between the different 
header formats . 

An example of a header specification is given in section 6.4.1. 

State variabie specifications 

Similarly, a state variabie specification declares the state variables, and specifies 
for each state variabie its length in bits and the virtual register in which it can be 
accessed. 

6.2.2 The basic functions 

The following basic functions are defined: 

typedef struct HeaderSpec; 

typedef struct StatevarSpec; 

typedef struct PCiconniD; 

int AddVRMapping(HeaderSpec H, StatevarSpec S); 

void DeleteVRMapping(int i); 

int AddAddress(PCiconniD A, void •SVarsAddr); 

void DeleteAddress(int i) ; 

int ReadVirtualRegister(int regnr); 

void WriteVirtualRegister(int regnr, int value); 

AddVRMapping adds a header specification to the system. This allows packets to 
be received that are conform to this specification. As will be exemplified in section 
6.4, a header specification can for example be transformed into a microprogram that 
extracts the parameters from a header. 

DeleteVRMapping deletes the header specification. The integer i is the value that 
was returned by the corresponding AddVRMapping. 

AddAddress adds address A to the ALUT. The index i in the ALUT is the return 
parameter of the function. This function can be invoked when a new conneetion is 
opened. In the packet header, this conneetion is identified by A and in the protocol 
processing system, this conneetion is identified by i or SVarsAddr, which denotes 
the address of the conneetion state variables in memory. 

DeleteAddress deletes the value at in ALUT[i]. 
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ReadVirtualRegister reads the specified register. 

Wri teVirtualRegister writes to the specified register. The method of how is read 
or written is implementation dependent and depends on the contents of the header 
specification as well as on the implementation. 

The above basic functions are all the header processing related functions that a user 
needs to invoke. Of course, an implementation needs to perform all the actions 
described previously. An architecture for this will bedescribed in the next section . 
The final action of processing the header are two sets of variables and the generation 
of an event. The two sets of variables are the PCI and the state variables, which are 
stored in a register bank. Theevent will trigger an event-action which performs the 
protocol state transition, state variabie updates, etc. This topic is discussed in detail 
in chapter 7. 

6.3 An architecture for header processing 

A high level architecture of header processing is shown in tigure 6.2. The components 
operate in a pipelined fashion and perform the actions described in section 6.1. 

I Packets 

address 

further processing 

Figure 6.2: Header processing 

State-var Î 
Memory 1 

Header separator As has been seen, there are numerous possibilities to separate 
the header and process it, which makes it impossible to design a general architecture 
for each of the components. Therefore two extremes will be considered: 

1. Higher layer conneetion oriented protocols that support Jonger, variabie length 
packets. Examples are LLC, TCP/IP, etc. Theseprotocolscan be handled with 
off-line header processing: this allows a cheaper implementation because the 
average header processing time is (much) larger than the smallest possible 
inter-packet arrival time. 

The header separator can create a container for each arriving packet after which 
a DMA controller (see chapter 5) writes the packet in the data memory. (An 
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implementation can be optimized if the container is automatically created by 
the OMA controller). In case protoeals with very short packets, e.g. control 
packets, must be supported, several containers can be pre-created so that a 
new container is immediately available after the arrival of a short packet. 

2. Lower layer, (fixed length) cell oriented protocols. An example is the cell 
based ATM AAL5 layer. For these kind of protocols, we recommend to use 
on-the-fiy header processing. All units in the pipeline must be able to operate 
at the cell arrival speed and therefore it doesnotmake sense to store a header 
first in memory and then readit again. 

A container is created only when the first cell of a conneetion arrives. From 
then on, it forms part of the state of the connection. When a second or other 
cell arrives, the state variables are loaded in the register bank, and then the 
incoming data can be written to the container. 

Reader parameter extraction unit It is proposed to use a micro-programmed 
hardware unit to extract PCI header parameters from the packet header. As men
tioned, the PCI is not interpreted: only extracted and written toa register bank. where 
they are available for further processing. An example architecture is given insection 
6.4. This architecture is rather straightforward but still provides the fiexibility that 
the header format can be programmed. 

Address translator Any ofthe address translation methods described insection 6.1 
can be used. For fixed length cell oriented protocols, strict performance requirements 
must be met which may make the hardware expensive. 

State variabie managerand register bank We have chosen to use a register bank 
because this allows to employ more parallelism (section 6.1 ). The state variabie 
manager is responsib1e for loading the state variables from an external memory into 
the register bank and vice versa. 

6.4 A header parameter extraction unit 

The function of the header parameter extraction unit HPEU is to extract the pa
rameters from the header and store each parameter in a register, as specified by the 
header-specification. Upon each header arrival, the HPEA executes a micro-coded 
program which causes the parameters to be extracted and stared in the registers. 

The HPEU receives data either from a container, or from the header separator. For 
the HPEU, it is functionally transparent where the data comes from, though it is 
stressed that there is an important difference for an implementation: If the header 
worcts are read from a container, the header parser unit can determine itself how 
fast it reacts the header-words. Of course, the system must be well designed, that is, 
the average header processing time must be less than the average packet interarrival 
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time. If the header worcts are received from the header separator, that is, the header 
is parsed on the fly, there is a more stringent speed requirement. 

6.4.1 An example header specification 

As an examp1e, an extended version of the LLC 8802 header is considered. This 
extension is for illustrative purposes to make the header more complicated. It consists 
of a header of variabie length in case of a type 2 packet: an additional number of 
bytes, the amount is determined by the parameter YarHeader cao be specified. The 
extended LLC 8802 header is depicted in figure 6.3. 

GroupDSAP ~ 

Destination I 

1 
Gommand-
Response l 

Souree ! 
1 

c:~ l 
PoiiFinal l 

NR 

GroupDSAP T p 
Destinalion 1 , 
Gom mand-·-· 
Response T 

Souree I 
! 

GPl l 
GP2 

SuperVisory I 
VarHeader 

PoiiFinal I 
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Destination i ~ 

1 
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Response l 
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GP1 
GP2 · · 

Modifier I 
PoiiFinal 

Modifier I 
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Figure 6.3: Example header format 

A header specification consists of a sequence of the following three types of state
ments: 

• Parameter specification. An identifier, which denotes the name of the param
eter, foliowed by its bit-length between brackets. 

• Case statement. A case statement uses a previously specified parameter as a 
control variabie and selects the appropriate branch. Omitted branch possibili
ties denote syntax errors. 

• Loop statement. A loop statement uses a previously specified parameter P as 
a loop counter and executes the statements until the "eloop" P times. 

• Register allocation: each specified parameter is allocated to a register. 
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The specification that corresponds with figure 6.3 is as follows: 

header ExtendedLLC8802 { 

GroupDSAP(l) 

Destination(7) 

CommandResponse(l) 

Source(7) 

} 

CP! (1) 

switch (CP!) { 

} 

case 0: NS(7) 

PollFinal(l) 

NR(7) 

case 1 : CP2 ( 1) 

} 

switch (CP2) { 

case 0: Supervisory(2) 

VarHeader(4) 

PollFinal ( 1) 

NR(7) 

loop (VarHeader) { 

AByte(B) 

} 

case 1: Modifier(2) 

PollFinal( 1) 

Modifier2(3) 

flag[O); 

address; 

flag[l]; 

address; 

flag[2]; 

register [0] ; 

flag[3]; 

register[!]; 

flag[3]; 

flag[4 . . 5]; 

register [0] ; 

flag[6]; 

reg i ster [ 1] ; 

push; 

flag[4 . . 5]; 

flag[6]; 

discard; 

The following types of virtual registers are defined: 

address The parameter is added to the address register. 

register[i] The parameter will be stored in the register i in the register bank. 

flag[i .. j] The parameter will be storedinbit i .. j (or in bit i only if j is omitted) of 
a special register, called a flag-register. This register is introduced for 
economical reasons: often, header parameters are single bit (or a few 
bits) and using a normal (e.g. 32-bit) registerforthem is inefficient. 

discard The parameter is not used and will be discarded. 

push The parameter is pushed on a special stack, where it can be accessed 
later by the event action. 

6.4.2 Architecture 

It is the purpose of this section to show that with modest hardware support it 
is possible to design a programmabie HPEU, capable of supporting a variety of 
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protoeals efficiently. An architecture that allows to micro-program the parameter 
extraction is shown in figure 6.4. 

Toease the discussion, only an architecture for off-line header processing is shown. 
It will further be assumed that the databus-width equals 32 bits, i.e. 4 bytes. 
The architecture consists of several components, each of which can receive a micro
cammand ( controlled by a micro-controller). In the following discussion, the various 
components will be described and microinstructions for their operation will be 
defined. These microinstructions will be combinedintoa microprogram (table 6.1) 
that explains the operation of the header parameter extraction unit and that is used 
to estimate its performance. 

Header buffer 

The header buffer receives header-bytes from a container in which the header is 
stored. Operation is as follows. When header processing of a new packet starts, 
the header buffer is reset, that is, its contents is discarded. Subsequently, data-bytes 
being read from the container can be written to the header buffer. The header buffer 
contains at most 5 bytes, which are output to the mask module. In case the header 
buffer is full and another byte is read, the first byte is discarded. The header buffer 
can receive the following microinstructions: 

Reset Resets the header buffer: all data is discarded. The header buffer output 
defaults to 0. 

Idle No action is performed. 

R(i) with 0 ::; i ::; 4. Reads i bytes in the header buffer. The result of this 
command is that the bytes that have been read are available ( during the same 
operation cycle) on the header buffer output for use by the mask module. 
(Note that the header buffer output is always 5 bytes!). 

Mask module 

The mask module has as input a 40-bit word I and outputs a 32 bit word 0. 1t receives 
one microinstruction: 
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M(i, j) 0=(1div2i)mod2i ,with0 s; i s; 7and0s;j s; 31. 

The mask module contains a barrel shifter, though a simple one because the number 
of bits to shift is at most 7. 

Register bank 

The register bank consistsof 16 32-bit registers, numbered from 0 to 15: 

Idle No action is performed. 

L (i) The output of the mask module is written to register i. 

Flag register 

The ftag register is a register bank, consisting of I-bit registers. The ftag register can 
receive the following microinstructions: 

Idle No action is performed. 

s ( i, j) Bit i to i+j from the header buffer output are serially shifted into the Flag 
Register. This operation is performed in one clock cycle. Note that in order 
to keep the hardware simple, j should not be large (e.g. maximal 4 ). 

Loop counter 

The loop counter is used to implement the loop statement in a packet specification: 

L (i) The contents of register i is written to the LC. 

Dec The loop counter is decremented. The micro-code can test if LC equals zero 
and branch on this condition. 

Idl e No action is performed. 

Comparator 

It can receive one microinstruction: 

Comp (i, j , k) Bit i to i+j from the ftag register are compared with k. The result 
can be true or false. The micro-code can branch on the result. 
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Microcode control unit 

The microcode control unit (not shown in the figure) passes the micro-commands to 
the units described above. The instruction sequence is controlled by the following 
microinstructions: 

Next The next micro instruction is executed. 

Exit The header has been parsed. 

BCT i Branch to instruc ti on i if the result of the comparator is true. 

BCF i Branch to instruction i if the result of the comparator is fa! se. 

BLCN i Branch to instruction i if the loop counter does not equal 0. 

BLCE i Branch to instruction i if the loop counter equals 0. 

6.4.3 Example micro program 

The header specification shown in figure 6.3 can be translated in a micro program 
for the HPEU. The program is shown in table 6.1. 

Tab ie 6.1 : Example of a micro program for the HPEU 

Ins. Header Mask Reg. Flag Comparator Loop Control Clks 
buffer module bank reg. counter 

0 R(l) M(1,7) L(O) S(O, 1) - I die Next 1 
1 R(l) M(l,7) L(l) S(0,1) - ldle Next 1 
2 R(l) - I die S(O, 1) Comp(2, 1 ,0) ldle BCF5 1/2 
3 I die M(1,7) L(2) ldle - I die Next I 
4 R(l) M(1,7) L(3) S(O,l) - I die Exit 1 
5 I die - I die S(l, 1) Comp(3, 1 ,0) I die BCFIO 112 
6 ldle M(4,4) L(2) S(3,2) - I die Next 1 
7 R(l) M(l,7) L(3) S(0,1) - L(2) BLCE9 1 
8 R(l) - I die Idle - Dec BLCN8 1 
9 I die - I die I die - I die Exit l 
10 I die - I die S(2,2) - I die Next l 
11 I die - ldle S(3,1) - I die Exit I 
Ins. denotes the number of the micro instruction 
Clks is the number of clock cycles required for execution 

The microprogram is explained by exemplifying some of the microinstructions: 

o During micro instruction 0, the header buffer reads one byte from the container 
(instruction R(l )). Bits 1..7 (as selected by the mask module that executes the 
command M(l ,7)) are written to register[O]. Bit 0 is shifted in the flag register 
and appears in flag[O] . 

I 

I 
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2 In micro instruction 2, bit 0 (of the third header byte) is shifted in the ftag register 
and thus appears in ftag[2]. This bit is compared with 0 and if the result is false, 
the next instruction to be executed will be 5. In this case it is assumed that the 
execution time equals 2 clock cycles. 

7 The loop counter register is loaded with register[2], i.e. with the YarHeader 
parameter. If LoopCounter equals 0, the next instruction will be 9 (that is, the 
loop is not executed). 

8 One byte is read from the container, but as it is stored in no register it is actually 
discarded. The LoopCounter is decremented and if its contents is non-zero, the 
loop is executed again. 

It is emphasized that only a simple, though already fully usabie HPEU architecture 
has been descri bed. Several comments can be made: 

• One, or more, registers should be reserved to contain the address. The contents 
of these registers are passed to the Address Translator unit. Alternatively, a 
special register may be defined for this purpose. 

• A higher speed can be obtained by actding more hardware units, that for 
example allow two parameters to be written toa register simultaneously. For 
a real implementation, a trade-off can be made between hardware complexity 
and required performance. 

• The HPEU reads one byte at a time from the container, but it is better to read 
one entire word at a time. In a practical implementation, the DMA controller 
that reads the container (e.g. DMA 4 shown in tigure 5.4) may be designed 
together with the HPEU such that an optima! interface is obtained. 

• For simplicity it has been assumed that several functions can be performed 
in the same clock cycle. These functions include reading a byte from the 
container, storing part of it in the flag register, perform a compare operation 
on this part and use the compare result to delermine if a branch must be taken 
or not. If speed is critica!, some of these function may be pipelined, at a cost 
of more complex micro code. 

• The HPEU does not require a large memory to store its microcode. Assuming 
16 registers, a 32-bit flag register and at most 256 instructions, the number 
of bits per micro instruction equals 51. Note that no attempt has been made 
to optimize the microcode. Thus for 12 instructions, 612 bits or about 77 
bytes are required. A 256 byte memory should be large enough to contain the 
microcode for more complex protocols. 

• De pending on the header format, a parameter may appear in a different register. 
Figure 6.3 shows for example that the PollFinal bit may result in flag[3], or 
flag[6]. This is not a problem: as each header format requires its own packet 
processing routine, code that takes the different register allocation into account 
can be generated. 
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6.5 Header generation 

In the higher-layer to lower-layer pacl<et flow, packet headers must be generated and 
appended to the packet data. Similar as with header processing, two methods can be 
distinguished to generale a header: 

I. On-the-fly header generation. The header is generated on-the-fly during trans
mission. No access to a memory is required with this approach. 

2. Off-line header generation. The generaled header is first stored in a memory, 
i.e. in a container, concatenated to the data container and scheduled for 
transmission (see chapter 8). Thus, the memory in which the header is stared 
must be accessed twice, i.e . the first time to store the header and the second 
time to read the header during packet transmission. 

Again, the goal is first to hide the issues that deal with header generation from a 
protocol implementation and second to provide a high performance solution. 

The following basic function is defined: 

Container GenerateHeader(int TernplateiD); 

GenerateHeader executes the specitied header-template (which can be a micro 
program in an implementation) and the result is available in a container. We detine 
that the header template is detined in the same way as a virtual register mapping by 
means of basic function AddVRMapping (see section 6.2). The created container 
can be appended toa container that holds the data to be transmitted. 

6.6 Evaluation 

The integration of the header processor and header generator in the protocol processor 
architecture is shown in tigure 6.5. The architecture presented in section 6.3 and 
tigure 6.2 is visible in tigure 6.5. The register bank communicates intensive1y with 
the microprocessor. The header generator communieales with the microprocessor 
for the execution of basic function GenerateHeader. The address translator only 
communieales with the microprocessor when a conneetion is established or removed, 
i.e. for the execution of AddAddress and DeleteAddress. The other modules operate 
stand-alone and are triggered by packet reception events. (Communication that is 
required only during the initialization, e.g. downloading of a microprogram, is not 
considered). 

Performance 

The purpose of this chapter was to show that even with minor hardware support, i.e. 
a simple header parameter extraction unit and a simple address translation scheme, 
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Figure 6.5: Protocol processor architecture: the header processor/generator 

a good average header processing latency can be obtained. Therefore, complex 
hardware architectmes have not been presented: this thesis claims that they are nol 
necessary. Instead, what is required is the correct combination of relatively simpte 
hardware modules that all operate concurrently in a pipelined fashion and perform 
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the header processing task. 

The implementation of the presented header processor and generator should be 
straightforward. Tradeoffs between speed and implementation costs can be obtained 
by increasing the number of micro-instructions that the HPEU can execute per cycle. 
and/or by selecting the appropriate search algorithm for the address translation. 

The performance of the architecture for header processing, presented in section 6.3 
and figure 6.2 is estimated for LLC 8802 as follows: 

• Header separator. For each incoming packet, a new CMCreate opera ti on must 
be invoked. According to section 5.6, this costs 9 accesses or cycles. 

• Header parameter extraction unit. According to section 6.4.3, this costs at 
most 12 cycles. 

• Address translator. We assume that address translation is done using a direct 
chaining hashing method: The hashing function computes an index into the 
hashing table. Each table location holds a pointer to a linked list of records. 
It is efficient in terms of the average number of accesses for successful and 
unsuccessful searches and the varianee of the number of accesses is small 
[Gonnet91]. Fora table with N locations and M the number of addresses in 
the table, the average number of comparisons is approximated by M/2N (for 
M larger than N) [Sedgewick83] . This can be made as small as required. 

• State variabie management. LLC uses a few state variables that are relevant 
for the protocol and that need to be stored in the register bank. They wiJl 
bedescribed insection 9.3. Here we assume that they fit in 5 words, so that 
the total number of cycles required to load from memory and save them after 
processing is 10 cycles. 

Based on the above discussion it can be concluded that the pipeline stage with the 
largest processing requirements is the HPEU with 12 cycles. Assuming again 25 
nSec per cycle, this leads to 300 nSec per packet, or 3.33M LLC packets per second. 
Since this number is rather large compared to other actions that must be performed 
(described in chapter 9), it is concluded that header processing as proposed in this 
chapter forms no bottleneck. 
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Figure 7.1: Thesis organization - chapter 7 

In this chapter, the requirements of execution control in protoeals are studied. Si nee a 
widely used salution to specify protoeals are extended fini te state machines (EFSMs), 
this will be the focus of the study. A brief overview of related workis given in section 
7 .1. The basic functions are defined in sec ti on 7 .2. These basic functions are based 
on enabling functions, which is a function that is executed upon the occurrence 
of an event and that returns an identification of the state machine transition that 
must be performed. A method that uses a special type of memory, a functional 
memory, to evaluate an enabling function is proposed. As will be seen, the use of 
a functional memory allows the state machine to be programmable. In sec ti on 7 .4, 
two methods to imptement a functional memory using conventional components 
are described. An example of enabling function evaluation for the ISO LLC 8802 
protocol will be given in sec ti on 7 .5. It will beseen that enabling function evaluation 
for LLC can be done using only a small RAM and a few additional components 
within 32 doek cycles. Section 7.7 presents an architecture for the implementation 
of communication primitives. 
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7.1 Related work 

A protocol is a set of rules governing the format and meaning of the data that is 
exchanged between protocol entities. Protoeals consist largely of relatively simp ie 
processing activities that respond to a number of events, such as packet arrivals 
and time-outs [Liu89]. Thus, a protocol can be composed into event-driven entities 
that communicate through message passing. An often used method to specify a 
protocol is based on EFSMs. Since most protocols, e.g. all OSI protocols, are 
specified according to this principle, we choose to consider only specifications based 
on EFSMs. The following methods to implement EFSMs can be distinguished: 

Software Events can be implemented using interrupts and the selection of the 
action to be performed after the event, i.e. the event action, can be implemented 
using 'case' and 'if' statements. Transputer implementations can use the ALT 
statement, as is for example done in [Kaisers90]. The advantage of the software 
approach is its simplicity and flexibility. But the drawback is that various ' case' 
and 'if' expressionsas wel! as ALT constructs may have to be evaluated, and these 
operations may be costly. 

Firmware Similar to software, a finite state machine can be implemented in mi
crocode. Also similar to software, a firmware implementation is flexible . lt is faster 
than software, but still the various 'case' and 'if' expressions must be evaluated. 
For example [Krishnak92a] uses microcoded state machines. An EFSM is specified 
in APSL (augmented protocol specification language), which is translated into mi
crocode. A sequencer executes the microcode. It can perform conditional tests and 
the results of the tests determine which transition must occur. 

Hardware Given a specific fini te state machine specification, it is well known how 
a hardware implementation can be obtained (see for example [Hill8l]). Implemen
tations may use for example random logic or a more systematic approach such as 
programmabie logic arrays (PLAs). The advantage of dedicated hardware is that an 
optima! implementation, in terms of silicon area and speed, can be obtained. The 
disadvantage is obviously that the resulting implementation is dedicated toa specific 
state machine, and thus to one protocol. 

An example of this approach is given in [Abuamara89] . A protocol is specified by 
means of path expressions, which is essentially a regular expression description of 
a state transition system. For example, the 802.2 LLC protocol has been specified 
with several path expressions. Each path expression corresponds toa FSM. A packet 
arrival event may trigger several path expressions which are then completed simul
taneously. The PSI compiler translates the path-expression specifications directly 
into silicon. 

Clearly, a specific FSM can be implemented very efficiently in hardware. Con
sider for example two state variables that must be set upon packet arrival. For a 
specific implementation, these two state variables can be implemented using two 
flipflops , which are simultaneously set and reset. A programmabie EFSM can never 
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be implemented that efficiently and fast, the price that must be paid for flexibility. 
As explained above, a general hardware implementation, suitable for various spec
ifications, can be obtained with microcode. (Another metbod to implement these 
programmabie finite state machines, which is based on associative memories, will 
be presented in sec ti on 7.4 ). 

The transpoter and OCCAM Since the transputer has often been used for pro
tocol implementations, one important construct, the ALT (from alternative), will be 
described in more detail. An example, written in OCCAM [INMOS88a] is shown: 

ALT 

eO & cO ? massagaO 

actionO 

el & cl ? messagel 

actionl 

The ALT can be used to input one message from a set of channels (cO, cl, ... ). A 
channel must have an enabling expression (eO, ... ) that evaluates to true, otherwise 
no message will be received from the channel. If multiple channels are ready u pon 
execution of the ALT, the first one in textual order is selected1

• If no channel is 
ready, the ALT blocks until one of the channels becomes ready. 

The execution of the ALT statement consists of the following steps [INMOS89]. 
First, all expressions (eO, el, ... ) are evaluated. For those expressions that evaluate 
to true, the corresponding channel is enabled, which means that it is set up to be part 
of the ALT construct. Then, as symbolized in the right-hand part of the listing, the 
ALT construct WAITs until at least one of the enabled channels contains a message. 
Then all channels are disabled, which means that they are brought back into their 
original state. Finally, code corresponding to the selected channel is executed. The 
first statement of this code receives the message in the channel. 

Estelle In Estelle [Linn86], an EFSM consistsof multiple transitions specifications, 
where each transition is: 

trans { start of a ESTELLE-transition } 

priority <axpression> { priority of tha transition } 

from 

to 

<state a> 

<state b> 

provided <exprassion> 

whan <avant> 

begin 

end; 

{ tha current state 

{ tha naxt state 

} 

} 

{ expression that must evaluate to true } 

{ the event } 

{ transition coda } 

1The transputer also supports a priority ALT statement (PRI ALT), which supports two 
priori ties. 
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7.2 The basic functions 

A protocol consists of several concurrently executing processes that communieale 
through asynchronous communication channels. A process can imptement a finite 
state machine by waiting for an eventand by executing the appropriate action upon 
its occurrence. 

An event is a message in a communication channel. Frequently occurring events in 
protocol processing are for example packet reception and timer expiracy. An event 
may have multiple attributes, which are additional parameters that belong to the 
event. For example a packet reception event has as attributes the PCI contained in 
the packet header. 

The waiting for a specific event and the determination of which action must be 
performed is done with a transition. A transition consists of the specificatien of a 
communication channel together with an enabling function. An enabling function 
is a function of the EFSM state variables and of the event attributes. It returns a 
pointer to an event action, which is a sequence of calls to basic functions that cause 
the state variables to be changed, or other operations to be performed. If no action 
may be performed upon reception of the event, the eventaction returns NULL. In 
this case, the transition is defined to be disabJect and the enabling function is called 
invalid. Otherwise the transition is enabled and the enabling function is called valid. 

As a convention, one of the EFSM state variables denotes the current state. This 
variabie will be called CurrentState. The enabling function contains predieales 
which test the current state, like for example: 

if ((CurrentState == stateA) kk (ReceivedSeqNr == ExpectedSeqnr)) 

return(pCorrectPacketReceivedAction); 

The event action contains an assignment2 to the CurrentState variable, like for 
example (CurrentState = stateB). In addition, it contains a statement to receive the 
event from the communication channel. A process normally waits for one out of 
several transitions to become enabled and depending on the received event(s) and its 
attributes, a specific action is taken. 

The following basic functions are defined: 

typedef boolean EnablingFunction(Process p, int EventType , void •Attri butes); 

typedef void EventAction(Process p); 

pEventAction EFSM(Channel cO, EnablingFunction •fEFO, 

Channel cl, EnablingFunction •fEF1, ... ) ; 

void Send(Process p, Channel c, void •rn, int rnsglen); 

void Receive(Process p, Channel c , void •rn, int rnsglen); 

Execution of EFSM returns a pointer to the selected event action routine, which can 
then be invoked similar as a procedure call. The function may have to wait until an 

2 An assignment is considered a basic function! The sa me is true for other basic arithmetic 
instructions like add, subtract, etc. 
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event occurs that enables a transition. A more detailed explanation of how this can 
be achieved is given in 7.7. 

The operation of the Send and Ree ei ve basic functions is si mil ar to the '! ' and ' ?' 
of CSP [Hoare85] and OCCAM [INMOS88a] : Send(c, m) is equivalent to "c 1 m" 
and Receive( c, m) is equivalent to "c ? m". A specification of the Send and Receive 
functions. and their interaction with the EFSM function, is given in 7.7. 

The EFSM primitive is similar to the OCCAM ALT construct and to ESTELLE 
transitions, but we have chosen for our definition, because this reflects an implemen
tation more closely. There are two differences between the ALT statement and our 
EFSM primitive: First, the EFSM function allows that event attributes, camparabie 
with the 'value' of the message in an OCCAM channel, can be used in the enabling 
function of a transition. Secondly, the enabling functions of the EFSM function are 
evaluated when the event occurs, i.e. when a communication channel receives a 
message. In contrast, the ALT construct evaluates the enabling expressions before 
the channels are inspected to contain a message. 

7.3 Enabling function evaluation 

The remaining ofthis chapter will be related to develop an architecture to support the 
EFSM basic function. The EFSM function is as ftexible as the software approached 
mentioned in sec ti on 7.1, while the hardware support should provide high processing 
speeds. The method that is proposedis based on functional memories. 

7.3.1 Functional memories 

A functional memory is basically the same as a contents addressable memory (CAM), 
which is a memory where information is retrieved based on the data itself and not 
on its arbitrary storage location [Kohonen87, Chisvin89, Barry86] . A functional 
memory of size N and width W consists of N rows, whereby each row i contains 
a data W-bit word (Word[i]) and a W-bit word mask (WMask[i]). Each row has a 
match line output (Match[i]), which is set during an associative read, as follows: 

for Ci=O; i<N; i++) 

if ((keytWMask[i]) == (Word[i]tWMask[i])) Match[i] = true; 

else Match[i] = false; 

where key is an input applied to the functional memory. All worcts stored in the 
functional memory are simultaneously compared with the input key. Usually, a 
priority encoder is used to select uniquely the word with the lowest index in case of 
multiple matches. The priority encoder is notrelevant and wil! not be considered. 

Note that a CAM is a simplified version of a functional memory, which is obtained 
by setting all Wmasks to an all-ones pattern. A CAM implementation, in which the 
Wmasks can of course be omitted, is therefore much cheaper and simpler than a 
functional memory implementation. Also note that a functional memory is similar 
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toa PLA [Hill81], in the sense that tbe AND-field of tbe latter can be considered as 
a read-only functional memory. 

7 .3.2 Enabling functions and functional memories 

An enabling function is a general boolean tunetion wbich can be implemenled in 
hardware by programmabie logic. One metbod to implement programmabie logic 
is by means of associative memories [Kobonen87], tbat is, by a CAM or functional 
memory. It must be noted bowever, tbat this metbod is not widely accepted in 
control circuits. One reason for tbis is that CAMs and functional memories are 
expensive, both in terms of costs and silicon area. Tbis is especially true for 
functional memory's: reliable and cheap functional memories have not yet been 
fabricated [Kohonen87] . 

Tb is does not de ter us from applying the metbod. Two new metbods to implement an 
functional memory will be described in sec ti on 7 .4 . As these methods allow cbeap, 
fast and reliable functional memory implementation, it is worthwbile to study the 
feasibility of using functional memories to evaluate tbe enabling functions . 

We consicter first the implementation of a single enabling function EF. The imple
mentation of multiple enabling functions is discussed later. An enabling function 
is a function of the state variables S_ and tbe event attributes /1. Let N denote the 
number of different action pointers tbat can be returned by tbe enabling function 
(excluding NULL). That is, the enabling function can return pEA0 · · · pEAN_ 1 . For 
each pEA; wedefine an enabling condition EC;, as follows: 

EC;(S_. /1) = 1 = EF(S_, /1) = pEA; (7 .1) 

In order to use a functional memory, each EC; must be written in the disjunctive 
normal form, that is, as a logica! sum of N; product terms PT k s [Hill81]: 

Si i 

EC; = ,L PTk with: S; = ,L N; and 5_1 = 0 (7.2) 
k=S; -1 o 

All product terms are tben directly converted into rows of the truth table of the 
Quine-McCluskey metbod [Hill81]. As an example, consicter the following tbree 
enabling conditions: 

EGo = (A 1\ 8 1\ C) I (D 1\ E ) I (F 1\ G) 
ECI = (B 1\ D 1\ F) 

EC2 = (A 1\ 8 1\ C) I (H 1\ I) 

Tbe letters A-l represent the state variables and event attributes. Tbe contentsof tbe 
functional memory are then as shown in table 7.1. An x represents a "don't care". 

In principle, the goal is to find tbose EC;s that evaluate to true. In case multiples 
are available, it is defined tbat tbe one with tbe lowest index i is selected (tbis can 
always be obtained by reordering the enabling conditions). 
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Ta bie 7 .I: The functional memory implementation of enabling conditions 

A B c D E F G H I EGo EC1 EC2 
PTo= 1 0 1 x x x x x x 1 0 I 
PTo= x x x 0 I x x x x 1 0 0 
PT0 = x x x x x 1 0 x x I 0 0 
PTo = x 1 x 1 x 1 x x x 0 I 0 
PTo = x x x x x x x 1 1 0 0 1 

Using a functional memory, this can be dooe(ligUiml0.2). Row[i] of the 
functional memory (containing Word[i] and WMask[i]) contain the product term 
PT;. A match line Match[i] will then be activated if product term PT; evaluates to 
true. A priority encoder (pri) se1ects the PT; with the lowest i, which forms an index 
into a table (RAM) that returns the pEA corresponding to EC,. 

Registers 

i Cy RAM ~ pEventAction 

L..._ ___ .....Jn.:J L__j 

Figure 7.2: Principle 

7.3.3 Reducing the number of functional memory inputs 

The operation described above is notpractical when the number of state variables or 
the number of event attributes, counted in bits, becomes large. In addition, a simp ie 
enabling condition such as "Expected sequentia! number" = "Received sequentia! 
number" costs 2w rows in the functional memory, with w the width of the sequentia! 
number. For a realistic implementation, the number of bits applied to the functional 
memory must be reduced, and expressions containing '=' , '<=', etc. must be 
evaluated outside the functional memory. This can be accomplished by noting that 
the state variables and event attributes that may appear in an Enabling Condition can 
be separated in two groups : 

1. A product term that contains a relation between two registers, like an event 
attribute and a state variable. The value of the variables plays an indirect 
role: only the relation between the variabie is important. An example is the 
comparison of the received sequentia! number and the expected sequentia! 
number. These product terms can be evaluated with combinational logic: A 
camparator having as input two 8-bit worcts (for example the received and 
expected sequence number) and as output 1 bit (set when the two worcts are 
equa1) reduces the number of functional memory inputs from 16 to 1 and the 
number of required rows from 256 to 1. 

2. A product term that contains only the contents of a register. Examples are 
the poll/final bit from a LLC 8802 [LLC87] header, the boolean variabie 
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remotebusy (in LLC 8802), or the variabie CurrentState. The value of these 
variables plays a direct role in the enabling conditions, and conseguently they 
must appear on the input of the functional memory. Luckily. these variables 
are often fiags or enumerations of a smal! set of values, like the various states, 
and do not consume many bits. 

R .. 
0 

. .... R 
n -1 
1 

Functional Memory 

Figure 7.3: Reducing the number of inputs 

Thus the functional memory inputscan be red u eed by using one or more comparators, 
as shown in figure 7.3. The functional memory inputs consist of: 

• An fEFID (enabling tunetion identifier). This input is used to implement 
multiple enabling functions. Each enabling tunetion has a unigue number, 
which is the fEFID. Note that this automatically allows the implementation of 
multiple different state machines, each executing its private EFSM primitive. 
Multiple identical state machines, for example one for each active connection, 
can of course be implemenred by applying the state variables of the appropriate 
state machine to the functional memory. 

• Comparison results. Each camparator has two registers as input, (normally 
a state variabie and an event attribute), and three outputs. The three outputs 
denote the five possibilities of a comparison, i.e. < , <=, =, >= and >. A switch 
can be used to conneet the inputs of the camparators to any of the registers 
Ro · · · R", _1 A drastic simplification can be obtained by omitting the switch 
and by hard-wiring the camparator inputs to the R;s. As wiJl be illustrated in 
section 7 .5, this approach is very feasible. 

• Event attributes and state variables that are directly connected: Rn, · · · Rn2 _ 1 • 

The R;s do not need to be ofthe same bit-Iength. It is for example very feasible 
to define several R;s that are one bit short. 

An example of how the functional memory inputscan be organized wil\ be given in 
section 7.5. Clearly, there is a trade-off between the size of the functional memory 
and the number of enabling functions that it can contain. It is especially worthwhile to 
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imptement the enabling functions of the fast-path. Thus, during error-free operation 
of the protocol , the EFSM basic function executes very efticiently. The remairring 
enabling conditions can be evaluated using conventional methods, such as software 
or microcode. 

7.4 Functional memory implementation methods 

Two new methods to imptement a functional memory wil! be described in this 
section. The tirst methad uses only conventional components. especially RAMs and 
AND-gates. lts use will be illustrated in 7.5 . The second methad uses conventional 
CAM bit cells and allows conventional CAM-arrays, enhanced with neglectable 
additional hardware, to be used as an functional memory. 

7.4.1 Functional memory implementation with RAM 

A methad called RCAM [Heddes92a] for the implementation of CAMs and functional 
memories will bedescri bed. The implementation uses only conventional components 
like registers, gates and RAMs. Figure 7.4 shows a conventional CAM. with a word 
of W bits and containing N words. 

key (W bits) 

W bits 

Figure 7.4: A CAM 

All words are simultaneously compared with the key and if a match occurs, the 
match line corresponding to the word is activated. Only the N output match !i nes mO 
.. mN-1 are considered3

. Thus, the CAM is a system with Winputs and N outputs . 

An equivalent system, RCAM (from RAM-CAM), is depicted in tigure 7.5. The 
CAM function is implemented by several RAMs. The address lines of each of these 
RAMs are connected to a subset of the input key. In the example tigure W=6, there 
are three RAMs, each of which has two address lines. As will bedescribed in the 
following two sections, RCAM can operate as a CAM or as a functional memory. 

3Normally a priority encoder is connected to the match lines mO .. mN-1 and the row number 
of the matched word appears at the output of the priority encoder. In case of multiple matches, 
the priority encoder selects the word with the lowest address. 
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Figure 7.5: RCAM: imptementing a cam using RAM 

Useas CAM 

For the moment the N-bit register and the feedback conneetion from the output of 
the register to the input of the bitwise AND are neglected. Operation is as follows. 

1. Initialization. All RAM words are cleared, this corresponds to an empty CAM. 

2. Addressed write. The equivalent of writing a W-bit wordtoa CAM at row 
i (with 0 ::; i < N) is considered first, under the assumption that there is no 
word in row i. Assume that the word 6 (000110) is written at row 1 of the 
CAM. For RCAM, this involves the following operation: Each RAM has as 
an address input a part of the input word. In the example, the first RAM has 
address 00, the second 01 and the third RAM has as address 10. The i-th bit 
of all the addressed words is set. In addition, the word to be written (6 in the 
exarnple) is written toa special control RAM to address i (1 in the example of 
tigure 7 .5). 

Second, it is assumed that there is already a word present at row i, which is 
removed as follows. Word i ofthe control RAM is read and the resulting W-bit 
word is applied as the address input of the RAMs. Then the i-th bit of all the 
addressed wordsin the RAMs are cleared and the word is written as described 
above. 
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3. Associative read. The key, that is the word to be searched for. is applied to the 
address input and all the RAMs are read. All N-bit words are bitwise ANDed 
and the result appears at the output match lines mO .. mN-1. 

Use as functional memory 

The same circuit shown in figure 7.5 can be used to imptement an functional memory 
instead of a CAM. Only the addressed write operation is different: Assume that a 
word containing one or more dont-cares must be written to empty row i. This is 
done by writing all words that match with the dont-cares to row i. As an example, 
consider the addressed write of Ox01x0 (where x represents a dont-care) to empty 
row 1. This involves four write operations, with words 000100, 000110, 010 I 00, 
010110 to row 1. The result is shown in figure 7.6. 

!RAM ad-inputs i 

o i i 1 l I i 
1 I : 1 i i 
2: 

'----L-+---t---1 

3 ~..J.! __ '---! 
data outputs 

0 
1 

2 

3 

I RAM ad-inputs 

! I 
; 1 i ; 

i l I 

i I 

i data outputs 

IF!J\M- ad~~~~~ts : 
oh1T ! ' 
1 l~--t-, 

i I I I ; 

~ I 1
1 

' - -

data outp'::'~_j 

Figure 7.6: Result of writing the word Ox01 xO to FM row I 

In genera!, if the word to be written contains n dont-cares, this requires 2n write 
operations. Also, if the row at which the word must be written was not empty, it 
must first be cleared. The control RAM must store the words that have been written 
(like for the CAM), but because a word can now also contain dont-cares, two bits in 
the control RAM are required to store one bit of the word. Thus the word width of 
the control RAM is 2N. 

Sametimes however, the functional memory must be associative read only and the 
control RAM is not required. If the functional memory is used as a programmabie 
logic block, as for example described in 7.3, the functional memory must be written 
only once during initialization. If this is the case, the functional memory can be 
treated as a conventional RAM and the contents can be downloaded during system 
initialization. 

Extensions 

Two possible extensions that use the samehardware as shown in figure 7.5, but that 
operate slightly differently, are considered: 

1. Increase the number of words that can be stored in the CAM (functional 
memory): Each RAM has n additional address lines that are not conneered to 
the search key. Instead, they are controlled separately, for example by the state 
machine that controls the circuit. For each additional address line, the number 
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of words that can be stored is doub1ed. During the start of an assoc1ative 
read, the additional address lines are set to zero, and operation continues as 
described in the previous section. If a match occurs (i.e. if one of the match 
output lines mO .. mN-1 is set), the read has finished. If no match has occurred, 
the additional address lines are incremented and again the match output lines 
are checked fora match. If the additional addresslines all have a value of '1 ', 
and no match has occurred, the associative read ends with no match. If there 
aren additional address lines, the CAM (functional memory) contains a factor 
of 2n more words, but an associative read takes in the worst case a1so a factor 
of 2n longer. 

2. Increase the word width W. Again, the CAM has m additional address lines 
that are not connected to the search key, but are controlled separately (and 
independent of the previous n additional address lines). For each additional 
address line, the word width Wis doubled. For this extension the N-bit register 
(see figure 7 .5) is required. At the start of the read operation, the register is 
set, thus the feedback to the AND has no infl.uence as all bits are 1. Also, 
the additional m address 1ines are cleared. The associative read takes 2m 
cycles. In each cycle, the RAMs are read and all words read from the RAM 
are ANDed together with the value stored in the register. The resu1t is clocked 
in the register. After the operation has finished, the N match output lines mO 
.. mN-1 indicate where matches have occurred. 

The two methods listed above can be mixed if required. 

7.4.2 Functional memory implementation with CAM cells 

This section describes a method that allows two regular CAM bitcells to operate as 
one functional memory bitcell, or as two CAM bitcells [Heddes92b]. The method 
requires only very limited additional hardware overhead, and allows a selectable part 
of the CAM array to function as a functional memory. Thus, functional memory 
memory arrays become identical to CAM memory arrays. 

We consider a CAM bitcell, as shown in figure 7.7, a black box, that is, we do not 
care how it is implemented. The cell has two data lines as input (D(O) and D(l)) and 
a MATCH line as output. The circuit operates as follows: 

The match line is precharged high (for ease of presentation, we consider only 
precharge high. In principle it can also be precharge low). For an associative 
read, the bit to be compared (the key) is applied to the first data line D(O) and 
the logic inverse of the key is applied to the second data line D(l) (thus we have 
D( 1) = D(O). A mismatch occurs when the key does not equal the cellstate. In 
this case, the cell pulls the match line down. This is shown in row 3-6 in the table 
in tigure 7.7. A'-' in the match column denotes that the match Iine remains as is 
(i.e. there is no pull down), a '0' in the match column denotes that it is pulled down 
because the cell detects a mismatch. 

It is important to note that when both D(O) and D(l) are 0. the cell is disabled, 
because it never detects a mismatch (row I and 2 in the table). This feature is used 
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Figure 7.7: General CAM bitcell 
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in CAMs to implement global masks: by applying a 0 to both 0(0) and 0(1), the 
entire column of CAM bi teelis is disabled (columns of CAM bi teelis are depicted in 
tigure 7 .9). No te further that the situation of applying a I to both D(O) and D( I) is 
not shown in the table, as this will always cause the match line to be pulled down. 
This is nota useful situation. 

A word in a CAM consists of several bitcells, of which the match lines are all 
conneered together. If one, or more, of the bi teelis in a word detect a mismatch, the 
match line will be pulled down (thus, the match line will only stay high if none of 
the bitcells have detected a mismatch). 

CellO Cell1 
state state bit Match 

0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 1 0 

0 0 
0 1 
1 0 0 
1 1 

bit 

CAM 
bit 
cell 
0 

0 0 bit 

CAM 
I bit 
i cell I 

l 1 
Match 

! i I 

Figure 7.8 : Two CAM bi teelis can form one functional memory bitcell 

By using two CAM bitcells and applying the data in a special way, as shown in tigure 
7 .8, one functional memory bitcell is obtained. The bit to be compared is applied to 
the tirst data line of the tirst CAM bitcell, and the inverse of the bit is applied to the 
second data line of the second CAM bitcell. The other two data lines are zero, as 
shown in tigure 7.8. Using the truth-table shown in tigure 7.7, the truth-table of the 
functional memory bitcell can be obtained. From the truth table, the following can 
be concluded : 

• When cellO is in state 0 and celll is in state I (FMstate = 0 I), the match line 
will always be pulled down . In normal situations it does not make sense to 
program state OI in the two cells. 
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• When the FMstate = 10, the match line is never pulled down. This represents 
a dont-care in the functional memory cell. 

• When the FMstate = 00, the match line is pulled down when the applied bit 
does not equal 0. This represents a 0 in the functional memory cell. 

• The FMstate = 11 represents a 1 in the functional memory cell. 

Da c Db 

1 CAM CAM 
i bit bit 
i cell cell 

-tj;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~fif;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;J-J- Match 

I CAM CAM 
bit bit 

I cell cell 

Figure 7.9: One column of a CAM!FM memory 

Using a simple, additional circuitry, which controts two columns of a CAM array, 
these two columns can be made programmabie to operate as a CAM, or as an 
functional memory. This is shown in tigure 7.9. By connecting the data inputs Da 
and Db in a special way to the 4 data lines, two CAM bits or one functional memory 
bit will be obtained. The selection is controlled by a control bit c: 

• c = 1 : Da appears astheinput for the left column and Db appears astheinput 
for the right column. Thus, the two columns operate as a 2-bit wide CAM. 

• c = 0 : Da is applied to the left data line of the Ieft column, and the inverse 
of Da is applied to the right data line of the right column (the other two data 
lines are 0 and Db is not used.). Thus, the two columns operate as a I-bit wide 
functional memory. 

The programmability of 2-bit CAM I I-bit functional memory can be implemented 
for each set of 2 columns in the CAM array. Depending on the requirements of the 
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application, a larger or smaller part of the CAM can be turned into an functional 
memory. 

It is straightforward to extend the circuit to support a global mask. For CAMs, 
a global mask can be used to disable an entire column from playing a role in the 
compare process. This is usually implemented by applying a 0 to both data lines of 
a CAM cell (in this case, the memory cell can never pull down the match line). The 
same can be done for the functional memory, by applying a 0 to all four data lines: 
in this case, the functional memory cell can never pull the match line down either. 

7.5 Application to LLC 8802 

In this section, the use of a functional memory to implement the state machine in 
the ISO LLC 8802 protocol is described. As an example, a small part of the state 
transition table from [LLC87], is shown in table 7.2. 

Table 7.2: Part of LLC-8802 state table 

Current event EventAction Next State 

State 

NORMAL RECEIVE_I_RSP(F=X) Vr :=Vr+l NORMAL 
and PFlag=F DATA_INDICATION 

or SEND_ACKNOWLEDGE_CMD(P=l) 

RECEIVE_I_CMD(P=O) STARLP_TIMER 

and PFlag=O UPDATE_N(R)_RECEIVED 

IF_F=l CLEAR_REMOTE_BUSY 

NORMAL RECEIVE_RR_CMD(P=O) UPDATE_P_FLAG NORMAL 

or UPDATE_N(R)_RECEIVED 

RECEIVE_RR_RSP(F=O) CLEAR_REMOTE_BUSY 

or 
RECEIVE_RR_RSP(F=l) 

and PFlag=l 

The functional memory, state variables and event attributes are shown in tigure 7 .I 0. 

By inspecting the entire state table from [LLC87], the following properties can be 
extracted: 

• There are 221 different enabling conditions. (For example, table 7.2 above 
shows five of them). Consequently, the functional memory consists of 221 
rows. 

• There are 6 sourees of events : 

1. User events. Theevent attribute can have 8 different values ( conneetre
quest I response, datarequest, disconnectrequest, resetrequest I response, 
localbusydetected I cleared). 
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Figure 7.10: Using a functional memory to implement the LLC 8802 state tab ie 

2. Packet reception events. The event attributes, i.e. the contents of the 
packet header, are listed below. 

3. The P/F cycle timer (P_TIMER) expired. 

4. The acknowledgment timer (ACK_TIMER) expired. 

5. The "sent REJ" timer (REL TIMER) has expired. 

6. The remote-busy timer (BUSY _TIMER) has expired. 

Thus, the enabling function identifier (fEFID) can be coded in three bits. 

• The packet header contains the following parameters (i.e. the packet reception 
event attributes) that directly influence state transitions: GroupDSAP (1 bit), 
CammandResponse (1 bit), packet type (at most 2 bits), PollFinal (1 bit), 
Supervisory function (2 bits), Reserved ( 4 bits), Modifier (5 bits). This makes 
a total of 16 bits to be applied to the functional memory directly. These 
parameters are received from the header processor (6). 

• The packet header contains two parameters that should not be applied directly 
to the functional memory: Transmitter send sequence number (7 bits) and 
transmitter receive sequence number (7 bits). These two parameters can be 
applied to two comparators which return 2 bits that are applied to the functional 
memory. 

• State variables. 
The following state variables can be identified: 

- CurrentState. 
There are 14 different states. Thus, the CurrentState variabie can be 
coded in four bits, that are applied directly to the functional memory. 

- Vr, Vs : 7 bits each. 
These appear in compare conditions with the attributes of packet recep
tion events. 
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- RetryCount < N2: 1 bit. 
The state table contains conditions of the form (RetryCount < N2), 
which can be implemented efficiently with I bit, which is updated when 
RetryCount is modified (N2 is constant). 

- PFlag, SFlag, FFlag, RemoteBusy: 1 bit each. 

- DataFlag : 2 bits. 

Summing this together results in an functiona1 memory that contains 221 rows. And 
each row consistsof 32 bits. We will round this up to 'nice powersof 2' and discuss 
the implementation of an functional memory of 256 worcts of 32 bits using the 
RCAM method ( discussed in 7 .4.1 ). We choose to u se four RAMs. Th eneach RAM 
has eight address bits (4*8=32) and a word width of 256 bit. With this configuration, 
the enabling function can be evaluated in one clock cycle (it is assumed that the 
RAM can be read within one clock cycle). As this is much to fast, it is worthwhile 
to employ the extension described in 7.4.1, such that the number of RAMsas well 
as the RAM word-width can be reduced. 

We choose the following approach: 

1. Insteadof using RAMsof 256 bits, we use 32 bit-wide RAMs. Consequently, 
the RAMs must be eight times larger and eight read operations are required 
per associative read. 

2. Additionally, instead of using four separate RAMs, we will use one RAM. 
And consequently, this single RAM must be another four times larger and 
each associative read now consistsof 32 read operations. 

Thus, the 256*32 bit functional memory has been implemented in a single RAM 
that has 8+3+2=13 address lines, i.e. 8 K worcts of 32 bits. An associative read, i.e. 
an enabling function evaluation, costs 32 clock cycles. This configuration has the 
following advantages: 

• The implementation costs are extremely low: the RAM can be implemented 
off-chip and in addition, some AND gates, registers and camparators are 
required, as well as a small sequencer that controls the RAM addresses. 

• The result is available in 32 clocks. Assuming a cycle time of 25 nsec, this 
results in a processing capacity of 1.25M enabling functions I sec. 

• The enabling function can be evaluated concurrently withother protocol pro
cessing functions, without consuming other hardware resources. 

7.6 Optimizations to reduce the enabling function eval
uation latency 

The following optimizations that may drastically reduce the number of clock cycles 
to read a RCAM are feasible: 
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1. Reading RCAM can stop as soon as a match-line has been detected that is set. 
The priority encoder will select this match-line, so further reading of RCAM 
until all rows have been read is not necessary. 

2. Consequently, the enabling conditions (remember that an enabling function 
consists of multiple enabling conditions), should be ordered in the functional 
memory according to frequency of occurrence: 

Especially the enabling conditions belonging to the fast path should be stored 
in a row with a low index. This allows enabling function evaluation within a 
few doek cycles. 

3. The fEFID selects an enabling function in the functional memory. Reading 
the RCAM can start at the first row containing the enabling function. 

It is noted that all these optimizations are very straightforward and can be imple
mented almost for free. 

7.7 Execution control architecture 

An architecture for the basic functions Send, Receive and EFSM will bedescribed 
in this section according to the following design goals: 

• According to section 3.4, an architecture that is based on the transputer 
[INMOS88b] is chosen. The various data structures and functions presented 
in this section can be seen as extension to similar data structures and functions 
used by the transputer. [INMOS89] gives a detailed description of the internal 
operation of the transputer. 

• A separate hardware module must implement the communication primitives 
concurrently with the execution of other protocol processing functions. 

• Repeated invocation of the EFSM primitive must be efficient. That is, the 
latency must be small and independent of the number of channels that are part 
of the EFSM primitive. 

• Only an architecture for synchronous communication channels is described. 
(This can easily be extended to asynchronous channels under the assumption 
that the message length is fixed, though it is not as efficient as synchronous 
channels). 

7.7.1 Data structures 

The following types are defined. The various structure fi elds are explained in 
subsequent sections when the basic functions that opera te on these data structure are 
descri bed: 
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Enabling function and event action 

#datina PACKET_ARRIVAL_EVENT 0 

#detine TIMEOUT_EVENT 

#detine CHANNEL_COMM_EVENT 2 

typedat boolaan EnablingFunction(Process p, int EvantType, void •Attributes); 

typedat void EventAction(Process p); 
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The parameter p of the enabling function denotes the process to which the enabling 
function belongs. Only through this parameter can the variables of the process be 
accessed. EventType distinguishes between the three types of events: packel anival 
event, generaled by the header processing unit, timeout evenl, generaled by the 
timer managerand channel communication event, generared by function Send. And 
Attributes is a pointer to the evenl attributes. 

The parameter p of the event action also denotes the process to which the event 
action belongs and is used to access to process variables. 

Channels 

typedat struct Channal { // Definition of a synchronous communication channel 

Channal •pNext; // Points to next channel, used in uList and cList 

Procass •wProc; // Points to the process waiting on the channel 

EnablingFunction •fEF; // Enabling function, if the raceiving proc is an EFSM 

}; 

Channel defines a synchronous communication channel. wProc denotes either a 
process that is blocked by a Send function on the channel, or it denotes a process 
that is blocked by a Receive function on the channel, or wProc denotes a process 
executing an EFSM function of which the channel is part. In the latter case, the 
process is not necessarily blocked. fEF is the enabling function. When fEF does not 
equal NULL, it means that the channel is used by an EFSM function. A Channel 
contains a message if and only if wProc is not equal NULL. 

Processes 

typedef struct Process { // Definition of a procass 

}; 

Process •pNextActive; 

byte •pMessage; 

Channal •uListFirst; 

Channel •uListLast; 

Channel •cListFirst; 

/1 Next process in list of activa processas 

/1 Next channal in list of unchecked channels 

// Previous channel in list of unchecked channels 

11 Naxt channel in list of checked channels 

/1 Previous channel in list of checked channels 

11 The program counter of the proess 

EventAction •fEFValua; // Denotes a pointer to the avant action 

Channel •cListLast; 

int PC; 

void •ProcVars; 11 The variables local to the process 
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A Process has the following fields. uListFirst /Last is a set of channels that 
are part of the EFSM primitive and that contain a message. They are unchecked, 
that is, the enabling function corresponding to the channel has not been evaluated. 
cListFirst/Last is like uList, but the channels have been checked and the enabling 
function's were found to be invalid. The value returned by a valid enabling function 
is stared in fEFValue. pMessage is a pointer to the message of a blocked sender, or 
a pointer to the memory location where the message should be stared of a blocked 
receiver. The field ProcVars contains the address in memory where the process 
variables are stored. When these variables are stared in the same memory as the 
Process structure, the variables can bestared right after the Process structure and the 
field ProcVars is then obsolete. 

Procass •ActivaProcs; 

Procass •ProcEFList; 

Act i veProcs is the set of processes that are active, i.e. that may be executed. Wh en 
the running process gets blocked, the next process taken from ActiveProcs starts to 
run. When a processis unblocked, it is appended to ActiveProcs. ProcEFList is a 
set of process 's that are blocked by the execution of an EFSM function and that have 
at least one enabling function that can be evaluated. 

7. 7.2 Communication functions 

In order to obtain an implementation architecture, the EFSM function will be split 
into smaller functions. This is similar to the ALT construct, which is implemented 
by means of several transputer instructions [INMOS89]. 

void EFSMinit(Procass p); 

void EFSMEnablaChannal(Procass p, Channel c, EnablingFunction •fEF) ; 

EventAction •EFSMWait(Process p); 

void EFSMDisableChannel(Process p, Channel c); 

void EFSMEvaluateEF(Process p); 

11 Send and Receive are listed for cornpleteness 

void Send(Process •pProc, Channel •pChan, byte •rnsg, int rnsglen); 

void Receive(Process •pProc, Channel •pChan, byte •rnsg, int rnsglen) ; 

A basic function cal! pEA = EFSM(cO, fEFO, cl , fEFl. ... ); is transformed in the 
following calls to the more basic functions (with p the process executing the EFSM): 

EFSMinit(p); 

EFSMEnableChannel(p, cO, fEFO) ; EFSMEnableChannel (p, cl, fEF1); 

pEA = EFSMWait(p); 

EFSMDisableChannel (p, cO); EFSMDisableChannal (p, cl); .. . 
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Thus with the proposed architecture, a process uses these functions and not the EFSM 
function. A compiler can perfarm the transformation such that this is transparent for 
a protocol implementer. 

The various communication functions are briefiy described below. More details can 
be found in the listingin appendix A.3. 

EFSMini t The fields uListFirst/Last and cListFirst/Last set to NULL: 

EFSMEnableChannel EFSMEnableChannel(p, c, fEF) checks if the channel c con
tains a message. If so, c is added to uList, and p is added to ProcEFList. uList 
contains the channels that are possible candidates of having an enabling function 
that returns a not-nil value. 

EFSMDisableChannel EFSMDisableChannel(p, c) sets the evaluation function pointer, 
fEF of channel c to NULL. If the process waiting for channel c equals p, wProc is 
set to NULL. 

EFSMWai t EFSMWait(p) blocks the process p until there is at least one evaluation 
function that has become valid. First, all channels are assumed to be unchecked (all 
channels in cList are moved to uList) and fEFValue is set to NULL, denoting that 
no valid evaluation function has been found . Second, the process is made inactive 
and its execution stops. Only the function EFSMEvaluateEF, described below, can 
unblock the process. 

Recei ve Receive(p, c, m) checks if a transmitting processis blocked on the channel 
c. If no process is blocked on channel c (wProc == NULL), the channel variables 
wProc and pMessage are settop resp. mand the process p blocks. Only the function 
Send can unblock p. 

If a process was blocked, then the message is copied, the waiting process wProc 
is unblocked and the channel variabie pMessage is cleared. If process p is not 
executing EFSMWait (fEF == NULL), channel variabie pWProc is also cleared, 
otherwise wProc is modified top, to mark that the channel is still part of an EFSM 
function. 

Send Send(p, c, m) checks if a receiving processis blocked on the channel c. lf no 
processis blocked on channel c (wProc == NULL), the channel variables wProc and 
pMessage are set to p resp. m and the process p blocks. Only the function Receive 
or EFSMEvaluateE can unblock p. 

There are two possibilities if there is a process blocked on channel c. First, the 
blocked process is not executing an EFSMWait function (fEF of c is NULL): the 
message is copied, the waiting processis unblocked and the channel variables wProc 
and pMessage are cleared . Second, the blocked process is executing EFSMWait: 
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pMessage of c is set to mand pWProc of cis modified top. In addition. channel c 
is added to the uList of p and p is added to ProcEFList. 

EFSMEvaluateEF For each processes pin ProcEFList. the following operations are 
performed. For each channel c in the uList of p, the evaluation function is executed: 

• When the evaJution function returns a valid event action pointer, this pointer 
is stored in the fEFValue field of process p and p is unblocked again. 

• When the evaluation function was invalid, the channel c is moved from the 
uList to the cList. 

Repeated invocation of the EFSM primitive 

The EFSM primitive will usually be invoked repeatedly, like: 

vhile (ConnectionNotClosed == true) { pEA = EFSM( . . .. ); call pEA; } 

A straightforward implementation would be very inefficient: for each iteration, 
the primitives EFSMEnableChannel and EFSMDisableChannel must be invoked 
for each channel that is part of the EFSM. As reported in [Kaisers89], the ALT 
construct suffers the same problem: its execution time is proportional to the number 
of channels in the construct. 

For this reason, we have included the uList and cList as part of the state variables 
of the process executing the EFSM primitive. A repeated invocation of EFSM can 
then be implemented efficiently as follows: 

EFSMinit () ; 

EFSMEnableChannel (cO, fEFO); EFSMEnableChannel (cl, fEFl); ... 

vhile (ConnectionNotClosed == true) { 

pEA = EFSMWait() ; call pEA; 

} 

EFSMDisableChannel(cO); EFSMDisableChannel(cl); 

7.8 Evaluation 

The integration of the communication and process managerand the enabling function 
eva! u a tor in the protocol processor architecture is shown in figure 7 . IJ. Th ree 
processing units that implement the communication functions are: 

• The timer manager has been described in chapter 4. It uses a memory to 
store the timer structures. When a timeout occurs. the timer manager sencts a 
message to the specified communication channel. 

• The Communication and process manager implements: 
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- The communication primitives Send, Receive, EFSMinit, EFSMEnable
Channel, EFSMDisableChannel, EFSMWait and ClearChannel. 

- Process management primitives. They include primitives to start and 
block a process and are similar to the transputer STARTP and STOPP 
instructions [INMOS88b, INMOS89] . 

The Channel structures and Process structures are stored in one memory. 

• The enabling function evaluater implements the EFSMEvaluateEF primitive. 
This primitive is invoked automatically if the PieEFList is not empty. The im
plementation can be supported by a functional memory as has been described 
insection 7.3. 

• The state variabie manager is responsible for loading the relevant state vari
ables of an EFSM into the register bank. This has been described in section 
6.3. 

The enabling function evaluator can handle any state machine. since its operation 
depends on the contents of the functional memory. By implementing this functional 
memory with with regular RAMs, a cheap implementation can be obtained. A 
tradeoff between speed and cost is very well possible, e.g. by varying the width 
of the RAMs. Tradeoffs between performance and implementation costs for com
munication and process manager can be obtained by varying the width of various 
control memories, and/or by implementing two separate hardware modules for the 
communication manager and process manager. 

Performance 

The enabling function evaluator As has been exemplified in sec ti on 7 .5, enabling 
functions for LLC 8802 can be evaluated within 32 clock cycles with a 8K word 
RAM. With a 25 nSec cycle time, this is equivalent to 1.25 M evaluations per 
second (note that this is a worst-case number, since optimizations have not been 
considered). Obviously this allows to process 1.25 Mpackets/sec. This is fast, 
and since the functional memory can be implemented with regular RAMs and a 
straightforward controller, this comes airoost for free. 

The communications and process manager The latency of the communication 
primitives in number of memory accesses is shown in table 7.3. The numbers are 
obtained from appendix A.3, where they are explained in the listing. 

For conneetion establishment and de-establishment, the following basic functions 
will be invoked: 

6 accesses to create a new process with CreateProcess (this function is listed in 
appendix A.3 . 

4 accesses for EFSMinit, 
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Figure 7.11: Protocol processor architecture: execution control 

6 accesses for EFSMEnableChannel 

3 accesses for EFSMDisableChannel 

1 access for DeleteProcess 

This is a total of 20 accesses, and with a cycle time of 25 nSec this would make a 
maximum of 2 M conneetion setups or breakdowns per second that are supported 
by the communication and process manager. (This number excludes any other 
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Tab1e 7.3 : Worst case memory accesses 

EFSMlnit 
EFSMEnableChannel 
EFSMWait 
EFSMDisableChannel 
Send 
Receive 
CreateProcess 
DeleteProcess 
HandleProcEFList 

accesses 
i4 
16 
I 14 

3 
10 
10 
6 
1 
21 
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i 

I 
! 

i 

processing that is required, like the initialization of state variables. But this other 
processing is not performed by the communication and process manager). 

The actions to be performed during an event action that relate to the communication 
and process manager are: 

2*10 Send and Receive are used to communicate between processes and are invoked 
by the event action. Fora very worst case estimate, we assume that each event 
action invokes one Send and one Receive. 

14 EFSMWait is used to wait for a particular event and is consequently invoked 
exactly once per event action. 

21 HandleProcEFList is a function that has been introduced in appendix A.3. It 
is used in the C++ code to invoke the evaluation function of all unchecked 
channels of a process that executes an EFSMWait. With additional hardware, 
like a queue containing the unchecked channels, this function can be omitted, 
or drastically reduced. For simplicity, this optimization is not considered. 

This totals 55 accesses for each event, equivalent to a capacity of 730 K events per 
second. 
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This chapter analyzes issues related to packet transmission in protocol processing 
systems. Befere a packet can be transmitted, itmust be determined if its transmission 
is allowed. This is especially important in high-speed networks, where congestion 
control is often based on rate controL A brief overview of related work is given in 
section 8.1. A variety of different schemes has been proposed, but a common basic 
and simple mechanism from which all other schemes may be constructed is missing 
in the literature. Basic functions will be defined in section 8.2. A framework for ra te 
control that allows a low-cost, efficient and high-speed VLSI implementation for a 
wide variety of rate control schemes and for any number of rate control instances 
on a single device with current technologies will be described in section 8.3. An 
architecture is presented in section 8.4 and will be evaluated in section 8.5. 
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8.1 Related work 

Recent increases of the available bandwidth in broadband networks have drawn new 
attention to the problem of congestien controL The problem is complicated by the 
dominanee of propagation delay over transmission time which severely impacts the 
usefulness of end-to-end feedback controls, the vast amount of user data which may 
be transiting such networks at any given point in time, the expected burstiness of 
the traffic generated by end users [Eckberg89], and the potentially immense num
ber of individual data streams which have to be managed, controlled and supplied 
with network resources [Decina91]. Even for basic congestien control, rate control 
of individual data streams has to be exercised at the network access points, com
monly referred to as access control or policing. Rate controllimits a sender in its 
transmission of packets, such that the network does not become overloaded. 

The traditional window-based flow-control schemes result in very low utilization of 
high-speed links due to premature credit depletion if the maximum window si zes are 
too small to permit transmission of a round-trip time's equivalent of data [Bala90. 
RFC1088, Jacobson88, RFC111089, Doeringer90] As a consequence, designers 
of recent (lightweight) protocols have accepted the need to incorporate rate-based 
flow-control schemes [Doeringer90, Clark87, Cheriton89, XTP90] to optimize the 
end-to-end throughput in a high-speed environment. 

A survey of proposed rate-control schemes is given in section 8.3.1. These schemes 
and the very few existing descriptions and proposals for their hardware implemen
tatien [Turner91] have several drawbacks: 

I. Lack of generality. Current proposals for rate control algorithms in broadband 
networks do not attempt to isolate a common basic and simple mechanism 
from which all relevant schemes can be easily constructed. As a particuiar 
consequence of this, no proposals exist yet for a general but simple scheme 
that may be parameterized to emulate efficiently a wide range of different rate 
control schemes. 

2. Complexity. The Jack of well-defined basic building blocks forces hardware 
designers to focus on the implementation of specific rate-control schemes to 
avoid complex structures with their costs and performance problems. Hence 
the resulting communication systems can support only very limited combina
tions of rate control schemes. 

3. Need for periodic updates. All known hardware implementations require 
periodic actions for each rate control instance. The standard solution to 
this problem is the use of separate hardware resources such as counters and 
processing elements for each rate control instance. This approach clearly 
limits the number of such instances that can be placed on a single chip and 
hence the number of data streams that may be controlled by such a device. 
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8.2 Basic functions 

A general rate-controlled communication system is shown in tigure 8.2. On its way 
from thesender to the transmission medium, a packet passes arate-control instance. 
If this instanee does not accept the packet, one of the following actions will be 
taken: (i) The packet is discarded without any further processing. (ii) The packet 
is specially marked, i.e. a cell-loss priority bit is set. During its travel through 
the network, a marked packet bas a higher chance of being discarded, for example 
when a buffer overflows in an internal network node. (iii) The packet is delayed 
until the rate control instanee allows its transmission. This requires a scheduling of 
the packet. Delaying the packet is the most complex case, and for this reason it is 
the only action that will be considered in this chapter. The multiplexers shown in 
tigure 8.2 can be used to implement a priority function in the selection of packets 
among different streams. This is considered a straightforward extension and will 
not described. Another extension is that a packet may pass multiple rate control 
instances on its way to the transmission medium. This chaining of rate control 
instances is described in [Doeringer92]. 

Data Rate 
streams control 

Multi
plexer 

Transmission 
Queue 

Packet Transmission and Rate Control 

Transmission 

Medium 

u 
Figure 8.2: Conceptual view of packet transmission and rate control 

The following basic functions are detined for packet transmission and ra te con trol: 

typedef struct RCinstance ; 

RCinstance •CreataRCinstance(int RCSchema, . . . ); 

void DeleteRCinstanca(RCinstanca •pRCI); 

void Transmit(RCinstanca •pRCI, Container C); 

CreateRCinstanc e creates a new rate control instance. RCScheme selects a scheme 
(various schemes and a method to implement them are described in the next sections). 
DeleteRCinstance deletes a rate control instance. 

Transmi t transmits the data in container C, whereby the transmitted data will be 
subject to rate control according to instanee pRCI. 
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The operation of these basic functions is rather simp ie and for this reason we chose 
not to present a possible implementation: it can be obtained in a straightforward 
way. Instead, the remaining of this chapter focuses on rate control and an efficient 
implementation of various rate control schemes. 

8.3 A general rate control scheme 

A common basic and simple mechanism from which all other rate control schemes 
may be constructed is missing in the literature. Such a scheme, an extension of 
[Doeringer92], which is also suitable for hardware implemimtation is proposed in 
this section. As shown in [Meister91], a rate control mechanism can be viewed as 
a credit based system: The transmission or reception of one packet consumes one 
credit and transmission or reception is only permitled if the credits are not fully 
depleted. A rate control scheme may hence be described by the initia! credit, the 
algorithm for the calculation of new credits, and the update times Ti, at which the 
credit updates are performed. 

In order to avoid periadie operations for our rate control scheme, we choose a 
functionally equivalent but strictly demand-driven approach where appropriate (cu
mulative) credit updates are only performed at the transmission or reception of a 
packet, that is, at the packet events. Thus all rate control instances that do nothandle 
a given packet need not perform any action. 

The new credit is a function of the old credit, the time(s) at which the previous 
packet transmission(s) or reception(s) occurred, and possibly a few other variables 
local to the respective rate control instance. This approach is formalized in the sub
sequent definition of our general rate control scheme using the following notational 
conventions: 

The system time, measured in appropriate units. 

tcreation The system time at the creation time of the rate control instance. 

n The number of successful packet events. Initially, n=O, and at each suc
cessful packet event n is incremented, thus providing a numbering scheme 
for the packets: The i-th successfully transmitted or received packet is 
numbered i. 

T; A timestamp that belongs to the i-th successful packet event. 

C; The credit remaining after the i-th successful packet event. 

CF The credit function defines how the new credit is calculated, when new 
credit wil! become available if the credit has depleted, and how the time
stamps are determined. That is, it defines both Cn+l and Tn+l as a function 
of all previous T;'s and C;'s, with 0 S i < n. It wiJl be shown that most 
rate control schemes are memoryless in that only Cn and Tn are relevant 
parameters for the credit function. 
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Each accepted packet consumes one credit, and the packet will only be accepted if 
there is enough credit, that is, if the remaining credit C"+1 > 0. The conceptional 
operation of our general flow control schemes is modeled by the following pseudo 
code for a credit function that returns zero if the packet event being processed is 
successful and a time-delay otherwise. 

calculate Cn+l and Tn+l; 
if ( Cn+l > 0) n = n + 1; return(O); 
else return(Tn+J - t); 

A timer can be started in the case that a non-zero time-delay is return ed. It will expire 
at the time that enough credit is available and the packet canthen be transmitted. 

For ease of presentation a slotted transmission system is assumed, that is, the packets 
are assumed to be of equallength and transmitted or received in one time slot. Ex ten
sions of the various schemes to variabie length packets and an absolute time frame. 
such a milliseconds, is mostly straightforward or wil! be explained as appropriate. 

Several rate control schemes wil! be discussed in the following sections. For each 
scheme, the credit function wil! be given as well as an algorithm that implements the 
credit function. The algorithm uses a set of parameters for each ra te control instanee 
and has a function, called fDelay, that is invoked at each packet event. fDelay returns 
0 if the data event is successful and a time-delay otherwise. 

The presented concept of a general rate control scheme permits the construction of 
considerably more rate control schemes than the ones that wil! be discussed in the 
next sections. However, the analysis of the benefits of such yet to be defined schemes 
over current ones exceeds the scope of this thesis. 

8.3.1 Leaky bucket 

The basic leaky bucket mechanism [Bala90, Turner91] is a credit-based system 
where the transmission or reception of each packet consumes one credit, and where 
credits are replenished at a given rate L, the leak or drain rate, up to a maximum total 
number B, the bucket size. Transmission or reception of packets is only permitted if 
the credits are not fully depleted. As a result, a leaky-bucket controlled transmitter 
may send a maximum burst of B back-to-back packets and use 1 out of L slots in 
the long-term average. Note that in contrast to the other schemes described here the 
leaky bucket mechanism does not use the concept of a window. 

The mechanism is described in tigure 8.3 fora bucket size B = 4, and leak rate of L 
= 3. In this and the following figures, A indicates that the packet has been accepted 
or successfully transmitted, and R denotes a packet which was discarded or whose 
transmission was aborted by instruction from the rate control mechanism. 

The effects of leaky bucket policing can be nicely demonstraled by its impact on a 
sender with an infinite queue of packets which it attempts to transruit at maximum 
speed. An approximation of the resulting diagram of transmission rate over time 
is depicted in tigure 8.4. There the peak rate is the medium transmission rate, in 
contrast to the variant of a leaky bucket scheme described below in section 8.3.2. 
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Figure 8.3: Example of a leaky bucket 
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Figure 8.4: Effects of leaky bucket policing 

The credit function is given by: Right after the previous successful cell arrival, at 
time Tn, we have Cn credits left. Now consider the arrival of the next packet at time 
t (t > T"). At intervals of L time units, one credit is added to the bucket up to the 
bucket size B. Thus, the number of credits available at each successful packet event 
can be calculated as follows: 

CurrentCredit = min(B,Cn +(t- Tn)divL) 

Assuming that CurrentCredit- 1 is non-negative, i.e. the current packet is accepted, 
the credit after the current packet event is given by 

Cn+l = min(B,Cn+(t-Tn)divL)-1 

Tn+l = if (Cn+ l > 0) then t else Tn + L 

Implementation: 

dBucketSize Size of the leaky bucket; a constant value, equal toB . 

dLeakRate Leak or drain rate; a constant value, equal to L. 

dTimeStamp Represents Tn. Initialized to l crea tc, modified by fDelay. 

dCredi t Represents Cn. Initialized to B, modified by tDelay. 

fDelay The credit function tDelay is given by: 

dTernp = rnin(dBucketSize, dCredit + (t-dTirneStarnp ) /dLeakRate) - 1; 

if (dTernp > 0) { dTirneStarnp = t ; àCredit = dTernp ; return(O); } 

else return (dTirneStarnp+dLeakRate-t); 
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8.3.2 Leaky bucket with peak rate control 

The basic leaky bucket scheme described above does not control the peak rate. 
such that bursts of packets may occur which transmil the full size of a bucket at 
the medium transmission rate. Such burstiness is, however. quite unfavorable for 
any optimization of network resource allocation [Descloux88, Fuhrman91]. Hence 
it appears attractive to control the peak rate also, especially since the broadband 
networks plan to offer variabie bit-rate access at the same physical user interface 
[BUNI90, Rider88]. 

This variant of the basic leaky bucket scheme is constructed out of a pair of two 
cooperating, i.e., chained, rate control instances. One of them controls the average 
ra te as described in sec ti on 8.3.1, and the other operales with a different set of 
parameter values to control the peak rate. In most situations the peak rate controller 
wil! run with a smal! bucket size and high leak rate to achieve a sufficiently fine 
granularity of control, whereas the average rate controller wil! typically employ a 
larger bucket size and a significantly smaller leak rate. 

The mechanism is illustrated in tigure 8.5 with a bucket size of BA= 4, and leak rate 
of LA = 3 for the control of the average rate, and of BP = I and LP= 2 for the peak 
rate controL 
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Figure 8.5 : Example of leaky bucket with peak-rate control 

The implementation consists of two chained leaky bucket instances, where each 
instanee has a leaky bucketrate con trol, with potentially different parameters. Further 
operation is as described in section 8.3.1. 

8.3.3 J urnping window 

A window, i.e., a fixed length time interval with a length of W time slots, is used to 
control the number of packets transmitted or received [BohnNiels91 ]. The packets 
are assumed to be of equal length and transmitted or received in one time slot. 
The maximum number is denoted M which is a fixed value. In contrast to the 
moving window scheme, the jumping windows are non-overlapping consecutive 
time-intervals of equal length. This means that a new window starts immediately 
after the previous ends. The mechanism is depicted in tigure 8.6. with W set equal 
to 5 time slots, and M equal to 3 packets. 

The Credit function is given by 
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Cn+J = if ((Tn div W) i (t div W)) then .'vf- 1 else Cn - I 

Tn+t = if (Cn+l > 0) then t else (t div W)(W + 1) 

When the condition of Cn + 1 evaluates to true, a new window has started and the 
maximum number of credits is available (M). Otherwise only the previous credit 
Cn is available. In this case, the time Tn + 1 at which new credit will be available, 
i.e. when a new window starts, is given by (t div W)(W+l). lmplementation is as 
follows: 

dBucketSize Maximum number of cells allowed during one window; a constant 
value equal to M. 

d'rlindowSize Size of window; a constant value equal to W. 

dTimeStamp Represents Tn. Initialized to t create. modified by fDelay. 

dCredit Represents C,.. Initialized to M, modified by fDelay. 

fDelay The credit function fDelay is given by: 

if ((t/dWindowSiza) 1= (dTimeStarnp/dWindowSiza)) 

dCradit = dBucketSiza; 

if (dCredit > 0) { 

dTimaStamp = t; dCredit = dCradit- 1; raturn(O); 

} elsa return((t/dWindowSize)•(dWindowSiza+1)-t); 

An obvious extension of the above scheme to variabie length packets and an absolute 
time-frame (such as milliseconds) yields the "burst control" scheme defined for the 
data transport protoeels NetELT [Clark87], and XTP [XTP90]. As an implementa
tion optimization, the div operatien can be omitted if the system clock is incremented 
only every W slots. 

8.3.4 Triggered window, interpacket gap 

A window, i.e., a fixed Iength time interval of length W time slots, is used to control 
the number of packets transmitted or received. The packets are assumed to be of equal 
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length and transmitted or received in one time slot. The maximum number is denoted 
M which is a tixed value. In contrast to the moving window, the triggered windows 
are non-overlapping time intervals of equal length, but they are not necessarily 
consecutive in time: A new window starts after the end of the previous one during 
the reception or transmission of the next packet [RFC I 04588. Verma9 I , XTP90] 
The mechanism is shown in tigure 8.7 with W set equal to 5 time slots, and M equal 
to 3 packets. 

GJ ~ GJ B GJ GJ [;] ~ GJ ~l 
1~+1 -1~1 --cl~! ---1---+-----1~---111--+l ---11~---+1 ---11-+-1 --+-~• Time-
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Figure 8.7: Example of a triggered window 

A particular variant of the general triggered window scheme are the so-called inter
packet gaps [BohnNiels91]. This mechanism is aimed at guaranteeing a minimal 
idle-period between two successive transmissions to allow the receiver suftkient 
processing time between received packets. As becomes particularly apparent with 
variabie length packets, this scheme is not primarily intended to smooth traftic, but 
to enforce sufficient time gaps between successive packets to prevent the receiver 
from being overrun by back-to-back packets. The interpacket gap mechanism is 
illustrated in tigure 8.8 with W set equal to 5 time slots. 

0B B 0 BBB ~B 
1-l -+I.;_· i--+-+--1 -+--1--+l -+--1 -+--t----+-+-1 -+-----i--+1 -+--+1 -• Time-
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Figure 8.8: Example of interpacket gaps 

In our general framework we can view the interpacket gap scheme as a triggered 
window with dBucketSize = 1, where a new window is triggered after the transmis
sion or reception of a valid packet and where the dCredit field is hence set to zero 
u pon start of a new window. 

The Credit function is given by 

if (t - Tn > W) then M - 1 else Cn - I 
if (Cn+t > 0) then { if (t- Tn > W) then t else 1;,} 

else (t div W)(W + 1) 

When the condition evaluates to true, a new window has started and the maximum 
number of credits is available (M). Otherwise only the previous credit C" is available. 
Implementation (the values for the special case of an interpacket gap mechanism are 
given in parentheses) is as follows: 
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dBucketSize Maximum number of cells allowed during one window. A constant 
value, equal to M ( 1 ). 

dWindowSize Size of window, a constant value equal to W. 

dTimeStamp Represents T n . Initialized to to·<ato. modified by fDelay. 

dCredi t Represents Cn. Initialized to M, modified by fDelay. 

fDelay The credit function fDelay is given by: 

if Ct - dTirneStamp) }= dWindowSize { 

dCredit = dBucketSize; dTirneStarnp = t; 
} 

if (dCredit } 0) { 

dCredit = dCredit - 1; return(O); 

} else return((t/dWindowSize)•(dWindowSize+t)-t) 

8.3.5 Moving window 

A window, i.e., a fixed length time interval with a length of W time slots, is used 
to control the number of packets transmitted or received. The packets are assumed 
to be of equal length and transmitted or received in one time slot. The maximum 
number of packet permitled during one window is denoted by M which is a fixed 
value. The reception or transmission of each packet triggers the start of a new 
window potentially overlapping with already active ones, that is, the windows are 
"gliding" along the time axis. This scheme aims at theemulation of a reserved circuit 
with bandwidth M!W [BohnNiels91, Moth90]. The mechanism is described in the 
example tigure 8.9 with W set equal to 5 time slots, and M equal to 3 packets. 

RG 0 8~0 80 
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-c:: w--~ 
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Figure 8.9: Example of a moving window 

The credit function is given by 

C n+l = (=n~+ 1 ( if T; < t - W then 1 elseû)) - 1 

Tn+l = if (Cn+ 1 > 0) then (i=nrtH, T;) +Welse t 
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On each successful packet arrival, one credit is consumed and a new window is 
started. Due to this new window, the credit which has been consum.ed, will only 
be available (that is, will increase the credit with 1) after W slots. If we look at 
the last M successful packet arrivals, then those successful arrivals with ·1 ; < 1 - 11· 
contribute to the current credit. The minimum Tm in of all Tn 's denotes the time at 
which the oldest window has been started. Consequently. the earliest credit increase 
will occur at Tmm + W. Implementation: 

dBucketSize Maximum number of cells allowed during one window, a constant 
value equal to M. 

dWindowSize Size of window, a constant value equal to W. 

dPrevTimes An array that contains the last M T; 's and is used as a ei reular buffer. 
All array elements are initialized to -oo. 

dFront Initialized to 0. 

fDelay The credit function can be implemenled as follows: 

if (dPrevTimes[dFront] { t - dWindowSize) { 

dFront = (dFront + 1) mod dWindowSize; 

dPrevTimes[dFront] = t; 
return(O); 

} else return(dPrevTimes[dFront]+dWindowSize)-t) 

where dPrevTimes[dFront] represents Tn-M+J· 

The last M time stamps are stored in the array dPrevTimes and dPrevTimes[dFront] 
represents T n-M+J· We abserve that to accept a packet, it is not required to know the 
value of Cn+l; we only need to know whether Cn+J 2: 0 ! This is the case if there is 
at least one T; with T; < t-W. As the time stamps are sorted with increasing time, 
it is sufficient to inspeet the oldest one. 

8.3.6 Exponentially weighted moving average 

A window, i.e., a fixed length time interval with a length of W time slots, is used to 
control the number of packets transmitted or received. The windows "jump", i.e., 
they represent non-overlapping, consecutive time intervals of constant length. The 
packets are assumed to be of equallength and transmitted or received in one time 
slot. In contrast to the previous window schemes the maximum number of packets 
that may be transmitted or received during one window is a function of the number 
of packet arrivals or transmissions in the previous window [BohnNiels91, Moth90] . 
That is, defining S; as the weighted sum for window ' i', X; as the total number of 
packet events in the i-th window 5';_ 1 as the weighted sum for window 'i-1 ', then the 
following relation is assumed to hold: 
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or more generally 

(8.1) 

Packet events in window i are successful, i.e., their transmission is completedortheir 
arrival is accepted, up toa maximum number of S;_ 1 such events. The mechanism is 
shown in tigure 8.10 with a set equal to 1/2 and an initia! maximum of dBucketSize 
= 3. 
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Figure 8.10: Example of the exponentially weighted moving average scheme 

Note that the choice of a = 1 yields the jumping window mechanism, and that <Y = 
0 makes the current bucketsize equal to the number of packet events in the previous 
window, i.e., si+!= xi. 
The credit function is derived as follows. Let i denote the number of the current 
window (i = t div W) and let j denote the number of the window at the time of the 
previous packet event Tm i.e., j = TndivW where in contrast to the other schemes 
discussed he re we use Tn to denote the time of the n-th packet event irrespective of 
whether this event was successful. Thus, nis incremented every packet event ! 

As mentioned, packet events in window i are successful up toa maximum number 
of S;_1 such events. Thus S;_ 1 is the number of credits for window i. We will first 
derive Si-I given sj. According to equation 8.1 we have (where i is substituted by 
i-1 and by observing that xk = 0, for j < k < i : 

To obtain the credit function we introduce an additional variabie Bn, which is updated 
every packet event according to 

En+! = if i ij then ai-j Bn + 1 - a else Bn + I - a 

We note that Bn = Si- I and hence we get the following formula for the Credit 
function (in contrast with the other schemes, the credit is a real number and because 
it is updated for all packet events the credit may become negative): 

Cn+1 = if (i ij) then ai-
1
- J Bn- 1 else Cn- 1 

Tn+1 = if (Cn+l > 0) then t else (t div W)(W +I) 

with i = t div W and j = Tn div W. Implementation: 

rBucketSize Represents Bn· Initialized to .5'0 , modified by fDelay. 
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dWindowSize Size of window. A constant value equal to W. 

rAlpha Weight factor. A constant value equal to o: E [0. 1]. 

dTirneStamp Represents T". Initialized to t mate· modified by fDelay. 

rCredi t Represents C". Initialized to rBucketSize, modified by fDelay. 

fDelay The credit function fDelay is given by: 

dWDif = (t I dllindowSize) - (dTimeStarnp I d\lindowSize); 

dTirneStarnp = t; I• All packet event are relevant •I 

if (d\IDif > 0) { 

} 

rCredit = rBucketSize • rAlpha"(d\IDif-1); 

rBucketSize = rAlpha * rCredit; 

rBucketSize = rBucketSize + {1 - \alpha}; 

rCredit = rCredit - 1; 

if (rcredit >= 0) return(O); 

else return((tldllindowSize)•(d\lindowSize+1)-t); 
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The above scheme allows a straightforward extension to a scheme using triggered 
windows as defined in 8.3.4. 

8.4 Architecture 

It is noted that all required operations for the credit functions defined in the previous 
sections are rather simple. With the exception of the rnaving window scheme which 
requires knowledge of the last M T; 's, all other schemes are memorylessin that they 
only require the information about the system state at the last T", such as contained 
in Cn and other local variables. All current rate control schemes adhere to the 
following common characteristics: They all employ a credit function, which needs 
to be invoked only at the transmission or reception of each packet, i.e. at the packet 
events and they all use a smal! set of local variables upon which the credit function 
operates. 

The simple operations necessary to implement the required credit functions permit 
a straightforward realization in hardware. That is, a general rate control mechanism 
may be constructed from a memory and a controller as follows: 

• Memory. Upon creation of a rate control instance, a block of memory is 
allocated by any conventional memory manager such as the one described in 
5.5 .1. Th is blockof memory is used to store a small set of variables local to the 
given instanee and potentially a pointer to the next instanee in the chain. All 
variables are initialized appropriately. To the controller a rate control instanee 
is identified by the pointer to its memory block. U pon destructien of the rate 
control instance, its memory blockis released. 
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• Controller. The controller incorporates a processing unit which implements 
one or potentially several different credit functions. In the latter case, the 
choice of the respective function to be employed for a given rate control 
instanee is part of the instance's local variables stored in its memory block. 
Thus the rate control scheme may be changed on the fty between different 
packets in accordance to the scheme selected for the respective data stream. 

Where the performance requirements are moderate, such as for packet time slots 
of four microseconds, which corresponds to ATM transmission rates of a bout 100 
MBit/sec, a software implementation becomes feasible on a state-of-the-art micro
processor. For the Gigabit/s speed range of future communication networks, special 
hardware support is required in particular for the most complex case of a controller 
which is fully programmabie and supports the whole set of rate control schemes 
discussed in the following section. Even in this most complex case, the controller 
can be built as a simple special-purpose processor, the architecture of which includes 
a small register set and a basic instruction set, which can be optimized for imple
menting the algorithmic versions of the credit functions. The implementation of 
such a device will not be discussed. 

8.5 Evaluation 

The presented rate control framework allows an efficient implementation of all the 
relevant ra te control schemes found in the literature. Tradeoffs between performance 
and implementation costs can be obtained by executing more microinstructions in 
parallel. 

Performance 

In order to obtain an estimate of the required performance of a programmabie high
speed controller we analyze the processing load for the most complex example rate 
control scheme, the exponentially weighted moving average. 

The algorithm listed insection 8.3.6 can be split into instructions that can be executed 
by the controller. We distinguish between arithmetic instructions and memory access 
instructions, as they can be executed in parallel. An example of an implementation 
is shown in table 8.1. 

For ease of explanation, each register holds one specific variable. For a real imple
mentation, the registers can be reused, thus the number of registers required can be 
decreased significantly. Some comments to the instructions in the table: 

2 The first parameter (in this case dWindowSize) is loaded in register regO. 

5 reg5 now contains dWDiff. 

7 reg6 (dAlphaTable) is a pointertoa lookup table for o:dW D iJ f - 1. Cis a constant, 
which equals the si ze of the lookup table. If dWDiff > C, then o:w DiJ 1 -I will be 
approximated by 0. 
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Table 8.1: Controller for the exponential weighted moving average scheme 

Arithmetic instructions Memory Access instructions 
1 load pointer to CF 
2 Start CF · regü = dWindowSize 
3 reg! = (t div regü) reg2 = dTimeStamp 

regiO= (t mod regü) 
4 reg3 = (reg2 div regü) reg4 = dCredit 
5 reg5 = reg 1 - reg2 reg6 = dAlphaTable 
6 if reg5 = 0 then goto 15 reg7 = dBucketSize 
7 if reg5 < C 

then reg8 = T[reg2 + regO] 
else reg8 = 0 

8 reg4 = reg7 * reg8 reg6 = dAlpha 
9 reg7 = reg6 * reg4 reg9 = dlMinAlpha 
10 reg7 = reg7 + reg9 dTimeStamp = t 
11 decrement dCredit dBucketSize = reg7 
12 if dCredit > = 0 then return 0 dCredit = reg4 
13 regiO= t- regiO 
14 return reg 1 0 + W 
15 reg6 = dAlpha 
16 goto 10 reg9 = dlMinAlpha 

8 reg4 now contains the new value for dCredit. 

9 reg7 now contains the new value for dBucketSize. 

10 The new value of dTimeStamp is stored in memory. 

11 The new value of dBucketSize is stored in memory. 

12 The new value for dCredit is stored in Memory. 
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Assuming that each instruction can be executed in one clock cycle, one packet 
arrival costs 14 clock cycles. The other schemes require between six and ten 
clock cycles to execute. In the following only the worst case situation of 14 clock 
cycles is considered. A clock cycle time of 25 nsec (corresponding to a clock 
frequency of 40 MHz, which is certainly not state-of-the-art nowadays) yields then 
350 nsec processing time per packet arrival. For ATM, with 53 bytes packet size, 
this corresponds to a data rate of 1.2 Gbitls . A higher speed can easily obtained by 
defining special instructions (for example to calculate dWDiff), but as the purpose is 
to demonstrate that even high speedscan be obtained with conventional instructions, 
this will not be considered here. 

The implementation costs for the controller can be estimated by inspeering the in
structions in the table above. There are several standard instructions, Iike increment, 
subtract and memory access. The only minor complication is caused by the multiply 
and divide operations. The implementation cost of multiply and divide depend on 
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the word-width of the operands. One of the operands is always a parameter of the 
rate control scheme, and the word-width of the parameter determines the granularity 
of the rate control scheme. If we assume 8-bit wide parameters. which we believe 
allows for sufficient granularity, the implementation costs of such a programmabie 
controller are not high. 
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Figure 9.1: Thesis organization- chapter 9 

Protocol implementation issues have been discussed in detail in the previous chapters 
and several VLSI-based architectmes have been proposed. In this chapter, the various 
architectmes wil! be combined into one protocol processor architecture. The goal 
is to demonstrate that the implementation of a high performance general-purpose 
protocol processor is feasible. The architecture of this processor and the design 
decisions that were made to obtain the architecture wil! be described in the next 
paragraph. This is followed by an operation example by means of an analysis of the 
fast path in a LLC 8802 implementation. The implementation of multiple protocol 
layers will be discussed insection 9.5. 

!65 
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9.1 Design decisions 

In order to obtain a practical architecture, several design decisions must be made. In 
this view. the previous chapters can be seen as a database of different architectmes 
for various operations that must be performed in protocol processing. Based on 
the required performance and allowed implementation cost, an architecture can be 
selected for each of the operations and the parameters of each architecture can be 
tuned. These parameters include for example the size of a functional memory, 
the speed of the header parameter extraction unit, i.e. how many parameters can 
simultaneously be extracted from a header in one clock cycle, etc. 

As discussed insection 3.3.6, performance modeling methods [Jain91] can be used to 
obtain an optima! hardware and software trade-off. However, this step will be skipped 
in this thesis. The reason is that the intention is to show that with simple hardware 
support, still high processing rates can be obtained. Therefore easy solutions will 
be selected. For a practical implementation of a general purpose protocol processor, 
which may require more complex solutions, performance modeling can be applied. 

The architecture of a general purpose protocol processor is shown in figure 9.2. 
This figure is an extension of tigure 3.4 and combines the VLSI units described 
in the previous chapters, i.e. figures 4.7, 5.13, 6.5 and 7.11. Processing units are 
shown as boxes with a rounded corner. One processing unit, or a combination of 
them, implement one or more basic functions. Most of these units have already 
been defined and described in a previous chapter. The microprocessor will be briefty 
described in this chapter. 

Most processing units require a memory, which are shown as rèctangular boxes. For 
some memories, like the lookup-tabie and the two data memories, their presence is 
obvious. The other memories depend on the chosen architecture of the corresponding 
processing unit. Often their existence is caused by the fact that a general purpose 
protocol processor is implemented. The memory contains some kind of program 
that controls the processing unit. Note that though the various memories are drawn 
separately, a practical implementation may combine several of them into one Jarger 
memory. 

Timer management 

Timer management has been discussed in chapter 4. We will use an in-accurate 
timer manager, as exemplified in section 4.3. The number of supported timers is 
only limited by the size of the timer structure memory, and the latency of the basic 
functions is 0( 1 ), irregardless of the number of outstanding timers. 

Memory management 

Memory management has been discussed in chapter 5. According to figure 5.4 and 
tigure 5.8, we choose the following units: 
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Figure 9.2 : General purpose protocol processor architecture 

DMAO. Writes the data, received from a lower layer, to the receive data memory. 
Concurrently operating with DMAO, is the header separator(described below), which 
splits the received data stream in containers, such that each container contains one 
packet. 
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DMA2. Reacts (re)assembled packets from the receive data memory and sencts 
them toa higher layer. It receives a (pointer toa) container and transmits the packet. 

DMA3. Similar as DMA2, but DMA3 reacts packets from the transmil data mem
ory, under control from the packet transmission and rate control unit. 

DMAS. Receives packets to be transmitted from a higher layer and stores them in 
a container. 

DMAl. Reacts packet headers from the receive data memory. It is invoked by the 
header separator. 

DMA4. Writes packet headers to the transmit data memory. It is invoked by the 
header generator. 

Container manager, virtual buffer manager and buffer manager. Executes all 
memory management basic functions that do not relate to the data flow. 

Data memory. The data memory is split in a receive and transmit part. Each part 
can for example be implemenled by a video RAM [Nicoud88, Bursky90]. As header 
parameter extraction operales concurrently with packet processing, it does nat matter 
that the third random access port is slow compared to the two serial ports (80 nsec 
compared to 25 nsec [Bursky90]). 

Header processing 

Header processing has been discussed in chapter 6. We choose the contiguration 
depicted in tigure 6.2 (in section 6.3): 

Header separator. This unit creates a container concurrently with data reception 
by DMAO. For each packet that has been received, and which has been written to 
the receive data memory by DMAO, the header separator creates a container (i.e. 
by invoking a basic function of the container manager) and stores them in a packet 
reception queue, which can for example be a FIFO memory. 

Header parameter extraction unit (HPEU). The HPEU reacts entries from the 
packet reception queue. Each entry represents a container with a packet that must 
be processed. This container is read, whereby the header is automatically separated 
from the data, and as described in section 6.1 .2, the HPEU extracts the parameters 
from the header and stores them intheregister bank ( described below). In addition, 
it passes the address to the address translator. An example of an architecture of the 
HPEU has been given in section 6.4. 
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Address translator. As exemplified in section 6.6, we choose a direct chaining 
bashing method. 

State variabie manager. This unit provides an interface between the register bank 
and the state-var memory. Upon command from the address translator, it Joads the 
state variables from a conneetion into the register bank. 

Header generator. The header generator creates a container and writes the header 
to it. 

Execution control 

Execution control has been described in chapter 7. According to figure 7.11, we 
choose to use a functional memory, implemenled with the RCAM method, to evaluate 
the enabling functions. In addition, and in accordance with the KISS method, we 
choose that the functional memory is only used to evaluate enabling functions of 
packet reception events and events without attributes, like timeout events. The 
enabling functions of the entire conneetion state machine of a protocol can still be 
implemenred with a functional memory and the hardware neects only to support the 
event attributes of packet reception events. A practical implementation rriay allow 
other enabling functions to be evaluated in software. Execution control consists of 
the following processing units: 

Enabling function evaluator. The input of this unit are an EventiD, the event 
attributes and the state variables (see also figure 7.3). As a design goal is that 
the general purpose protocol processor must be genera!, enough inputs must be 
provided, such that most protoeals can be supported. We choose an extension of the 
contiguration shown in figure 7.10. The extension proposed hereis rather ' ad-hoc ' , 
though it serves its purpose: in our opinion it allows efficient implementation of most 
protocols, including TCPIIP and XTP. Ad ding more inputs or more camparators does 
not at all change the proposed approach. 

• fEFID: 12 bits, which allows for a maximum of 4096 different events that 
are supported by the functional memory. The various types of events will be 
described in the next paragraph . 

• Event attributes: 32 bits are directly connected to the functional memory. 
This allows even support of XTP which has a 32-bit ftag word in the header 
[XTP92]. 

• State variables: 48 bits, organized as 3 16-bit words, are directly connected to 
the functional memory. One of the worcts is reserved to denote CurrentState. 

• Comparators: the output of 4 comparators, 3 bits each, are connected to the 
functional memory. 
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Th is makes a total of 104 bits. According to sec ti on 7 .4.1 and the example described 
in section 7.5, the functional memory can be implemented using a conventional 
RAM. Consequently the size of the functional memory, i.e. the number of rows, is 
limited by the size of the RAM. 

lt should be noted that the latency of the enabling function evaluator, using the 
RCAM method for functional memory implementation. depends on the width of 
the functional memory. Not all protocols require the full 104-bit width. When a 
smaller number of bits is suftkient (LLC 8802 requires for example only 32 bits), 
the latency can be reduced by slightly modifying the reading scheme of RCAM. 
Other optimizations have been described in sec ti on 7 .6. 

Communication and process manager. As has been described insection 7 .7, this 
unit implements the communication functions as wel! as the process management 
functions . 

Packet transmission and rate control 

This has been described in chapter 8. For simplicity, we wil! omit the rate control 
capabilities. The reason is that rate control is transparent for the general purpose 
protocol processor: upon creation of a rate control instance, the rate control scheme 
is specified. Further on, rate control only causes scheduled packets to be discarded, 
marked, or delayed, without any interaction with other parts of the general purpose 
protocol processor. 

Thus, the packet transmission unit implements the basic function Transmit. It uses 
a schedule memory, which can for example be a FIFO, to schedule packets to be 
transrui tted. 

Basic function execution 

Due to the chosen general approach, the processes that comprise a protocol are 
programmable. A process consists of basic function calls which are stored in a 
coded form in the process instruction memory. The process state variables are stored 
in the state-var memory, which is managed by the state variabie manager described 
above. The execution of the basic functions involves the following units: 

Microprocessor. The process instructions, i.e. the coded basic function calls, are 
interpreted by the microprocessor, which can be a conventional (RISC) micropro
cessor. It is capable of supporting the following instructions: 

• Conventional instructions. These are memory access instructions, which cause 
variables to be transferred from the State-var memory totheregister bank and 
vice-versa, arithmetic instructions, etc. 

• Basic function calls. These instructions are delegated to the appropriate pro
cessing units described above. Thus, u pon execution of a basic function call, 
the microprocessor performs a communication with a VLSI unit. 
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• Special protocol processing instructions. These are instructions which are oot 
found on conventional microprocessors, butaften occur in protocol processing. 
An example of these instructions is given in [Krishnak92a]. 

As the design of a (RISC) microprocessor is well-known, its availability wil! be 
assumed without further description. 

Register bank. The register bank consists of a set of registers, accessable by the 
microprocessor, which form the input of the enabling function evaluator. That is, 
the register bank storestheevent attributes of an event. In case of a packet reception 
event, the attributes are the output of the header parameter extraction unit. And the 

·register bank contains the state variables of the conneetion belonging to the event. 

The register bank contains multiple banks, such that concurrently with the execution 
of a process, which for example executes an event action, the state variables of 
another process can be loaded or saved. 

9.2 The programmingmodel 

In this section the programming model of the general purpose protocol processor 
will be described. The programming model consists of the items that a protocol 
implementer 'sees' when designinga program. These items are the communication 
channels, events, basic functions, the header and state variabie specif1cation and the 
enabling functions specifications. 

Channels 

Processes communicate by exchanging messages via communication channels. A 
channel can either be created dynamically (like in OCCAM), or it can be a predefined 
channel. In the latter case, the communication channel is supported by hardware. 
In the general purpose protocol processor, there is one special predefined commu
nication channel: RXChannel, the channel from which packet reception events are 
received, it is hardware supported by a functional memory. Each process has access 
to its own private RXChannel. When a packet arrives, the result of the address 
resolution is a process ID, which denotes the process responsible for the connection. 

Events 

A message in communication channel is also called an event (chapter 7). The 
following channels and the events that they can contain are pre-defined: 

• Packet reception event. The header processor has completed the processing 
of a packet header and the event attributes (i.e. the header parameters) and 
the conneetion state variables are present in the register bank. This event can 
only occur on the predefined RXChannel. 
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• Timer expiracy event. The timer manager has detected that a timer has expired 
and it has placed a message in the communication channel corresponding to 
the timer (this can be the predefined RXChannel). 

In addition, a practical implementation may at least require the following events. 
They are not used in the example of the next paragraph and are only shortly men
tioned: 

• User data reception event. A packet has been received from the user, 1.e. 
through DMAS (figure 9.2). 

• External event. This event corresponds to a conventional interrupt and IS 

comparable to the OCCAM event channel [INMOS88a]. 

Note that as described in chapter 7, a process waits fora specific event by executing 
a Receive function on the communication channel that corresponds to the event. A 
process can wait for one eventout of a selection of multiple events by executing the 
EFSM function. 

Basic functions 

A process can execute the following basic functions: 

Timer •CreateTirner(Process •pProc, Channel •pChan, int attributes); 

void DestroyTirner(Tirner •pTirn); 

void StartTirner(Tirner •pTirn, int duration); 

void StopTirner(Tirner •pTirn); 

Container CMCreate(int pid); 

Container CMCreate(int pid , Buffer b, int size) ; 

void 

boolean 

boolean 

boolean 

void 

void 

Container 

int 

int 

void 

int 

void 

int 

vo i d 

Container 

void 

CMDestroy(Container C); 

CMReadByte(Container C, byte •val); 

CMRernoveByte(Container 

CMWriteByte(Container 

CMResetRead(Container 

CMConcatenate(Container 

C, byte •val); 

C, byte val); 

C); 

C, Container CAdd); 

CMCreateShado~(Container C, int start_index, int end_ i ndex); 

CMSegrnent(Container C, int s ize , Container •result); 

AddVRMapping(HeaderSpec H, StatevarSpec S); 

DeleteVRMapping(int i); 

AddAddress(PCiconniD A, void •SVarsAddr) ; 

DeleteAddress (int i); 

ReadVirtualRegi ster(int regnr); 

Wri teVirtualRegi s ter(int regnr , int val ue); 

GenerateHeader(int TernplateiD); 

TransrnitHeader( i nt TernplateiD); 
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void EFSMinit(Process p) ; 

void EFSMEnableChannel(Process p, Channel c, int fEF); 

EventAction •EFSMWait(Process p); 

void EFSMDisableChannel(Process p, Channel c); 

void EFSMEvaluateEF(Process p); 

void Send(Process p, Channel c, void •m, int msglen); 

void Receive(Process p, Channel c, void om, int msglen); 

RCinstance •CreateRCinstance (int RCScheme, .. . ) ; 

void DeleteRCinstance(RCinstance •pRCI); 

void Transmit(RCinstance •pRCI, Container C); 

Other functions that are required for general purpose protocol processor initializa
tion will not be described. They include for example functions to initialize the 
functional memory and to initialize the microprograms used by the HPEU and the 
header generator, as well as functions used to initialize the various processing units 
and the memories they use to store their data structures. Also, functions that are 
automatically invoked by the protocol processor, like Tick() or BMAilocate(), as 
well as trivia! functions, like Load, Store, Add, etc. are not listed here. 

Header and state variabie specification 

The protocol implementer controls the operation of the header parameter extraction 
unit as well as the header generator by means of one or more microprograms for 
each of these units. An example specification has been presented in section 6.4. 

In addition, the protocol implementer must specify which state variables, i.e. vari
ables loc al toa process, should be contained intheregister bank and to which register 
they should be allocated. An example specification is given in the following section. 

Event action and enabling function specification 

Extended finite state machines are implemented by means of enabling functions 
and event actions (chapter 7). Theevent actions define the actions to be performed 
upon reception of a particular event and the enabling functions define a mapping 
between events, event attributes and state variables to an event action. The protocol 
implementor must specify theevent actions and enabling functions. Theevent actions 
must be transformed in calls to the basic functions and the enabling functions must 
be transformed into a contents for a functional memory. 

9.3 Application to LLC 8802 

The opera ti on of the general purpose protocol processor will be explained by means 
of an example. We consider that the general purpose protocol processor is used to 
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implement the LLC 8802 [LLC87] protocol. The operations that must be performed 
during the execution of the fast path will be explained, the operation of the 'slow 
path' is similar. 

The state variables of each conneetion that need to be stored intheregister bank can 
be specified as follows: 

statevars LLCSvars { 

VR(7) register [ 4]; 

VS(7) register [5] ; 

RetryCount(7) register [6]; 

N2(7) register [7] ; 

CurrentState(8) register [8] ; 

Address(14) address; 

pRXC rxCont; 

PFlag flag[8) ; 

SFlag flag[9] ; 

FFlag flag[10]; 

RemoteBusy flag[11); 

DataFlag flag[12] ; 

RCsmallerN2 flag[13]; 

}; 

These state variables, and the following other state variables have the following 
meaning: 

• State variables as defined in [LLC87]: VR, VS, RetryCount, N2, PFlag, SF!ag, 
FFlag, RemoteBusy, DataFlag and RCsmallerN2 
(equivalent to (RETRY _COUNT < N2). 

• Communication channels to the user: 

cToUser. A channel used to send received packets to the user, i.e. it 
implements the DATA_INDICATION function. 

- cFromUser. A channel through which the user sends packets to the 
LLC conneetion component, i.e. it implements the DATAREQUEST 
function. 

• Timers: pAckTim, iAckTim (the acknowledgement timerand its duration), 
pRejTim, iRejTim (the reject timer and its duration), pBusyTim, iBusyTim 
(the busy timer and its duration) and pPTim, iPTim (the p/F cycle timer and 
its duration). 

• CurrentState. Denotes the current state of the conneetion component state 
machine. 

• Address. The address to be stored in the header of packets to be transmitted. 

• pTXC. An array of 128 containers. pTXC[i] denotes the container which 
holds the unacknowledged packet with N(S)=i. 
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• pRXC. The container that holds the of which the header is being processed . 
This register is initialized by the header processor. 

• Other state variables. In this example, we use code that is based on the 
LLC implementation from [Kaisers90]. It uses variables to manage the send
window and unacknowledged packets. These variables are: LowerEdge, 
SndlpdusNotAcked, ReclpdusNotAcked and Maxln. 

9.3.1 Timing analysis 

The purpose of this section is to explain how the various VLSI modules operate 
together, when they communieale and when a particular module starts a particular 
operation. Therefor we consicter an event action that belongs to the fast path of 
packet reception. Such an event action is shown in table 9 .1. 

Table 9.1 : An event action in the fast path of LLC 8802 

Current Event EventAction Next State 

State 

NORMAL RECEIVE_l_CMD(P=O) Vr :=Vr+l NORMAL 

and PFlag=O DATLINDICATION 

SEND_ACKNOWLEDGE_CMD(P=1) 

START...P_TIMER 

UPDATE_N(R)JRECEIVED 

IF...P=1 CLEAR_REMOTE_BUSY 

Once a conneetion has been established, data can be transferred. The error-free case 
is considered, that is, no data is corrupted and no packets get lost. In this case, 
the protocol enters the fast or error-free path. A process that is responsible for a 
conneetion executes the following basic functions: 

EFSMinit(pRunningProcessl; 

EFSMEnableChannel(pRunningProcess, RXChannel, fEFO); 

EFSMEnableChannel(pRunningProcess, cFromUser, fEF1) ; 

while (ConnectionOpen == true) { 

} 

pEventAction = EFSMWait(pRunningProcess); 

call pEventAction; 

EFSMDisableChannel(pRunningProcess, RXChannel); 

EFSMDisableChannel(pRunningProcess, cFromUser); 

The RXChannel is the predefined channel for packet reception events and the cFro
mUser channel is used to communieale with a higher layer protocol entity. The 
EFSMinit and EFSMEnableChannel setup an extended fini te state machine, that can 
receive events on the two channels. The while-loop executes EFSMWait, that waits 
for an eventand when an event arrives, a pointer to theevent action is returned. The 
eventaction is then executed. 
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The basic functions that camprise the event action will be described below. 

The actions taken by the protocol processor during the execution of theevent action 
will be studied below and a timing analysis will be madebasedon the timing diagram 
shown in figure 9.3. The timing analysis starts with the arrival of a packet pktO. 
It is assumed that the process that is responsible for the packet has executed the 
EFSMWait statement and is now blocked, waiting for an event. The numbers and 
letters A-F re late to the timing diagram. Text between quotes in "smaller font" denotes 
text copied from [LLC87]. 

1 The packet pktO arrives and is written to the receive data memory by DMAO in a 
container that has been previously created. When the packet has been received. 
the container is written to the packet reception queue. 

2 The header separator creates another container (by invoking the container man
ager) and passes it to DMAO. This container will be used to store the next 
packet. When the current packet has been received, the container is written to 
the packet reception queue. 

3 The header parameter extraction unit reads a container from the packet reception 
queue and starts extracting the parameters from the header. 

4 As soon as the address is extracted, it is passed to the address translator, which 
starts the address translation. 

5 When the address translation has been completed, the state variables can be 
loaded from the state-var memory into the register bank. Note that at this time, 
the header parameter extraction unit may still be busy with the header. 

6 If both the header parameter extraction unitand the state variabie manager are 
ready, all required parameters are available in the register bank, and an event is 
generated. 

7 The event is processed by the communication and process manager. As this 
is a hardware supported event, the evaluation function evaluation is triggered 
immediately. 

8 As this is a hardware supported event, the evaluation function evaluator (that 
includes the functional memory) is triggered. The evaluation function starts 
getting evaluated. This involves reading the RCAM. 

9 The result is a pointer to theevent action. The corresponding processis activated 
by the process manager. 

10 The processstarts executing the actions listed in table 9.1: 

~ V(R) :=V(R)+1 

"Increment (modulo 128) t he receive state varia ble. This is t he expectecl seq uencP 
number of the next I PDU received .'' 

V(R) = (V(R) + 1) lil 127 ; 4 
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Figure 9.3: Timing diagram 

This involves only access to local state variables. We assume this costs 4 clock 
cycles : load Yr in an ALU (arithmetic logica! unit), increment the ALU, AND 
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the result with 127 and store the result in Vr. The other clock cycles shown with 
the statements of the event action are obtained in a similar way. Th is is a very 
conservative estimation: current state-of-the-art micro processors can perform 
these operations in less çlock cycles. 

J3 DATA _INDICATION 

"The conneetion service component passes the data unit from the received I PDU to 

tiH' user." 

Send(pRunningProcess, pToUser, tpRXC, 4); 6 

This is a Send basic function call. Note that the execution of Send blocks the 
microprocessor for a few number of clock cycles. This is because Send needs 
these cycles to check if a receiver is waiting before it can return its result. We 
assume that a receiver is waiting; if this is not the case, the event action would 
block. 

The number of 6 clock cycles for Send is obtained as follows. For parameters 
pToUser and pRXC 2 cycles are counted, the remaining parameters are for free. 
Then for the cal! andreturn we count another 2. The remaining cycles (two in 
this case) have been consumed by the processing unit executing the call before 
it returned the result. The clock cycle count for the other primitives is obtained 
in a similar way. 

11 The communication and process manager starts executing the Send function. In 
the mean time, the microprocessor is waiting for its result. 

12 The result of the Send function is sent back to the microprocessor, which con
tinues execution. Note that the communication and process manager continues 
with the execution of the Send primitive. 

C START_P_TIMER 

"Start the P /F cycle timer from 0; if the P _FLAG is zero, initial ize RETRY _COUNT 

t.o zero, and set the P _FLAG to one." 

StartTimer(pPTim, iPTim); 

RETRY_COUNT = 0; 

P _FLAG = 1; 

IF_F=1 CLEAR_REMOTE_BUSY 

lf thc I PDU is a res ponse with the F bit set to "1" ... 

3 

This statement needs not to be executed, since it is known from the enabling 
fUnction that the received I PDU is a command PDU. 

13 The timer manager starts executing the StopTimer primitive. 

I) UPDATE_N(R}_RECEIVED 

lf ! hl' N(H) of t.he received PDU ack nowledges the receipt. of one or more previously 
un acknow iPdged PDUs, update t.he loca.l rpcord of 

;'li(H.)_RECEIVED, set RETRY_COUNT t.o zero and stop thc acknowledgement timer. 
lf nnacknow l ed~!;ed I PDUs s till exisl, start the acknowledgement. timerif it. was stopped. 
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temp=(Nr - LowerEdge) & 127; 

if (temp) { 

} 

LowerEdge += temp; 

SndlpdusNotAcked -= temp; 

RetryCount = 0; 

if (SndlpdusNotAcked > 0) 

StartTimer(pAckTim), iAckTim); 

else StopTimer(pAckTim) ; 

5 

4 

4 

3 
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Some local state variables are updated. Ifthe second condition evaluates to true, 
StartTimer (or StopTimer) basic function is invoked. 

14 The timer manager starts now executing the StartTimer ( or Stop Timer) primitive. 

~ SEND_ACKNOWLEDGE-CMD(P=1) 

Under all conditions it is permissible to send a RR command PDU with the P bit set 
to "1" to the remote LLC DSAP. If no I PD U is ready to send, the RR conunawl 
with the P bit set to "1" must be sent to the remote LLC DSAP. (Th is RR PD\ 1 may 
be delayed , by a time bounded by the ACICTIMER value, to wait for the generation 
of an I PDU). However, if an I PDU is ready to be send, and can be modilied to a 
command with the P bit set to " 1", then the RR comma nd PDU does not need t.o he 
sent. 

ReclpdusNotAcked += 1; 

if (ReclpdusNotAcked >= Maxln) { 

pTmp = GenerateHeader(RR_P=O); 

Transmit (pTmp); 
} 

2 

3 

3 

2 

Assuming that the condition evaluates to true, a GenerateHeader primitive is 
invoked, foliowed by a Transmit primitive. 

15 The header generator starts executing its primitive. Note that it immediately 
returns a locked container, even though the data is not written to this container 
yet! Because the container is locked, any other basic function that accesses 
the container, i.e. the container manager or any of the DMA controllers, gets 
blocked until the header generator unlocks the container. 

16 The Transmit basic function schedules the container for transmission. 

F GDTD NORMAL 

CurrentState = Norrnal; 

return; 

0 

2 

The return statement causes the event action to end. (The assignment to Cur
rentState can be optimized away, since CurrentState is already 'Normal') . 

17 The next iteration of the EFSM loop starts. This causes the process to be 
de-activated and the state variables are written back to memory. 
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Next iteration of the EFSM function 

The execution of the 'return' ends theevent action and starts the next iteration of the 
EFSMWait function. We count the following clock cycles for this: 

• 2 clock cycles tostart the next iteration of the while-loop. 

• I clock cycle to execute the EFSMWait. This causes the process to be blocked 
right away. It is assumed that the communication and process manager neects 
8 clock cycles to finish execution of the EFSMWait. 

• When a packet arrives, the process must be activated. It is assumed that this 
costs 4 clock cycles. 

• After the process has been activated, theevent action is invoked. This counts 
as 2 clocks. 

This makes a total of 17 clock cycles. During this time, the microprocessor is only 
occupied for 5 clock cycles, the remairring 12 are used by the communication and 
process managerand the microprocessor is idle (or can execute another process). 

9.3.2 A performance estimation 

Summarizing the clock cycles counted in the previous section results in: 50 clock 
cycles to execute theevent action, 5 clock cycles for the while-loop, and another 12 
for delays caused by process actication and deactivation. This makes a rota! of 67 
cycles. lt is emphasized that: 

1. We have not made any attempt to perform optimizations or to use a better 
microprocessor (and this would make a big difference !). 

2. The microprocessor is occupied during 55 of the 67 clock cycles. Although 
the free 12 clocks could be used to run another process, this is not considered. 

3. It has been assumed that all instructions lisred in table 9.1 are always executed. 
This is very unlikely. 

4. The analyzed eventaction is a complex one that is part of the fast path. Other 
event actions of the receive path have a similar complexity, though event 
actions of the transmit part are less complex. 

We conclude that 67 clock cycles is a worst case number, though we will stick to 
it in the following discussion. Based on this number alone, and assuming a clock 
cycle time of 25 nsec, the processing rate would be 600 K packets per second. But 
obviously other processing units play a role, because if they consume too much clock 
cycles, they become the bottleneck: 
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• Header paramter extraction unit. Perfarms an action only once duringa packet 
cycle. As its latency is in the order of 12 clocks (section 6.6), this unit is idle 
most of the time. 

• Address translation. Similar, this is done only once each packet cycle. 

• State variabie management. In the worst case, the state variabie must be loaded 
and saved in each packet cycle. Only in case a packet arrives from the same 
connection, these two actions can be abolished. The state variables of LLC 
can be stored in 8 memory locations (with all fl.ags in one location, but without 
further optimization), so the load and save operations consume at most a total 
of 16 clocks per packet cycle. 

• Using the RCAM method to implement a functional memory (section 7.4.1) 
and the optimizations discussed in 7.6, enabling function evaluation for the 
fast path can be performed in a few clock cycles and this will be neglected. 

• The memory manager must perfarm several tasks per packet cycle. According 
to section 5.6, these tasks sum up toa total of 52 clocks per packet cycle. 

Thus, the bottleneck is the event action with 67 doek cycles per packet. Therefore 
the proposed general-purpose protocol processor can handle about 600 K LLC 8802 
packets per second. 

9.4 Protocol processor implementation 

A practical implementation of a protocol processor wil! be discussed in more detail 
in this section. The goal is to obtain a rough estimate of the possible performance 
of each VLSI module, of the protocol processor memory usage and of the number 
of chip pins. 

9.4.1 Performance of each VLSI module 

The performance results of the previous chapters have been summarized in table 
9.2. The clock cycles in the table are worst case numbers. For the header parameter 
extraction unit, header generator and state variabie manager, the numbers apply to 
LLC 8802. 

When a VLSI unit requires a memory to store state information, the performance 
number in the table is only valid when this unit has exclusive access to its memory. 
As will be discussed in the next section, it is possible to combine several of these 
memories into one memory. Due to the resulting memory contention, this obviously 
reduces performance. 
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Table 9.2: Performance of the various VLSI modules 

Module cycles Performance (operations per sec.) 
Timer manager 6.5 6.1 M timer operations 
DMAO Continuous handling of data flow 
DMA1 Continuous handling of data flow 
DMA2 Continuous handling of data flow 
OMA3 Continuous handling of data flow 

! OMA4 Continuous handling of data flow 
DMA5 Continuous handling of data flow 1 

' 
1.5 i Buffer manager 26.7 M buffer control operations 

Virtual buffer manager 3 13.3 M virtual buffer control operations j 
Container manager 3 13.3 M container control operations I 
Header separator Continuous handling of header flow i 
HPEU 12 3.33 M packets 

I Address translator "As fast as required" 
State variabie manager 10 4 M context switches 

I 

I Header generator 12 3.33 M packets 

I Comm. and process manager 20 2M conneetion setups/breakdowns 
55 730k events (very worst case) I 

Enabling function evaluator 32 1.25 M events i 

9.4.2 A transistor count estimate 

A rough, absolute worstcase, estimate of the number of transistors that an imple
mentation of the protocol processor components requires is obtained as follows. For 
each protocol processor component, of which the performance has been listed in the 
previous section, an equivalent MIPS (mega instructions per second) number will be 
given. This MIPS number represents the required performance of a virtual micro
processor that could implement the component. The MIPS numbers P P mips of all the 
protocol processor components will be added together, resulting in a total protocol 
processor MIPS requirement. An estimate of the number of required transistors is 
then obtained by camparing P P m ips with the MIPS of an existing microprocessor and 
relating the ratio with the number of transistors required to implement this existing 
microprocessor. 

1. Timer manager. With 6.1 million timer operations, and on the average 4.5 
cycles per operation (see section 4.4), we obtain an equivelent MIPS number 
of 6.1 *4.5 = 27 .45. 

2. OMA controllers. According to section 5.6, a DMA controller consumes 5 
cycles (in case a buffer must be allocated or deallocated). Assuming a data 
rate of 1.2 Gbit/sec and a buffer size of 256 bytes, this means 0.600 million 
buffer allocations per second, or an equivalent MIPS number of 0.600*5=3.0 
MIPS. For 6 OMA controllers this is 6*3.0 = 18.0. 

3. Buffer, virtual buffer and container manager. The MIPS number is obtained 
for these components together, by consictering a worst case scenarion of the 
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reception (or transmission) of a short packet. According to section 5.6, pro
cessing a short packet costs 50 cycles. Again with a data rate of 1.2 Gbit/sec 
and a buffer size of 256 bytes, this means 0.600 short packets per second, or 
an equivalent MIPS number of 50*0.600=30.0. 

4. HPEU and header generator. According to section 6.4.3. 12 instructions are 
required to process an LLC header. Assuming again a data rate of I Gbit/sec 
and an average packet size of 256 bytes, this means 0.600 miJlion headers 
per second. For bath the HPEU and header generator together, this means an 
equivalent MIPS number of 2*0.600* 12= 14.4. 

5. Header separator, address Iranslator and state variabie manager. Here we 
don't calculate anything, since these components can be implemenled with 
very simple state machines, that cast almast nothing compared to the casts of 
a microprocessor. 

6. Comm. and process manager. According to section 7.8, the processing of one 
event casts 55 cycles. Assuming again 0.600 million headers or events per 
second, this represents an equivalent MIPS number of 0.600*55=33.0. 

7. Enabling function evaluator. This component is also not counted, since it con
sistsof a very simple state machine (mainly a counter) and external memory. 

The total num ber P P mips = 123. 

Now a comparison is made with the state-of-the-art microprocessor PowerPC 603 . 
This microprocessor contains 1.6 million transistors and handles 80 MIPS at 80 
MHz. Scaled back to 40 Mhz, the clock frequency used in this thesis to estimate 
performance, this is 40 MIPS. In order to make a fair comparison between the 
PowerPC and the protocol processor, all not-relevant PowerPC VLSI area will be 
removed from the transistor count of 1.6 million. Thus we remove the floating point 
unitand registers, the bus interface logic, the memory management and cache units 
and the integer execution unit. This results then in 0.45 million transistors. 

The number of transistors required for the protocol processor components would 
then be 123/40 * 0.45 = 1.4 million . To obtain an estimatè of the total number of 
transistors, we add 1.3 miJlion transistorsfora general purpose microprocessor (i.e. 
a PowerPC 603 without a floating point unit), and 0.2 million transistors for the 
CAM and microcode instruction memories. 

This makes an estimated worstcase count of 1.4+ 1.3+0.2 = 2.9 million transistors . 
It is emphasized that this is an absolute worstcase number, since many protocol pro
cessor components, like the timer manager, have a significantly smaller complexity 
than a microprocessor! 

9.4.3 Memory usage 

To reduce the protocol processor pin count, it is possible to combine several of 
the off-chip memories shown in tigure 9.2 into one larger memory. An example 
of a memory partilion is given below. In the discussion it is assumed that the 
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protocol processor should support 1024 simultaneously active connections. that the 
data receive and transmits memory are 1 Meg byte each and the size of one buffer is 
256 bytes. Thus there are 8192 buffers. 

Off-chip memory 

Due to their respective sizes, the following memories cannot be integrated on chip: 

• Data memory. 
It is only a trade-off between speed and cost if the data memory is split in 
separate transruit and receive part. This discussion is outside the scope of this 
thesis. 

• Memory manager structure memory. 
This contains the memory accessed by the buffer manager, the virtual buffer 
managerand the container manager. An expected si ze is 24*8192 + 4* 1024 
= 200704 bytes (see section 5.6). This is rounded to 256K bytes. Since 
this memory must be fast, it must be static RAM. The memory sizes are 
summarized in table 9.3. 

• Process memory. 
Th is contains the timer structure memory and the channel and process structure 
memory. To estimate its size, we assume per connection: 4 timers (4*6 = 24 
words), 1 process (7 words) and 2 channels (2*3 = 6 words). See appendix A 
for details on the structure sizes. This makes a total of 37 worcts = 148 bytes. 
For 1024 connections this easily fits in a 256 K byte static RAM. 

• Event memory. 
Contains the functional memory and the address lookup table. The si ze can be 
64Kbyte: 8 K worcts or 32K bytes (section 7.8) for the functional memory, and 
this leaves 32 K bytes for an address lookup table. Due to speed requirements, 
the memory mustbestatic RAM. 

• Microprocessor memory. 
This contains the instruction memory for the microprocessor as well as the 
state variables. Thus it is comparable to the memory of any microprocessor 
and can be implemented with dynamic RAM. Since this is cheap, the size is 
not so relevant (e.g. 1 MByte). 

On-chip memory 

Due totheir small size, as well as due to speed requirements, the following memories 
can be integrated on chip: 

• CAM. 
128 entries of 32 bits each. This is a small CAM of 4096 bits. 
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Table 9.3: An example of protocol processor memory partition and sizes 

Physical memory Used by: Location Si ze 
Transmil data memory OMA 2, 3, 5 off-chip IM 
Receive data memory OMAO, 1, 4 off-chip lM 
Memory manager memory Container manager off-chip 256 K 

1 

Yirtual buffer manager 
Buffer manager 

Process memory Timer manager off-chip 256 K 
Comm. and Proc. manager 

I 
Event memory Enabling function eval. off-chip 64K I 

Address translator 
I Microprocessor memory Microprocessor off-chip IM 

State var. manager 
I 

CAM Timer manager on-chip 4K 
Microcode memories Header processor+generator on-chip 0.5 K 

• Microcode memories. 
Both the header parameter extraction unit and the header generator are con
trolled by microcode. According to section 6.4.3, a microcode memory size 
of 256 bytes each is sufficient. 

9.4.4 Pin count 

The pin count is estimated as follows: 

10 * 16 = 160 We choose for each data flow input or output that is connected to 
a OMA controller 16 bits. (There are 10ofthese in/outputs, see 
tigure 9.2. With a clock cycle time of 25 nSec, 16 bits allows fora 
data rate of 640 M byte/sec. This is a trade-off between pin count 
and speed. When higher speeds are required, it is also possible to 
decrease the clock cycle time of the input/output latches. 

32 + 18 = 50 32 data lines and 18 address lines for the memory manager structure 
memory. 

32 + 18 = 50 32 data lines and 18 address lines for the process memory. 

32 + 16 = 48 32 data lines and 16 address lines for the event memory. 

32 + 20 = 52 32 data lines and 20 address lines for the microprocessor memory. 

This makes a total of 360 pins. To account for the control, power supply and ground 
pins, we add another 25% and obtain as a rough estimate a total number of 450 pins. 
This is certainly no problem with current packing technologies. 
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9.5 Support for multiple protocollayers 

The requirements to support multiple protocollayers wil! be discussed in this section. 
The following possibilities are considered: 

• Multiple general purpose protocol processors can be used to implement mul
tiple layers. This is a straightforward, though expensive approach and is not 
discussed further. 

• Layer bypassing. By designing the appropriate microprogram, enabling func
tions and event actions, it is possible to implement layer bypassing. Since this 
technique is outside the scope of this thesis, it will not be discussed further. 

• Implementation of multiple layers on a single general purpose protocol pro
cessor. This method is discussed in detail below. 

The only module that is influenced by the requirement to implement multiple protocol 
layers, is the header parameter extraction unit. For most other units, Iike the timer 
manager, it is clear that it is transparent to which layer a process belongs that invokes 
a basic function. For the enabling function evaluator, it is transparent since different 
enabling functions that belong to the different protoeals can be programmed in the 
functional memory. For the header generator, it is also transparent different header 
templates can be programmed in microcode and it is transparent to which protocol 
such a template belongs. 

To support multiple protocol layers, the header parameter extraction unit must be 
triggerable by a basic function. Once a received packet has been analyzed by 
a protocol layer, it is sent to the next higher layer. This means that the header 
(of the next layer protocol) must again be processed. Thus, the header parameter 
extraction unit must start executing the microprogram that corresponds to the next 
layer protocol. This can be achieved by actding a new basic function that allows to 
write a container in the packet reception queue (see tigure 9 .2) . 



Chapter 10 

Conclusions and Future Work 

10.1 Conclusions 

This thesis has focused on the design of a protocol processor. The main goal was 
to maximize protocol processing performance, i.e. the packet processing rate. We 
have chosen only to consicter general implementations and methods that are specific 
for one protocol are therefore not discussed. 

One method to increase protocol processing performance is to exploit VLSI. Several 
hardware architectures, most of them specific for one protocol, have been presented 
in the literature. Another method to increase performance is to explore parallelism. 
Several research projects have proposed and implemenled multi-processor architec
tmes and experimented with various ways to distribute a protocol on the processors. 
We have classified these methods and have concluded that a definition of fine-grain 
parallelism is missing. The trend that can be observed in literature is that paral
lelism is exploited and in actdition functions that form a bottleneck are off-loaded 
toa coprocessor providing hardware supportforthese functions. It seems however, 
that the functions that require hardware support are selected on an ad-hoc basis, that 
the presented hardware architectmes are often a direct translation from a software
based solution toa hardware implementation, and that it is not clear what an optima) 
trade-off between hardware and software is. 

The contributions of this thesis consist of a general design strategy that has been 
applied to protocol processing, several novel VLSI architectmes related to proto
col processing and a combination of these architectmes into a general purpose, 
programmabie protocol processor. 

The design strategy 

A general design strategy for the implementation of high-speed complex systems 
has been proposed. Advantages that were obtained by following the design strategy 
are: 

• Systematic considerations for mak.ing design decisions have been defined. 
The key consideration was to prefer ftexible, scalabie and simple solutions, 
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that allow to tradeoff performance for costs (like silicon area or memory 
requirements). 

• Focussing on architectmal aspects and not on the specification allowed to 
concentrale on basic functions that are really relevant for an implementation, 
though they are often not visible in the specification. 

• Basic functions have been defined. A major advantage of focussing on basic 
functions is that the actual implementation of a protocol is decoupled from the 
object code. That is, the sequences of basic functions ca lis generated by a user 
or a compiler are independent of the selected implementation. We believe that 
this eases the automatic implementation of a protocol specification (see next 
sectionon future work). 

• Fine-grain parallelism has been defined: the atomie unit of visible parallelism 
is a basic function. ("lnvisible" parallelism is present within a VLSI module 
that implements a basic function, though as mentioned above, this is transpar
ent for a programroer or compiler). Thus, a programroer or compiler does not 
need to extract fine-grain parallelism from the protocol specification. 

• The performance rnadeling method can be used to determine an optima! trade
off between hardware and software and to obtain a globally optimized system. 
Again, changes imposed by performance rnadeling results (i.e. more VLSI is 
required fora basic function), are transparent for the pro grammer or compiler. 
The performance rnadeling step has been skipped in this thesis, more details 
can be found in the next section on future work. 

• Cantrolling fine-grain parallelism by means of sequentia! programming may 
offer substantial benefits. This statement has not been proven in this thesis 
and a full analysis is left for future work (see also next section). However, 
our example implementation of the receive-fast-path of the LLC 8802-2.2 
protocol on the general purpose protocol processor has shown that in this case 
the protocol implementer does not need to in vest any effort to obtain fine-grain 
parallelism: it has been controlled by sequentia! programming of the event 
action. 

VLSI architectures 

The main goal was to provide basic functions for operations that are common to 
essentially all protocols. Despite the fact that these very implementation related 
functions are mostly not found at the protocol specification level, it is reported in 
literature that they consume about 80% of the processing resources. These basic 
functions have been identified and they have been analyzed in detail in this thesis. 
To implement the basic functions, several novel architectmes that exploit VLSI have 
been presented: 

• Timer management. 
Timers used in protocol processing may be inaccurate. This observation has 
been exploited and a timer manager unit that supports inaccurate timers has 
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been proposed. U pon startinga timer, its duration is rounded toa value that is 
contained in a set of precalculated values. This limits the number of different 
timer durations and allows an efficient implementation that provides an 0( I) 
latency of all timer operations. independent of the number of active timers. A 
hardware implementation has been derived from a forma! specification of the 
rounding algorithm. 

• Memory management. 
Memory management and buffer management relate to the data flow in pro
tocol processing. We propose basic functions that operate on objects called 
containers. 

All data flow related implementation aspects, including buffer (de)allocation, 
concatenation of header and data, separating of header and data and segmenta
tion, are hidden in these containers and are invisible fora protocol implementer 
(or compiler). 

A layered model for an implementation architecture has been presented. The 
various functions to be performed in the layers are implemented by several 
almost identical processing units (DMA controllers), that perform the actual 
data movement, and an additional container manager that manages buffers. 
buffer-pointers and pointers-ta-buffer-pointers. 

• Header processing. 
Various implementation details play an important role in the performance of 
header processing. Based on a header processing model, these issues have 
been analyzed in detail. 

We claim that by appropriately dividing the header processing task into smaller, 
independent and pipelined operating subtasks, header processing becomes 
straightforward and can be supported by simple and still programmabie hard
ware modules. We envision hardware modules for header separation, param
eter extraction, address translation and state variabie management. 

In particular, we claim that the extraction of the header parameters should be 
strictly separated from their interpretation, such that these two tasks can then 
also be performed in a pipelined fashion. In addition, we claim that no special 
and high-speed header memories are required: video RAMs are very suitable 
as data memory in protocol processing, even though their random access port 
is slow. 

The implementation aspects of header processing and header generation are 
completely transparent for the protocol implementer. lnstead, what is required 
are only the header specifications, which can be translated to (micro)programs 
for the header processing and generation units. 

• Execution controL 
Protocol specifications as wellas implementations are often basedon extended 
fini te state machines. To support this function, we use an EFSM basic function 
that is similar to an Estelle transition and that is an extension to OCCAM's 
ALT construct. U pon occurrence of an event, an enabling function is evaluated 
and if it is valid, the corresponding eventaction is executed. 
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Enabling functions can be evaluated with a functional memory. The contents 
of this memory define the enabling functions and consequently different en
abling functions can be implemenred by changing the contents of the memory. 
The event attributes, for example the header parameters as extracted from 
the header by the header processing unit, as well as the state variables of a 
conneetion are applied to the inputs of the functional memory. A pointer to 
the event action is returned. 

Reliable and cheap functional memories have not yet been fabricated. We 
present two novel methods that allow fast. reliable and cheap functional mem
ory implementation. By applying one method, a conventional CAM array 
becomes equivalent with a function memory array of half the size. The sec
ond method uses only conventional components, especially RAMs and an 
AND-gate. We have shown by means of an example that the latter method, 
when applied to LLC 8802, allows enabling function evaluation within 32 
RAM-memory accesses. 

An architecture to implement the EFSM primitive as well as send and receive 
communication primitives has been presented. For repeated invocation of the 
EFSM primitive, its latency is 0(1 ), that is, independent of the number of 
communication channels that are part of the primitive. 

We conclude that programmabie finite state machines can be supported ef
ficiently without much hardware overhead. The evaluation of the enabling 
functions can occur concurrently with processing of other protocol processing 
functions. 

• Packet transmission and rate controL 
Rate control is an important issue for current and future high speed networks. 
It will certainly be employed at lower protocol stack layers but rate control 
maya lso be exercised at the transport level. A diversity of ra te control schemes 
has been proposed in the literature. 

We have developed a general rate control scheme that unities all schemes 
known to us. No perioctic updates are necessary: the method requires acti
vation of an algorithm only upon arrival of a packet to be transmitted. The 
selected rate control scheme operales transparently for the remaining part of 
the protocol processor. 

In actdition we propose basic functions for scheduling packets for transmis
sion and for destroying containers of acknowledged packets, so that these 
operations can be performed concurrently with other tasks. 

• (RISC) microprocessor 
We anticipate that the remaining protocol processing operations, for which no 
basic functions have been defined, can be implemenled on a conventional von 
Neumann processor. 

In case that a particular implementation environment requires more actvaneed hard
ware support for other functions, additional basic functions can be defined. 

Especially the fast pathof a protocol should be supported by hardware. Care should 
be taken that it is also supported efficiently. An example is to store the enabling 
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functions of the fast path at functional memory rows with a low index. such that the 
latency of reading the memory is drastically reduced. 

A general purpose protocol processor 

We havepresentedan architecturefora general purpose protocol processor. Various 
solutions that were presented in this thesis are combined in the architecture. In order 
to stress our apinion that even with elementary hardware support, still very high 
processing rates can be obtained, we have chosen the most simple solutions. The 
resulting architecture consists of a simpte microprocessor which is integrated with 
several concurrently operating processing units that implement the basic functions. 

Though this microprocessor may be simple, it is emphasized that it must be designed 
specifically for its task: it executes the 'software part' of the implementation, i.e. 
those operations for which no basic functions are provided, and passes the real basic 
function calls to the appropriate processing units. An inspeetion of the communi
cation requirements between various components of the general purpose protocol 
processor shows heavy communication between the microprocessor and most of the 
basic modules. 

A detailed analysis of the receive-part of the fast path in a LLC 8802 implementa
tion on the general purpose protocol processor has been presented. The estimated 
performance, which is independent of the number of active timers and the number 
of active connections, is between 550K and 800K packets per second. With a short 
packet length of 256 bytes, this leads to data rates between 1.1 Gbit/sec and 1.6 
Gbit/sec. 

We conclude that the hardware implementation of a general purpose protocol pro
cessor that offers very high packet processing rates is very wel! feasible. 

General remark 

We have focussed on fine-grain parallelism and we have not used coarser grain 
parallelism that is present in the specification (like splitting between a receiver
process and transmitter-process). Of course this can be used to obtain an even higher 
performance: multiple protocol processors, each using fine-grain parallelism can be 
used for each coarse-grain process. 

Comparison with the requirements 

To summarize this section, we campare our results with the requirements stated in 
section 3.2 and conclude the following: 

• The implementation should be fast, cheap and small. 
Even though simple (and thus cheap) architectural solutions have been se
lected for the general purpose protocol processor, a high performance has 
been obtained. As mentioned above, the estimated performance is 550K -
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800K packets per second. With a packet lengthof (only) 256 bytes this is a 
throughput between 1.1 Gbit/sec and 1.6 Gbit/sec. 

• The implementation should begeneral and programmable. 
The presenred architecture fora general purpose protocol processor is general 
and can support a wide variety of protocols. 

• An optima! use of hardware should be provided . 
Various well known protocol processing bottlenecks have been investigated 
and several novel implementation architectures have been proposed. An op
tima! use of VLSI is not obtained by using VLSI as an addition to one, or 
several, (state-of-the-art) microprocessors. Instead, it should be the other way 
around: A simpte but specially designed von Neumann processor should be 
the addition to several VLSI implemented hardware modules, if possible on 
the same chip. 

• An optima! use of parallelism should be provided. 
Fine-grain parallelism in protocol processing has been defined: the atomie 
unit of parallelism that is still of interest is a basic function. 

We conclude that, due to the inter-processor communication bottleneck. a 
level of parallelism as presented in this thesis can never be obtained with a 
multi processor architecture. Neither can it be obtained with multi processors 
enhanced by additional coprocessors. What is really required is the inlegra
tion of a simple von Neumann processor, rogether with the various hardware 
modules. 

• The programming model of the implementation should be overseeable by the 
user. 
Our definition of fine-grain parallelism and the basic functions provide an 
elegant programming-model. The protocol implementer is only aware of 
the basic functions that have been defined and it is invisible how an actual 
implementation is obtained. In addition, the protocol implementer must nol 
spend much effort to obtain or control fine-grain parallelism. 

• It should be possible to obtain an optima! trade-off between hardware and 
software. 
We claim that performance modeling can be used to obtain an optima! trade
off. In the application of the design strategy to protocol processing we have 
skipped this step. The reason is that already without performance modeling and 
by chosing simple solutions, a high performance solution could be obtained. 
This is discussed in more detail in the next section on future work. 

• It should be possible to obtain an integral solution with global optimization. 
This can also be obtained by using performance modeling . 

• The automatic translation into an implementation should be made possible. 
The basic functions that we have defined, together with our 'database' of 
implementation architectures, can be used as a target for a compiler that 
automatically translates a forma! protocol specification into the appropriate 
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sequence of calls to the service primitives. This is also discussed in the next 
section. 

10.2 Future work 

It should be clear that, due to time and budget constraints, one important item is left 
for future work: the implementation of a high-speed protocol processor. In addition, 
the following items are worth to investigate: 

Performance modeling 

In our view, a protocol implementation consist of several servers and queues (see 
section 3.3.6). Thus, with this view a protocol implementation can be considered as a 
queueing network [Jain9l]. The amount of hardware, i.e. the capacity of the servers 
and the sizes of the queues that are required to fuifiJl specific performance require
ments can be determined by using a performance modeling method. Bottlenecks 
can be located and VLSI can be traded-off against performance. 

Unfortunately, conventional queueing network analysis methods are not very appli
cable, because [Jain91]: 

• The synchronization between servers may cause blocking. Current queueing 
models cannot easily analyze blocking. 

• Queueing models are unsuitable for analyzing systems in which jobs are 
dependent and in which the number of jobs is not constant. 

• In computer networks, the packet arrivals often follow a 'train model' [Jain886], 
such that a packet arrival makes the next packet more likely to appear shortly. 
(It is interesting to note here that recent research in traffic modeling reports 
that network traffic is self-similar, or fractal, in nature [LeLand93]). The sig
nificant correlation between successive interarrival times makes the problem 
difticult to model. 

The above argumentation hints at a preferenee for simulation. 

An important aspect of performance modeling is the characterization of the workload 
[Jain91]. In genera!, benchmarks are a valuable approach to verify the ability of 
a specific machine to fulfill the application requirements. This approach has been 
applied successfully to evaluate the performance of microprocessors and computers. 
The resulting performance is often measured in 'stones', like Whetstones, Dhrys
tones, etc. [Price89]. A new approach related to protocol processing is presented 
in [Sjoedin89]. Protocol benchmarks are constructed from atomie communication 
operations, like open connection, transfer data, send acknowledge, etc. 

This approach can be adapted very well to our model. Each atomie communication 
operation is comprised of several atomie implementation operations, i.e. the basic 
fu11ctions. 
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Automatic implementation of protocol speci<&:ations 

Protocol engineering [Rudin88] should be based on forma] methods, in particular 
to specify protocols [Chanson93] . Ideally, a designer should specify his protocol 
formally and a compiler should transform his specification automatically into an 
implementation. But still, techniques will always be needed to demonstrate that an 
implementation corresponds to the forma! description from which it was derived 
[Rudin87] . As already mentioned, protocol specification languages are based on 
formalisros that have little relationship to the traditional von Neumann computer 
architecture, which makes it hard to directly compile formal specifications into 
object-code [Chanson93]. 

A database of instructions with corresponding hardware architectures can be used 
by a compiler in generating object code. The latter can be transformed directly 
into VLSI, or into a program for the general-purpose protocol processor mentioned 
above. 

Our design strategy provides basic functions that hide the implementation issues from 
the protocol implementer, i.e. the compiler, and allows for efficient implementation 
of a protocol. We believe that these primitives can forma target for such a compiler. 

Parallelism by means of sequentia) programming 

An important strategy that should be foliowed in designing an implementation of 
a basic function is that it should return a result as soon as possible, even when the 
actual task has not yet been completed (see section 3.3.7). This allows the caller, 
i.e. the client, to proceed while the taskis being completed in parallel. Consider, for 
example the basic function that creates a new container. Instead of starting with the 
creation u pon request of a client, a new container can have been prepared in advance 
and upon a dient's request this container is returned immediately, so that the next 
container is created concurrently with the client's progress. 

We believe that obtaining parallelism by means of sequentia! programming makes 
writing a program (or compiler) easier. Or maybe it makes writing programs for 
systems built on very fine-grain parallelism feasible ... 

Architectural issues 

Several topics relating to architectures for specific protocol processing functions 
havenotbeen addressed in this thesis: 

1. Checksums 
Packets being transmitted in data communication networks may be corrupted 
by transmission errors. To ensure an acceptable data integrity, a checksurn is 
usually calculated on the data, transmitted tagether with the data and checked 
upon reception. The following issues related to checksums in protocol pro
cessing: 
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• The diversity of checksums used. 
lt seems that each protocol uses its own specific checksum: XTP 
[XTP92], OSI TP4 [TP484] and TPC/IP [TCP81] all employ a different 
checksurn definition. 

• Checksurn calculation. 
The checksums of the protoeals mentioned above can be calculated very 
easy: they all add or xor data bytes together, possibly with additional 
shift operations. The most complex and often used checksum, that also 
offers the best error detection capabilities, is the CRC ( cyclic redundancy 
check [Ramabadran88]). Implementation techniques are well known 
[Helness74]. Recently, a programmabie high speed CRC generator has 
been presented in [Birch92]. 

• Data access. 
In contrasttoother protocol processing operations, checksumming oper
ates on the data contained in the packets. There is only one economical 
way to calculate the checksurn on a packet: during its transport to the 
data memory, or from the memory. Any other method requires a mem
ory access which would increase the cost of the data memory - for no 
apparent reason . 
The checksumming units should be located in the data-stream, for ex
ample close to the DMA controllers. 

• Consequently, there is a major preferenee to store the packet at the 
end of the packet. Unfortunately, some protoeals (TCP and OSI TP4) 
store the checksurn of the entire packet in the header. Though a hardware 
implementation can overcome this problem, it is not the optima! solution. 

2. Piggybacked acknowledgements. 

Piggybacking refers to delaying outgoing acknowledgements so that they can 
be hooked onto the next outgoing packet [Tanenbaum89] . Most protocol im
plementations perform bad in piggybacking [Clark85], and also our proposed 
Service Primitives do notsupport it. A possible extension is : 

• To extend the header generator with a primitive RegenerateHeader, which 
basically replaces an existing header with a new one. 

• To extend the packet transmission and rate control module, such that 
the RegenerateHeader operation can be performed on already scheduled 
containers. 
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Appendix A 

Program listings 

This appendix provides listings in C++ code for the data types used in this thesis, 
as well as an implementation in C++ for most of the basic functions . The data 
types are chosen such that they are close to a hardware implementation. Also, the 
implementation of the basic functions are close to a hardware implementation in 
termsof the memory accesses that must be performed. 

A.l Timer management 

For a description of the timer manager, see chapter 4. A timer structure is defined 
as: 

timer.h 

!••******************* 
• Filename: timer.h • 

*********************! 

#ifndef _ TIMER_H 

#define _TIMER_H 

#include 11 fsrn.h 11 

typedef struct Timer { 

Timer •pNextTimer; 

Tirnar •pPrevTimer; 

unsigned long lWakeupTime; 

Process •pDwningProc; 

Channal •pTimaoutChan; 

int Attributes; 

}; 

The timer manager basic functions prototypes are defined below. Their implemen
tation in software would have hardly any relation with the hardware implementation 
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presented in chapter 4, and therefor it is not included. 

Timer 

void 

void 

void 

•CreateTimer(Process •pProc, Channel •pChan, int attribu•es); 

DestroyTimer(Timer •pTim); 

StartTimer(Timer •pTim, int duration); 

StopTimer(Timer •pTim); 

lendif 

A.2 Memory management 

For a description of the memory manager, see chapter 5. The data types, basic 
function prototypes and an C++ implementation are given in the following sections. 

contain.h 

This is a summary of the data types and prototypes presented in chapter 5. 

• Filename: contain .h • 

·····················••! 
lifndef _CONTAIN_H 

Idafine _CONTAIN_H 

linclude <stdio.h> 

, ...................•.........•••.........•............•............. 
• 

• General definitions • 

.................................................................... , 
Idafine DATA_MEM_SIZE 1000000 

Idafine MAX_?OOLS 1024 

Idafine MAX_BUFFERS 16384 

Idafine MAX_VIRTUAL_BUFFERS 16384 

Idafine MAX_CONTAINERS 2048 

Idafine BUFFER_SIZE 266 

Idafine INVALID (-1) 

typedef unsigned eh ar byte; 

typedef int address; 

typedef int boolean; 

!••••································································ 
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• Data memory definition 

••••........•...........•..•..........•..•••.•••.................••• , 
byte DataMemory[DATA_MEM_SIZE]; //Data memory 

I* • ** * * * * * * * ** * * ** ** ** * * • ** * * ** ** * * ** * * * * * * ** * * * ** ** ** * * * * ** * * * * *'* * ** 

• Buffer manager 

··································································••! 

11 Type definitions 

typedef struct { 

int Used; 

int LocMax; 

int PrivMin; 

} BufferUsage; 

typedef int Buffer; 

typedef struct BufferContents { 

Buffer NextFreeBuffer ; 

int OccCount ; 

}; 

11 Variables 

int 

int 

int 

Buffer 

Buffer 

BufferUsage 

BufferSize = BUFFER_SIZE; 

NotReserved ; 

NrOfPools; 

BMTop ; 

BMNext; 

RMMem[MAX_POOLS]; 11 Request manager memory 

BufferContents BSMemory[MAX_BUFFERS]; //Buffer structure memory 

11 Functions 

boolean BMReserve(int PooliD); 

void BMUnReserve(int PooliD); 

Buffer BMAllocate(); 

void BMDeAllocate(Buffer b); 

void BMincOccCount(Buffer b); 

byte BMReadByte(Buffer b, int offset) ; 

void BM\IriteByte (Buffer b, int offset, byte val); 

int GetMemoryAddress(Buffer b); 
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, .............................................•...................... 

• Virtual buffer manager 

.................................................................... , 
11 Type definitions 

typedef int VirtualBuffer; 

typedef struct VirtualBufferContents { 

VirtualBuffer NextVirtualBuffer; 

Buffer MyBuffer; 

int BaseOffset, ReadOffset, WriteOffset; 

boolean EmptyRD, FullWR; 

} ; 

11 Variables 

Buffer 

Buffer 

VBMTop; 

VBMNext; 

11 Virtual buffer structure memory 

VirtualBufferContents VBSMemory[MAX_VIRTUAL_BUFFERS]; 

11 Functions 

VirtualBuffer VBMAllocate(); 

void VBMDeAllocate(VirtualBuffer vb); 

VirtualBuffer VBCreate(int PooliD); 

VirtualBuffer VBCreate(Buffer b, int bo, intro, int Yo); 

void VBDestroy(VirtualBuffer VB, int Pool!D); 

boolean VBReadByte(VirtualBuffer VB, int offset); 

void VBWriteByte(VirtualBuffer VB, int offset, byte val); 

void VBResetRead(VirtualBuffer VB); 

boolean VBMEmptyRD(VirtualBuffer •pVB); 

boolean VBMFullWR(VirtualBuffer •pVB); 

, ...............•.......•..•...................•.•................... 

• Container manager 

• 
• 
• 

.................................................................... , 
11 Type definitions 

typedef int Container; 
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typedef struct ContainerContents { 

Container NextContainer; 

boolean Empty; 

int PooliD; 

VirtualBuffer BaseVB, ReadVB, WriteVB; 

}; 

11 Variables 

Container CMTop; 

Container CMNext; 

ContainerContents CSMemory[MAX_CONTAINERS]; //Container structure memory 

11 Functions 

Container CMAllocate(); 

void CMDeAllocate(Container c); 

Container CMCreate(int pid); 

Container CMCreate(int pid, Buffer b, int size); 

void CMDestroy(Container C); 

boolean 

boolean 

boolean 

void 

CMReadByte(Container C, byte •val); 

CMRemoveByte(Container C, byte •val); 

CMWriteByte(Container C, byte val); 

CMResetRead(Container C); 

void CMConcatenate(Container C, Container CAdd); 

Container CMCreateShadow(Container C, int start_index, int end_index); 

int CMSegment(Container C, int size, Container •result); 

void CMLock(Container C); 

void CMUnlock(Container C); 

#endif 

contain.C 
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The implementation of the memory manager basic functions is given in the listings 
below. 

, ...................... . 
• Filename : contain . C • 
....................... , 

#include 11 Contain.h11 

, ........................•..•........................................ 

• Buffer manager 

.•.........••....................................................... , 
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boolean BMReserve(int Pool!D) { 

I• PooliD is the virtual conneetion ID •I 

if (RMMem[PooliD].Used < RMMem[PooliD].PrivMin) 

RMMem[PooliD] .Used++; return TRUE; 

} else if ((NotReserved > 0) kk 

Appendix A. Program listings 

(RMMem[PooliD] .Used < RMMem[PooliD] . LocMax)) { 

RMMem[PooliD] .Used++; NotReserved--; return TRUE; 

} else return FALSE; 

} 

void BMUnReserve(int Pool!D) { 

if (RMMem[PooliD].Used <= RMMem[PooliD] .PrivMin) { 

RMMem[PooliD].Used--; 

} else { 

RMMem[PooliD) .Used--; NotReserved++; 

Buffer BMAllocate() { 

Buffer b ; 

} 

b = BMTop ; 

if (BMNext 1= INVALID) { 11 stack not empty 

BMTop = BMNext; 

BMNext = BSMemory[BMNext] .NextFreeBuffer; 

} else { 

BMTop INVALID; 

} 

return b; 

void BMDeAllocate(Buffer b) { 

} 

if (BSMemory[b].OccCount == 1) { 

BSMemory[b] .NextFreeBuffer 

BMTop = b; 

} else BSHemory[b] . OccCount--; 

BMTop; BMNext 

void BHincOccCount(Buffer b) { 

BSMemory[b] . OccCount++; 

} 

byte BMReadByte(Buffer b, int offset) { 

return DataMemory[GetMemoryAddress(b) +offset]; 

} 

void BMWriteByte(Buffer b, int offset, byte val) { 

DataMemory[GetMemoryAddress(b) + offset) = val; 

BMTop; 
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} 

!•******************************************************************* 

• Virtual buffer manager 

********************************************************************' 

VirtualBuffer VBMAllocate() { 

VirtualBuffer vb; 

} 

vb = VBMTop; 

if (VBMNext 1= INVALID) { // stack not empty 

VBMTop = VBMNext; 

VBMNext = VBSMemory[VBMNext] .NextVirtualBuffer; 

} else { 

VBMTop INVALID; 

} 

return vb; 

void VBMDeAllocate(VirtualBuffer vb) { 

} 

VBSMemory[vb] .NextVirtualBuffer = VBMTop; VBMNext 

VBMTop = vb; 

VirtualBuffer VBMCreate(int PooliD) { 

VirtualBuffer vb; 

} 

if (BMReserve(PooliD)) { 

vb = VBMAllocate(); 

if (vb == INVALID) return INVALID; 

VBSMemory[vb] .NextVirtualBuffer = INVALID; 

VBSMemory[vb] .EmptyRD = TRUE; 

VBSMemory[vb] .BaseOffset = 0; 

VBSMemory[vb] .ReadOffset = 0; 

VBSMemory[vb].WriteOffset = 0; 

VBSMemory[vb].MyBuffer = BMAllocate(); 

VBSMemory[vb].FullWR FALSE; 

} else return INVALID; 

return vb; 

VBMTop; 

VirtualBuffer VBMCreate(Buffer b, int bo, int ro, int wo) { 

VirtualBuffer vb; 

vb = VBMAllocate(); 

if (vb == INVALID) return INVALID; 
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} 

VBSMamory[vb] .NaxtVirtualBuffar 

VBSMamory[vb] .MyBuffer = b· 

VBSMemory[vb]. BaseOffset bo; 

VBSMemory[vb]. RaadOffset ro; 

VBSMemory[vb] .WriteDffset = wo; 
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INVALID; 

if (VBSMemory[vb] .ReadOffset == VBSMemory[vb] .WriteDffset) 

VBSMemory[vb] .EmptyRD = TRUE ; 

else VBSMemory[vb] . EmptyRD = FALSE ; 

VBSMemory[vb].FullWR = TRUE; 

BMincOccCount(b) ; 

return vb; 

void VBMDestroy(VirtualBuffer vb, int PooliD) { 

BMDeAllocate(VBSMamory[vb] .MyBuffer); 

VBMDeAllocate(vb); 

} 

boolean VBMReadByte(VirtualBuffer vb, byte •val) { 

if (VBSMamory[vb] .EmptyRD) return FALSE; 

} 

•val = BMReadByte(VBSMemory[vb] .MyBuffer, VBSMemory[vb) .ReadDffset); 

VBSMemory[vb] .ReadDffset++; 

if (VBSMemory[vb].ReadOffset == VBSMemory[vb] .WriteDffset) 

VBSMemory[vb] .EmptyRD = TRUE; 

return TRUE; 

boolean VBMRemoveByte(VirtualBuffer vb, byte •val) { 

if (VBSMemory[vb) .EmptyRD) return FALSE; 

} 

•val = BMReadByte(VBSMemory[vb] .MyBuffer, VBSMemory[vb] .ReadDffset); 

VBSMemory[vb] .ReadDffset++; 

if (VBSMemory[vb] .ReadOffset == VBSMemory[vb] .WriteDffset) 

VBSMemory[vb] .EmptyRD = TRUE; 

VBSMemory[vb] .BaseOffset = VBSMemory[vb].ReadOffset; 

return TRUE; 

boolean VBMWriteByte(VirtualBuffer vb, byte val) { 

if (VBSMemory[vb] . FullWR) return FALSE; 

} 

BMWriteByte(VBSMemory[vb] .MyBuffer, VBSMemory[vb] .WriteDffset, val); 

VBSMemory[vb] .WriteOffset++; 

if (VBSMemory[vb) .WriteOffset >= BufferSize) 

VBSMemory[vb] .FullWR = TRUE; 

return TRUE ; 

void VBMResetRead(VirtualBuffer vb) { 

VBSMemory[vb] .ReadOffset = VBSMemory[vb].BaseOffset; 
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} 

if (VBSMemory[vb].ReadOffset •= VBSMemory[vb] .WriteOffset) 

VBSMemory[vb].EmptyRD = FALSE; 

else VBSMemory[vb].EmptyRD = TRUE; 

boclaan VBMEmptyRD(VirtualBuffer vb) { 

return VBSMemory[vb] .EmptyRD; 

} 

boclaan VBMFullWR(VirtualBuffer vb) { 

return VBSMemory[vb] .FullWR; 

} 

, ................................................................... . 
* 
* Container manager * 

* 
********************************************************************' 

Container CMAllocate() { 

} 

Container c; 

c = CMTop; 

if (CMNext 1= INVALID) { // stack net empty 

CMTop = CMNext; 

CMNext = CSMemory[CMNext] .NextContainer; 

} else { 

CMTop INVALID; 

} 

return c; 

void CMDeAllocate(Container c) { 

} 

CSMemory[c].NextContainer = CMTop; CMNext 

CMTop = c; 

Container CMCreate(int pid) { 

Container c; 

} 

c = CMAllocate(); 

if (c == INVALID) return INVALID; 

CSMemory[c].PooliD pid; 

CSMemory(c] .BaseVB = VBMCreate(pid); 

CSMemory[c].ReadVB = CSMemory[c] .BaseVB; 

CSMemory(c] .WriteVB = CSMemory[c] .BaseVB; 

return c; 

CMTop; 
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Container CI~Creata(int pid, Buffer b, int siza ) { 

Container c; 

c = CMAllocata(J; 

if (c == INVALID) raturn INVALID; 

CSMamory[c] .PooliD pid; 

CSMamory[c] .BasaVB = VBMCreata(b, 0, 0, siza); 

CSMamory[c] .ReadVB = CSMamory[c].BasaVB; 

CSMamory[c] .WritaVB = CSMamory[c] .BasaVB; 

return c; 

void CMDastroy(Containar c) { 

VirtualBuffer vbl, vb2; 

vbl = CSMamory[c] .BaseVB ; 

whila (vbl 1= INVALID) { 

} 

vb2 = VBSMemory[vbl].NaxtVirtualBuffar; 

VBMDastroy(vb2, CSMamory [c] .PooliD); 

vbl = vb2; 

CMDeAllocate (c); 

boolean CMReadByte(Container c, byte •val) { 

int ReadVB; 

if (CSMemory[c].Empty) return FALSE; 

ReadVB = CSMemory[c].ReadVB; 

if (VBMRaadByte(ReadVB, val)) { 

if (VBMEmptyRD(ReadVB)) { 
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i f (VBSMemory[ReadVB] .NextVirtualBuffer 1= INVALID) { 

ReadVB = VBSMemory[ReadVB].NextVirtualBuffer; 

CSMemory[c] .ReadVB = ReadVB; 

VBMResetRead(ReadVB); 

CSMemory[c] .Empty VBMEmptyRD(ReadVB); 
} else { 

CSMemory[c] .Empty TRUE; 

} 

} 

return TRUE; 
} el se return FALSE; 

} 

boolean CMRemoveByte(Container c, byte •val) { 

int ReadVB; 

if (CSMemory[c] . Empty) return FALSE; 

ReadVB = CSMemory[c] . ReadVB ; 
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} 

if (VBMReadByte(ReadVB, val)) { 

if (VBMEmptyRD(ReadVB)) { 

} 

if (VBSMemory[ReadVB] .NaxtVirtualBuffer 1= INVALID) { 

ReadVB = VBSMemory[ReadVB] .NextVirtualBuffer; 

CSMemory[c] .ReadVB = ReadVB; 

VBMResetRead(ReadVB); 

CSMemory[c] .Empty = VBMEmptyRD(ReadVB); 

VBMDestroy(CSMemory[c].BaseVB, CSMemory[c] .PooliD); 

CSMemory[c] .BaseVB = CSMemory[c] .ReadVB; 

} else { 

} 

CSMemory[c] .Empty = TRUE; 

VBMDestroy(CSMemory[c] .BaseVB, CSMemory[c] .PooliD); 

CSMemory[c] .BaseVB = INVALID; 

CSMemory[c] .ReadVB = INVALID; 

CSMemory[c] .WriteVB = INVALID ; 

return TRUE; 

} else return FALSE ; 

boolean CMWriteByte(Container c, byte val) { 

VirtualBuffer newvb ; 

} 

int WriteVB = CSMemory[c] .WriteVB ; 

if (WriteVB == INVALID) { 

WriteVB = VBMCreate(CSMemory[c] .Pool!D); 

CSMemory[c] .WriteVB WriteVB; 

CSMemory[c] . BaseVB = WriteVB; 

CSMemory[c] . ReadVB = WriteVB; 

} else if (VBMFullWR(WriteVB)) { 

} 

WriteVB = VBMCreate(CSMemory[c] .Pool!D); 

VBSMemory[WriteVB] . NextVirtualBuffer = WriteVB; 

CSMemory[c] .WriteVB = WriteVB ; 

if (WriteVB != INVALID) { 

VBMWriteByte(WritaVB, val); 

CSMemory[c] .Empty = FALSE; 

return TRUE; 

} else return FALSE ; 

void CMResetRead(Container c) { 

CSMemory[c] .ReadVB = CSMemory[c] . BaseVB ; 

if (CSMemory[c] . ReadVB 1= ·INVALID) { 

VBMResetRead(CSMemory[c] .ReadVB); 

CSMemory[c] .Empty = VBSMemory[CSMemory[c) . ReadVB) .EmptyRD; 

} else CSMe.mory[c] .Empty = TRUE; 
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} 

void CMConcatenate(Container c, Container cadd) { 

if (CSMemory[c].WriteVB 1= INVALID) { 
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VBSMemory[CSMemory[c] .WriteVB] .NextVirtualBuffer CSMemory[cadd] .BaseVB; 

} 

} else { 

} 

CSMemory[c].BaseVB = CSMemory[cadd] .BaseVB; 

CSMemory[c] .ReadVB = CSMemory[c] .BaseVB ; 

if (CSMemory[c] .BaseVB 1= INVALID) { 

VBMResetRead(CSMemory[c] . BaseVB); 

CSMemory[c] .Empty = VBMEmptyRD(CSMemory[c] .BaseVB); 

} else CSMemory[c] . Empty = TRUE ; 

CSMemory[c].WriteVB = CSMemory[cadd] .WriteVB; 

CMDeAllocate(cadd); 

Container CMCreataShadov(Container c, int start_index, int end_index) { 

return INVALID; 

} 

int CMSagment(Container •pC, int size, Container ••result) { 

return 0; 

} 

A.3 Communication and process management 

fsm.h 

The following listing defines data structures fora synchronous communication chan
nel, a process and function prototypes for the execution control basic functions as 
defined in chapter 7. 

#include "contain .h" 

#define PACKET_ARRIVAL_EVENT 0 

#define TIMEDUT_EVENT 

#define CHANNEL_CDMM_EVENT 2 

typedef struct Channel; 

typedef struct Process; 

typedef void EventAction(Process •pProc); 

typedef EventAction •EnablingFunction(Process •pProc, int EventType, 

byte •Attributes); 
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template <class T> struct LinkedList { 

T •pFirst; 11 Points to first record in tbe list 

11 Points to last record in tbe list 

11 in i tialises pFirst and pLast to nil 

11 Constructor, invokes Clear 

T •pLast; 

void Clear () ; 

LinkedList (); 

T • Remove () ; 11 Metbod to remove tbe first record 

void Append(T •pRecord); 11 Metbod to append a record 

void Concatenate(LinkedList<T> toConcat); 

boolean EmptyO; 

} ; 

typedef struct Cbannel { 11 Definition of a syncbronous communication cbannel 

Cbannel •pNext; I I Points to next cbannel, used in uList and cList 

Process •wProc; 11 Points to the process waiting on tbe cbannel 

EnablingFunction •fEF; 11 Enabling function, if the receiving proc is an EFSM 

} ; 

typedef struct Process { 11 Definition of a process 

Process 

byte 

•pNext; 

•pMessage; 

11 Next process in list of activa processas 

LinkedList<Cbannel> uList; 11 list of uncbecked cbannels 

LinkedList<Cbannel> cList; 11 list of cbecked cbannels 

int PC; 11 The program counter of tbe proess 

EventAction •fEFValue; 11 Denotes a pointer to tbe event action 

void •ProcVars; 11 Tbe variables local to the process 

}; 

LinkedList<Process> ActiveProcs; 

LinkedList<Process> ProcEFList; 

Process •RunningProc; 

void 

void 

EFSMinit(Process p); 

EFSMEnableChannel(Process p, Channel c, EnablingFunction •fEF); 

EventAction •EFSMWait(Process p); 

void EFSMDisableCbannel(Process p, Cbannel c); 

void 

void 

void 

Cbannel-

Process 

void 

void 

EFSMEvaluateEF(Process p); 

Send(Process •pProc, Channel •pCban, byte •msg, int msglen); 

Receive(Process •pProc, Cbannel •pCban, byte •msg, int msglen); 

•CreateCbannel(); 

•CreateProcess(int pc); 

StartProcess(Process •pProc); 

StopProcess (); 
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fsm.C 

The following listing gives a possible implementation of the execution control basic 
functions. The functions perfarm almost only list management and most of rhe 
statements are compare, load or store operations. 

#include <memory.h> 

#include "fsm.h" 

template<class T> void LinkedList<T> : :Clear() { 

11 2 accessas 

pFirst = NULL; pLast = NULL ; 

} 

template<class T> LinkedList<T> : :LinkedList() { 

Clear(); 

} 

template<class T> T •LinkedList<T>: :Remove() { 

11 maximurn 4 accessas 

} 

T •pTemp = pFirst; 

if (pTemp 1= NULL) pFirst = pFirst->pNext ; 

if (pFirst == NULL) pLast=NULL; 

return pTemp; 

11 1 access 

11 2 accessas 

11 access 

template<class T> void LinkedList<T> : :Append(T •pRecord) { 

11 Maximurn latency : 4 cycles 

pRecord->pNext = NULL; 11 access 

if (pFirst == NULL) { 

pLast = pRecord; pFirst pRecord; 11 2 aceesse 

} else { 

pLast->pNext = pRecord; 11 2 aceesse 

pLast = pRecord; 11 access 

} 

} 

template<class T> boolean LinkedList<T>: :Empty() { 

if (pFirst •= NULL) return TRUE; else return FALSE; 
} 

template<class T> void LinkedList<T>: :Concatenate(LinkedList<T> toConcat) { 

11 maximurn 6 accessas 

if (EmptyO) { I I 1 access 

pFirst toConcat.pFirst; 11 1 access 

pLast = toConcat.pLast; 11 1 access 

} else { 

pLast->pNext = toConcat .pFirst; 11 3 accessas 
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if (toConcat.pLast != NULL) pLast= toConcat.pLast; 11 2 accessas 

} 

} 

Channel •CreateChannel() { 

11 5 accessas 

Channel •pChan; 

pChan = new Channel; 

if (pChan == NULL) return NULL; 

pChan->pNext NULL; 

} 

pChan->wProc 

pChan->fEF 

return pChan; 

NULL; 

NULL; 

void DeleteChannel(Channel •c) { 

11 1 access 

delete c; 

} 

Process •CreateProcess(int pc) { 

11 6 accessas 

Process •pProc; 

pProc = new Process; 

if (pProc == NULL) return NULL; 

} 

pProc->pNext 

pProc->pMessage 

pProc->PC 

pProc->fEFValue 

return pProc; 

NULL; 

NULL; 

pc; 

NULL; 

void DeleteProcess(Process •pl { 

11 1 access 

dele te p; 

} 

void StartProcess(Process •pProc) { 

ActiveProcs.Append(pProc); 

} 

void StopProcess() { 

RunningPree = NULL; 

} 

lif 0 

void Run() { 

int i; 

I I 1 access 

11 
11 
11 
11 

11 1 access 

11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
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} 

while (((ActivePIEs.pFirst 1= NULL) I I 

CpFirstTirner! =NULLl I I 

} 

(PieEFList.pFirst 1 = NULL)) && (SysternTirne < 100)) { 

printf("T='l.ld \n", SysternTirne) ; 

pRunningPIE = ActivePIEs . Rernove(); 

if (pRunningPIE!=NULL) { 

} 

i = pRunningPIE->_PC_; pRunningPIE->_PC_ = i+l; 

pRunningPIE->Execute(i); 

if (pRunningPIE '= NULL) ActivePIEs.Append(pRunningPIEl; 

TickO; 

HandlePieEFList(); 

#endif 

void Send(Process •pProc, Channel •pChan, byte •msg, int msglen) { 

11 10 accesses, whereby 4 accesss assumed to pass 

11 the 4 parameters. 

11 It is assumed that the destination 

11 process is not executing an EFSM statement 

Process •pWProc; 

EnablingFunction •fEF; 

EventAction *pEA; 

pWProc pChan->wProc; fEF pChan->fEF; 11 Load channel state variables 

11 2 accessas 

if ((fEF == NULL) && (pWProc 1= NULL)) { 

11 The receiver is NOT an EFSH and is waiting 

memcpy(pWProc->pHessage, msg, msglen); 11 0 accessas 

11 Copy tha messaga from sendar to receiver 

pChan->wProc = NULL; 

11 Hark tha channal to ba ampty 

StartProcass(pWProc); 

11 Start the blocked receiver 

} else { 

pProc->pMessage = msg; 11 Store 

I I 4 accessas 

pointer to message 

pChan->wProc = pProc; 11 Store pointer to transmitter in channel 

} 

StopProcess (); 11 Block the transmitter 

if 

} 

(pChan->fEF 1 =0) { 11 Th ere is a receiver, which 

pWProc->uList.Append(pChan); 

11 Append pChan to the list of unchecked channels 

ProcEFList.Append(pWProc); 

11 Append the EFSM pie to the PieEFList 

is part of an EFSM 
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} 

void Receive(Process •pProc, Channel •pChan, byte •msg, int msglen) { 

11 Maximum 12 accesses, including 4 for the parameters 

Process •pWProc; 

pWProc = pChan->wProc; 

if (pWProc == NULL) { 

pChan->wProc = pProc; 

pProc->pMessage = msg; 

StopProcess (); 

} else { 

11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 

Load channel state variables (1 

The channel is empty 

Store ptr to receiver in channel 

Store ptr to where msg should be 

Block the receiver (0) 

A sender is blocked 

memcpy(msg, pWProc->pMessage, msglen); 11 Copy the message (0) 

if (pChan->fEF 1= NULL) 

access) 

(1) 

stored 

11 Channel is still part of EFMS (1) 
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pChan->wProc = pProc; 

else pChan->wProc = NULL; 

StartProcess(pWProc); 

11 Mark that the channel is empty again (1) 

11 Start the blocked transmitter (4) 

} 

} 

void EFSMinit(Process •pProc) { 

11 4 accessas 

pProc->uList.Clear(); 11 Reset the Unchecked channel list (2 accesses) 

11 Reset the Checked channel list (2 accesses) pProc->cList.Clear(); 

} 

void EFSMEnableChannel(Process •pProc, Channel •pChan, EnablingFunction •fEF) { 

11 maximum 6 accessas 

if (pChan->wProc == NULL) { I I The channel is empty: (1 access) 

pChan->wProc = pProc; 11 (1 access) 

11 Set pointer to the EFSM receiver in the channel 

pChan->fEF = fEF; 11 And also store the Enabling Function (1) 

} el se { I I The channel is ready: 

pChan->fEF = fEF ; 11 Store the enabling tunetion (1 access) 

pProc->uList . Append(pChan); 11 4 accessas 

11 Append the channel to the list of unchecked channels 

} 

} 

void EFSMWait(Process •pProc) { 

11 Maximum 14 accessas 

pProc->fEFValue = NULL; 

pProc->uList.Concatenate(pProc->cList); 

pProc->cList .Clear(); 

if ('pProc->uList.Empty()) { 

ProcEFList . Append(pProc); 

} 

11 
11 
11 
11 
11 

No enabling tunetion 

Concatenate cList· to 

Reset cL i st 

uList is not empty: 

Add p to EFList 

StopProcess(); 11 Block the process that is executing the EFSM 

found yet 

uList 

( 1) 

(6) 

(2) 

(1) 

(4) 

(0) 
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} 

void EFSMDisableChannel(Process •pProc, Channel •pChan) { 

11 maximum 3 accessas 

pChan->fEF = NULL; // Reset the EF to NULL (i.e. there is none) 

if (pChan->wProc == pProc) 

pChan->wProc = NULL; // If the EFSM receiver was waiting , then store NULL 

} 

void HandleProcEFList() { 

} 

11 Background process that eausas the enabling function 

/1 evaluator to be invoked 

/1 Maximal 21 accessas per iteration. Can ba reduced in hardware 

Process •pProc; 

Channel •pChan; 

EventAction •pEA; 

pProc = ProcEFList.Remove() ; 

11 Gat process of which an enabling function should be evaluated 

if (pProc != NULL) { 

pEA = NULL; 

pChan = pProc->uList . Remove(); I/ Get channel trom uList 

while ((pEA == NULL) && (pChan != NULL)) { 

pEA = pChan->fEF(pProc, 0, pProc->pMessage); 

11 Evaluate the enabling tunetion 

11 In the protocol processor this is dona by the 

11 tha anabling function evaluator 

if (pEA == NULL) { 11 It was invalid 

channel c in cList 

I I (4) 

(4) 

(4) pProc->cList.Append(pChan); I/ Insart 

pChan = pProc->uList.Remove() ; /I Gat 

} else { // Enabling tunetion was valid 

pProc->fEFValue = pEA; 

StartProcess(pProc); 

channel from uList (4) 

} 

} 

} 

if ((pEA == NULL) && 1pProc->uList . Empty()) 

ProcEFList.Append(pProc); 

I/ (1) 

11 (4) 

I/ (1) 

11 (4) 
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Samenvatting 

Door de vooruitgang in glasvezel- en netwerktechnologie is in de huidige communi
catiesystemen de eenheid die het protocol verwerkt de limiterende faktor geworden. 
Uit de literatuur zijn twee generieke methoden bekend om dit probleem op te lossen. 
De ene methode past parallellisme toe tussen verschillende protocolstacks, tussen 
verschillende protocollagen in een stack, en tussen entiteiten in een laag. Dit vindt 
hoofdzakelijk plaats op macro-nivo, en micro-parallelisme is nauwelijks onderzocht. 
In de tweede methode worden de limiterende funkties door een hardware coproces
sor uitgevoerd. Meestal worden de funkties voor de coprocessor adhoc gekozen: het 
is niet duidelijk wat een optimale balans tussen hardware en software is . 

Het doel van dit proefontwerp is het definieren van een architectuur voor een al
gemeen toepasbare, programmeerbare protocolprocessor bestemd voor zeer hoge 
verwerkingssnelheden (minstens 1.2 GBit/s , of minstens 600k pakketten!s). Door 
het optreden van vele randvoorwaarden, vele parameters, de hoge snelheid en de 
komplexiteit van de funkties, is het verre van triviaal om uitgaande van de beschrij
ving tot de implementatie van een protocol te komen. Dit proefontwerp presenteert 
bieroe een ontwerpstrategie gericht op de implementatie van systemen zoals hier
boven beschreven . Aan de hand van het ontwerp van een flexibele protocolprocessor 
wordt aannemelijk gemaakt dat deze strategie uitermate werkzaam is. 

Kenmerkend aspekt van deze ontwerpstrategie is de concentratie op de architektuur 
en niet op de specifikatie: Een diepgaande analyse van bestaande protocolimplemen
taties leveren z.g. basisfunkties op, die op het nivo van de architektuur vaak vanzelf
sprekend lijken, maar meestal in een specifikatie niet eenvoudig, of gewoonweg niet 
te ontdekken zijn. Deze basisfunkties worden gedefinieerd, gericht op het verkrijgen 
van ondersteunende hardware voor algemene protocolverwerking, speciaal met de 
nadruk op het z.g. foutvrije pad in een algemeen protocol. Micro-parallellisme 
wordt bereikt door deze kern-funkties als de kleinste eenheid van parallellisme te 
definieren. Een balans tussen hardware en software kan dan worden bepaald met 
behulp van modelleringsmethoden. 

Verschillende nieuwe architecturen voor VLSI worden voorgesteld: De observatie 
dat timers in protocollen onnauwkeurig mogen zijn, leidt tot een efficiente VLSI 
implementatie. Een gelaagd model voor de implementatie van geheugenbeheer 
wordt gedefinieerd. De kern bestaat uit een architectuur voor bufferbeheer, waarvoor 
patent is aangevraagd. De taak voor het verwerken van de header wordt verdeeld in 
de volgende processen: afsplitsen van de header, afsplitsen van de parameters. adres 
vertaling vertaling van het adres en het beheren van toestandsvariabelen, waarbij 
elk proces als een pipeline opereert. Deze taak wordt hierdoor eenvoudig en kan 
worden uitgevoerd door eenvoudige, maar programmeerbare hardware modulen . 
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Parameters van de header kunnen op een efficiente wijze worden gel"nterpreteerd door 
een functioneel geheugen, waarvoor twee nieuwe implementatiemethoden worden 
voorgesteld, beide gepatenteerd. Een algemeen "rate-control" schema, waarin alle 
in de literatuur bekende schema's zijn opgenomen, wordt beschreven . De methode 
vereist de uitvoering van een algorithme alleen als een pakket verzonden moet 
worden en periodieke berekeningen zijn niet nodig. 

Een architectuur voor een flexibele protocolprocessor, bestaande uit verschillende 
hardware komponenten plus een eenvoudige "von Neuman" microprocessor, is 
beschreven. De geschatte prestatie, gebaseerd op LLC 8802-2.2. en onafhanke
lijk van het aantal actieve timers en het aantal actieve verbindingen. ligt tussen de 
550K en 800K pakketten per seconde. Met een korte pakketlengte van 256 bytes 
leidt dit tot verwerkingssnelheden van 1.1 Gbit/s tot 1.6 Gbit/s . Voor een pro
grammeerbare protocolprocessor moet de klassieke "von Neuman" kern samen met 
de verschillende voorgestelde hardware komponenten worden geintegreerd in een 
component teneinde deze prestatie te bereiken. 

De ontwerpmethode levert een programmeermodel op, waarin de protocolprogram
meur (of de compiler) zich alleen bewust is van de gedefinieerde basisfuncties. Deze 
vormen a.h.w. 'macro-instrukties'. De verschillende aspecten van de implementatie. 
met name het verwerken en genereren van de header van de pakketten en alle pro
blemen gerelateerd aan de datastromen, zijn onzichtbaar voor de programmeur. Het 
voordeel hiervan is dat het parallellisme ook verkregen wordt bij strikt sequentieel 
programmeren. 
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Stellingen behorende bij het proefontwerp van 

Marco Heddes 

1. Het is mogelijk een algemeen toepasbare, programmeerbare protocolprocessor 
op een enkele chip te fabriceren die tussen 550K en 800K pakketten/s kan 
verwerken. 
(Dit proefontwerp ). 

2. De ontwerpmethode waarbij de dataflow en controlflow gescheiden worden 
kan ook recursief worden toegepast. 
(Dit proefontwerp ). 

3. Het is zeer belangrijk dat ontwerpbeslissingen gericht zijn op het kiezen van 
flexibele architecturen. Hierdoor kunnen met behulp van modelleringsmetho
den afwegingen gemaakt worden tussen kosten en verwerkingssnelheid. 
(Dit proefontwerp ). 

4. Het oplossen van problemen op een hoog niveau leidt vaak tot niet-optimale 
resultaten. 
(Dit proefontwerp ). 

5. De vertragingstijd die een proefschriftlontwerp oploopt tussen het tijdstip van 
inleveren en de verdediging is evenredig met het aantal professoren in de 
commissie. (Gebaseerd op samples in verschillende Europese universiteiten). 
(Dit proefontwerp ). 

6. In de wereld van de communicatie heeft een commercieel succesvol product 
zoals een protocol als zeer groot nadeel dat vele volgende generaties van dat 
produkt ermee compatibel moeten zijn. 

7. "Het is niet verstandig de capaciteit van een brug te plannen gebaseerd op het 
aantal mensen dat vandaag de rivier overzwemt". 
(Bron onbekend). 

8. In een Verenigd Europa moeten personen die als paranymf in een promotie 
zitting optreden zorgvuldig geselecteerd worden. 

9. De uitvinding van "recursieve hardware" zou vele informatici de kans geven 
hun bewijs -en rekenmethoden toe te passen op VLSI design. 

10. A: "Testen is een teken van zwakheid" (idealisten). 
B: "Niet testen is een teken van zwakheid" (realisten). 

11. "Pas wanneer er aan een ontwerp niets meer weg te nemen valt, en niet wanneer 
er niets meer aan toe te voegen valt, is het ontwerp perfect". 
(A. de Saint-Exupery). 

12. Het zou voor iedereen goed zijn een paar jaar in het buitenland te leven. 



Theses belonging to the dissertation of 

Marco Heddes 

1. lt is possible to create a general purpose, programmable, single chip protocol 
processor that is capable of handling between 550K and 800K packets/sec. 
(This dissertation). 

2. The design methodology of separating the data flow from the control flow can 
also be applied recursively. 
(This dissertation). 

3. lt is very important. that design decisions target towards choosing flexible 
architectures. Costand performance trade-offs canthen be made by means of 
performance modeling techniques. 
(This dissertation). 

4. Solving problems at high levels often leads to non-optimal results. 
(This dissertation). 

5. The delay between time of delivery and the defense of a Ph.D. thesis is 
proportional with the number of professors in the commision. (Based on 
samples in various European universities). 
(This dissertation). 

6. A very large disadvantage of a commercially successfull communications 
product, like a protocol, is that it must be compatible with numerous next
generations. 

7. "Do not plan a bridge capacity by counting the number of people that swim 
across the river today" . 
(Source unknown). 

8. People that appear as paranymph in a Ph.D. thesis defense must be selected 
carefully in a United Europe. 

9. The invention of "recursive hardware" would give many computer scientists 
the opportunity to apply their proof-methods on VLSI design. 

10. A: "Testing is a sign of weakness" (idealists). 
B: "Not testing is a sign ofweakness" (realists). 

11. "A designer knowswhen he has reached perfection not when there is nothing 
more to add, but when there is nothing more to take away". 
(A. de Saint-Exupery). 

12. Everybody would benefit from living in a foreign countryfora few years. 


